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Preface

This collection of research papers explores various aspects of antenna design and high-speed

wireless communication, delving into the forefront of technology for modern telecommunications.

Antennas are crucial components in wireless systems, enabling the transmission and reception of

data. The papers in this collection investigate innovative antenna designs that cater to the growing

demands of future-generation wireless applications, including 5G networks, Internet of Things (IoT)

devices, and ultra-wideband (UWB) communication.

These papers discuss antennas with characteristics such as super-wideband capabilities,

dual-band operation, high gain, and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) configurations.

Additionally, they explore novel techniques in order to minimize interference and optimize antenna

layouts for improved performance. Furthermore, this collection delves into topics related to wireless

communication efficiency, including error reduction methods and advanced optical nano-antenna

designs for photonics applications. Overall, these papers represent the ongoing efforts to push the

boundaries of antenna technology and enhance high-speed wireless communication systems for a

connected and data-driven future.
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This collection of research papers explores various aspects of antenna design and
high-speed wireless communication, delving into the forefront of technology for modern
telecommunications. Antennas are crucial components in wireless systems, enabling the
transmission and reception of data. The papers in this collection investigate innovative
antenna designs that cater to the growing demands of future-generation wireless applica-
tions, including 5G networks, Internet of Things (IoT) devices, and ultra-wideband (UWB)
communication.

These papers discuss antennas with characteristics such as super-wideband capabili-
ties, dual-band operation, high gain, and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) config-
urations. Additionally, they explore novel techniques in order to minimize interference
and optimize antenna layouts for improved performance. Furthermore, this collection
delves into topics related to wireless communication efficiency, including error reduction
methods and advanced optical nano-antenna designs for photonics applications. Overall,
these papers represent the ongoing efforts to push the boundaries of antenna technology
and enhance high-speed wireless communication systems for a connected and data-driven
future.

A brief summary of the papers can be found below.
Ref. [1] paper proposes a high-dimension ratio, octagonal-shaped, super-wideband

(SWB) monopole antenna. The antenna exhibits a frequency range of 3.71 to 337.88 GHz
with good performance metrics such as |S11| ≤ −10 dB, VSWR < 2, a bandwidth ra-
tio (BR) of 91.07:1, and a very high bandwidth dimension ratio (BDR) of 6057.27. The
antenna is designed on a Rogers 5880 dielectric substrate with compact dimensions of
14 × 16 × 0.787 mm3. The simulated and measured results show good agreement, making
the antenna suitable for future-generation mobile networks due to its strong radiation
properties, compactness, and extremely wide bandwidth.

Ref. [2] presents a design of an elliptical-shaped dual-band UWB notch antenna for
wireless applications. The antenna incorporates corner cuts on a partial ground plane
to achieve a UWB bandwidth and utilizes inverted-U-shaped and conductor-shaped res-
onators for dual-band notch characteristics. The proposed antenna has dimensions of
24 × 32 mm2 and offers a gain of 4.9 dB, a bandwidth of 2.5–11 GHz, and a stable radiation
pattern. It rejects WLAN and ITU bands from 5.2 to 5.7 GHz and 7.2 to 8.5 GHz, respectively.
The article discusses the evolution stages of the UWB antenna and the parametric analysis
of the UWB notch antenna.

Ref. [3] presents a compact antenna system with a multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) configuration for mm-wave 5G-based Internet of Things (IoT) applications. The
antenna elements are arranged to achieve significant field decorrelation and a dielectric
layer is added to improve the radiation characteristics. The MIMO configuration has a size
of 14 mm × 20 mm and operates in the frequency range of 16.7 to 25.4 GHz. It achieves
a peak gain of 8.47 dB, more than 80% total efficiency, and high isolation of over −30 dB.
The design demonstrates wideband features, improved gain, and high isolation, making it
suitable for mm-wave-based 5G applications.

Appl. Sci. 2023, 13, 9892. https://doi.org/10.3390/app13179892 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/applsci1
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Ref. [4] explains a novel MIMO antenna system for ultra-wideband (UWB) applications
is presented. The system consists of a 4 × 4 array of antenna elements arranged in a plus-
shaped configuration. The individual antenna element is a fractal circular ring structure
with a modified partial ground plane. It operates in the frequency range of 2.67 GHz to
12 GHz, with a wide impedance bandwidth of 9.33 GHz. The system provides pattern
and polarization diversity without the need for any isolation enhancement network. The
fabricated and tested MIMO antenna shows UWB response and good isolation between
the antenna elements, making it suitable for UWB MIMO applications.

Ref. [5] proposes efficient helical and FRF interleavers for OFDM systems, enhancing
reliability and throughput. The study compares FFT-OFDM with DWT-OFDM using var-
ious wavelet families and channel models. The results show DWT-OFDM outperforms
FFT-OFDM, particularly with the Haar wavelet. The simulation indicates FRF interleaving
improves the BER for FFT-OFDM, while DWT-OFDM’s FRF interleaver performs similarly
to the helical interleaver. The recommendation is to use FRF interleaving for FFT-OFDM, im-
proving energy efficiency. Further research is needed to compare conventional interleavers
with the proposed FRF interleaver.

Ref. [6] presents a broadband optical nano-antenna with a hybrid plasmonic feed,
designed for nano-photonic applications. The antenna exhibits a gain of up to 11.4 dBi and
covers a wide range of optical communication wavelengths. It features a unique hybrid
plasmonic waveguide-based feed that enables directional radiation properties. The antenna
is suitable for inter- and intra-chip optical communications and sensing applications. The
study also explores array configurations to increase gain and directionality, making it useful
for optical energy harvesting.

Ref. [7] presents the optimization of a coherent dual-beam array feed network for
aperiodic concentric ring antennas. The feeding system is based on a reconfigurable
topology with alternated power dividers and combiners, providing coherent in-phase
outputs. The study analyzes a two-beam architecture with multi-beam shaping and steering
features, and optimizes the aperiodic layout based on the radii of the circular rings using
the differential evolution method. The numerical experiments validate the improved
performance of the proposed dual-beam configuration with a non-uniform layout compared
to its uniform counterpart. The results show an enhanced performance in terms of sidelobe
level and directivity.

Ref. [8] studies a compact concentric structured wideband antenna with triple notch
bands was designed and experimentally demonstrated. The antenna exhibited a broad
impedance bandwidth of 45.83 GHz (1.67–47.5 GHz) with three notches at 1.8–2.2 GHz,
4–7.2 GHz, and 9.8–10.4 GHz to minimize interference from the AWS, C, and X bands,
respectively. The simulated and measured results of the VSWR, gain, and radiation pattern
showed good agreement. The antenna also demonstrated excellent time-domain charac-
teristics, including minimal pulse distortion and constant group delay. A comparative
analysis with existing designs showed that the proposed antenna outperformed in terms
of bandwidth, gain, and rejection levels. Overall, the designed antenna is a promising
solution for pulse-based wideband communication systems.

Ref. [9] describes a modified Franklin array antenna for 5G wireless applications
operating at 22.7 and 34.9 GHz. The antenna consists of a 3 × 3 array patch element and
a slotted ground plane, designed for broad bandwidth, high directivity, and dual-band
operation. The dimensions of the patch antennas are based on λ/2 of the second resonant
frequency. The simulation and measurement results show a dual-band operation with
good impedance bandwidth. The antenna performance is analyzed through parametric
analysis, and the design is carried out using HFSS v.14.0. The proposed antenna overcomes
the limitations of previous collinear arrays and Franklin antennas, offering wideband
operation, a compact size, and improved performance.

Conflicts of Interest: The author declares no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: Franklin array antennas are considered as one of the most competitive candidates for
millimeter-wave (mmW) 5G applications due to their compact size, simple geometry and high
gain. This paper describes a microstrip Franklin antenna array for fifth generation (5G) wireless
applications. The proposed modified Franklin array is based on a collinear array structure with
the objective of achieving broad bandwidth, high directivity, and dual-band operation at 22.7 and
34.9 GHz. The designed antenna consists of a 3 × 3 array patch element as the radiating part and
a 3 × 3 slotted ground plane operating at a multiband resonance in the mmW range. The dimensions
of the patch antennas are designed based on λ/2 of the second resonant frequency. The designed
antenna shows dual band operation with a total impedance bandwidth ranging from 21.5 to 24.3 GHz
(fractional bandwidth of 12.2%) at the first band and from 33.9 to 36 GHz (fractional bandwidth of
6%) at the second band in simulation. In measurement, the impedance bandwidth ranges from 21.5
to 24.5 GHz (fractional bandwidth of 13%) at the first band and from 34.3 to 36.2 GHz (fractional
bandwidth of 5.3%) at the second band, respectively. The performance of the antenna is analyzed by
parametric analysis by modifying various parameters of the antenna. All the necessary simulations
are carried out using HFSS v.14.0.

Keywords: collinear array; dual band; Franklin antenna; millimeter-wave (mmW)

1. Introduction

The evolution of mobile standards from the first generation (1G) standard to the
fifth generation (5G) standard, where we currently stand, and the future standards is
considered as a revolution in the field of wireless communications. It all began with 1G,
where the basic calling facility was introduced with no proper coverage and security for the
network. 2G networks changed the whole concept with the introduction of a messaging
facility or short message system as well as with digital voice calls and encryption of the
calls. The second-generation network laid the foundation for all wireless communication
networks. The introduction of 3G, or the packet-switched networks improved data rates,
increased data transfer capability, as well as the introduction of video calls for applications
such as video streaming and video conferencing revolutionized the mobile standards [1].
Fourth-generation (4G) networks are currently the most popular network standard in the
present world. The transition from the previous standard to the present standard required
various infrastructure changes to the antenna as well as the other equipment such that it
can become 4G compatible. All the above standards face a common problem, which is the
scarcity of bandwidth. The 5G standard or the internet of things era is the solution that

Appl. Sci. 2021, 11, 693. https://doi.org/10.3390/11020693 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/applsci4
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overcomes this problem. 5G technology requires new infrastructure that has to be laid
for the implementation. It is a mature technology that has proven to be of high data rate
communication [2,3].

The wireless spectrum that exists presently is losing its free space, which has led
to researchers exploring the unused millimeter-wave (mmW) spectrum for such applica-
tions [4]. Millimeter wave technology exploits the frequency spectrum from 30 to 300 GHz.
The wavelength required for the operation of mmW varies from 10 to 1 mm. The advan-
tages of using the above technology include high data rates, almost the same as those
obtained in optical fibers, achieved at a lesser cost or free of cost [5,6]. The added merits
to this technology are that at high frequencies, the traffic is less, and the communication
would be more secure because these frequencies cannot be utilized by everyone. The draw-
backs are that a completely modified infrastructure has to be laid out for obtaining these
higher frequencies [7,8]. Proper substrate selection is needed with an appropriate value of
dielectric constant, while the thickness of the substrate also plays an important role in the
deployment of this technology.

mmW technology deals with frequencies in the range of GHz, so the conventional
single-antenna structures might fall short of the requirements such as high gain, directive
patterns, and bandwidth. So, the need of combining of antenna structures to form array
structures is required. Among the different types of antenna array structures, one of the
array types is the collinear array (CoA) antenna. A series of antenna elements that are
fixed in such a manner that they are parallel and located along a common axis is termed
a collinear antenna array. This antenna principle is further modified and applied to a new
antenna termed Franklin antenna [9]. In a Franklin array antenna, in addition to the
antenna patch elements that are placed in a collinear manner, two transmission lines are
placed in between the patches as well as a phasing stub assembly. High gain is a feature of
these antennas. The restriction of these classes of antennas is that they are mainly restricted
to a single band of operation [9–11].

Several researchers showed interest in the collinear array principle of antennas in
improving the various antenna parameters. A simple arrangement of collinear microstrip
patch antenna is illustrated in [12,13], which was limited to a single band operation with
a high gain. The narrowband, along with single-band operation, was the limitation of this
antenna. Various modifications of the collinear array antenna were introduced, of which the
Franklin antenna is an example. Researchers have worked on several modifications of this
antenna to obtain improved antenna parameters. One such work is demonstrated in [14],
where it is used for radar application. Here, the conventional Franklin antenna is modified
for automotive short-range radar applications in which the phase-shifting sections are
arranged in a simple straight-line configuration. It is again restricted to a single band
operation with less bandwidth. Another variation of the Franklin antenna is presented
in [15], which is used for wireless charging applications. The design is complex, as it
consists of 32 elements arranged in a collinear array pattern. Since it is designed for
wireless charging applications, the frequency of operation is low. A 14 element Franklin
antenna was proposed in [16]. The advantage of this design was that a simplified feeding
technique was introduced, which gave rise to a more longitudinally and transversely
compact class of antennas. A circularly polarized Franklin antenna is demonstrated in [17],
where it finds its application in radars. Here the 12 elements are arranged circularly to
obtain a circular class of Franklin antenna. The design provides high inter port isolation and
moderate impedance. All these antennas were limited to narrowband operation, and in [18],
a modified Franklin antenna was introduced where the upper and lower cut off frequencies
are designed based on the patch length and stub length. The six-element array antenna
generated a wide bandwidth over a single resonant frequency. In [19], the Franklin antenna
was developed on dielectric slab to operate at single band of operation. Here, the meander-
based geometry is used to obtain high impedance phenomenon at the desired single band
resonance. The designed antenna is powered by standard and surface waves along with
a dielectric structure, in such a way that the energy is gradually radiated. Finally, in [20],
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the design that was used for the multi-band response was modified to obtain a single band
operation. The design was modified in such a way that additional uniform slots were
introduced in the ground plane. This enabled the antenna to resonate at a single frequency
with a suitable bandwidth. Even though this antenna results in a large bandwidth as well
as gain, the drawback was that it was limited to a single frequency of operation.

All of the collinear array antennas and Franklin antennas that were designed earlier
faced certain drawbacks, such as the single/dual resonant frequency with narrowband
operation, limited bandwidth, low directive pattern, and complex structure. Due to these
issues, it may be difficult for them to be integrated with portable wireless devices for
modern wireless communication systems. In this paper, the proposed antenna introduces
the concept of a Franklin antenna that has been modified in such a way to obtain a wideband
antenna resonating at two different frequencies i.e., 22.7 and 34.9 GHz. The proposed
antenna is designed in four steps. In the first step, the Franklin radiator is designed by
utilizing a 3 × 3 unit cell array structure with full ground plane. This structure resulted in
four mmW bands with poor impedance matching at the first three bands. So, in order to
overcome this problem, the ground plane is etched with a one-by-three array slot format
in the second step. This modification also resulted in triple band operation but with
poor impedance matching at the first two bands. In the third step, the slot configuration
at the ground part is modified in the form of a two-by-three array, while keeping the
radiator unchanged. This configuration resulted in dual band operation with S11 very
close to −10 dB, at both bands. Finally, in the fourth step, in order to get the desired
wide bandwidth and good impedance matching with dual band operation (i.e., at 22.7
and 34.9 GHz), the ground part is further etched with a slot configuration of a three-by-
three array. A detailed parametric investigation is also carried out to fix the dimension
of the proposed design. The main advantage of the antenna is that the aforementioned
modifications are introduced into the radiating part and ground plane in such a manner that
there is no additional increase in the area of the antenna, i.e., the antenna remains compact.

2. Antenna Design Approach

2.1. Proposed Antenna Configuartion and Dimension Layout

The final antenna or the proposed antenna with detailed optimized dimensions is
shown in Figure 1. The antenna has a 3 × 3 array-like structure, which consists of 9 patch
elements, of which six of these patch elements have a dimension of PL × PW. Three of
them have a dimension of (PL + R) × PW. Each row of these patch elements also has
folded dipole elements that connect the row-wise patch elements. The antenna feeding
network is provided to the last row of the patch elements. The ground plane consists of
nine slots that are etched in a 3 × 3 manner to provide the required response. The last cut
in the first column of the array follows a slight misalignment to obtain the proper response
with an appropriate gain required for proper operation. The detailed dimensions of the
antenna are shown in Table 1. The antenna designed in this paper is based on the concept
of [7,11,18,20].

The proposed modified Franklin array structure is based on a collinear array structure.
A set of patches and stubs constitutes a collinear array structure. The modified Franklin
array structure consists of 9 patch antennas arranged in a 3 × 3 configuration, and in
between each row of these patches contains stubs that have been changed to symmetrically
folded dipole like structures, as illustrated in Figure 1. These 9 patch antennas and folded
dipole-like structures arranged in a 3 × 3 array manner are connected to a feeding network
that has been modified into a folded dipole like structure and connected from the last row
of patch antennas and folded dipole like structures.

The patch antennas are of dimensions PL × PW. The six patch antennas in the second
and third row of the array follow these dimensions. The first row of patch antennas has
an incremental length R added to it. The dimensions of the patch antennas are designed
based on λ/2 of the second resonant frequency. Similarly, in an arrangement similar to
the 3 × 3 arrangement of patch elements, modifications are made to the ground in a 3 × 3
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manner to the original design such that the desirable dual-band operation of the antenna is
achieved.

HFSS, or High-Frequency Structure Simulator software, is used in the modeling, simu-
lation, and analysis, as well as for the numerical evaluation of the antenna design. The sub-
strate used had a height (h) of 0.8 mm, and a metallic ground was used at the bottom.

 
(a) 

(b) 

Figure 1. Final antenna (a) top view and (b) bottom view.

Table 1. Optimized dimensions of the final proposed antenna.

Symbol Parameters (mm)

PL Patch element length 4.34
PW Patch element width 4.3
R Patch element length extension for the first row 1.0
J Spacing between the centers of patch elements in a row 8.01

FL Folded dipole length 1.4
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Table 1. Cont.

Symbol Parameters (mm)

FW Folded dipole width 0.7
SW Matching stub width 10.15
SL Matching stub length 1.4
fL Feed length 3.2
fW Feed width 2.4
Fg The gap of the folded dipole 0.26
L Length of substrate material 21.0
W Width of substrate material 26.0

WG Width of first type ground cut 5.0
WC Width of second type ground cut 2.0
LG Length of first type ground cut 3.6
LC Length of second type ground cut 4.0

2.2. Design Steps to Obtain the Proposed Antenna

In this section, the procedure to obtain the final antenna is described in detail. The pro-
posed Franklin antenna array is designed in four steps. Initially, the first antenna is
designed with a full ground plane at the bottom of the substrate and the top portion of the
substrate consisting of the patch consisting of a 3 × 3 array of a unit cell. This antenna is
termed as antenna M. The representation of the antenna structure is shown in Figure 2a,b.
This antenna shows a quad band of operation at 24.4, 25.8, 26.6 and 32.7 GHz with very
poor impedance matching at the first three bands.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a). Top view of the antenna (M) showing the patch array structure of the antenna, (b)
bottom view of the antenna showing the full ground plane.

So, to improve the impedance matching in the initial antenna M, in the next step, slots
are introduced in the ground plane. This antenna is now termed antenna N. The represen-
tation of the antenna structure is shown in Figure 3a,b, wherein it can be seen that three
cuts are made in the ground plane. Two cuts are of dimensions WG × LG, and one cut is
of dimensions WC × LG. The last column’s squares are made with different sizes and are
not of the same dimensions as the other squares, in order to make the antenna resonate at
a particular frequency. This modification also leads to a triple band of operation at 22.5,
24.9 and 35.3 GHz, with very poor impedance matching at the last two bands.

To further improve the performance of the designed antenna N, in the next stage
an additional three slots are etched to the ground part. This modified antenna is now
termed antenna O. The representation of this antenna structure is shown in Figure 4a,b.
The slots are now of a 2 × 3 array form. The new row of slots formed consists of two cuts
of dimensions WG × LC and one cut of dimensions WC × LC. The last cut that lies close to
the boundary of the ground is slightly misaligned to the cut made in the previous stage for
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obtaining a proper response. This modification allows the antenna to operate at dual-band
i.e., at 22.6 and 35.05 GHz, with a lower reflection coefficient value at both the bands.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a). Top view of the antenna (N) showing the patch array structure of the antenna, (b)
bottom view of the antenna showing the ground plane with the first set of three cuts.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. (a) Top view of the antenna (O) showing the patch array structure of the antenna, (b)
bottom view of the antenna showing the ground plane with the second set of three cuts.

To further improve the impedance matching at the dual band, the final modifications
are made to the ground part of antenna O by etching one more row of square slots, thereby
resulting in 9 cuts in the ground plane. The introduction of these slots further affect the
surface current behavior of the antenna, thereby improving the impedance matching of
the antenna. This antenna is now termed as P (proposed antenna). The representation
of the antenna structure is shown in Figure 5a,b. The cuts that were introduced in the
ground plane are in the form of a 3 × 3 array structure. The last row of cuts formed consists
of two cuts of dimensions WG × LC and one cut of dimensions WC × LC. The last cut
that lies close to the ground’s boundary is slightly misaligned to the cut made in the first
stage and aligned to the cut made in the previous stage for obtaining a proper frequency
response for the required dual-band operation. Thus, one of the cuts in the final proposed
antenna is misaligned to the other cuts of the same column. The reflection coefficient of
the antenna’s various stages is illustrated in Figure 6. It can be observed that the antenna
offers a dual-band operation at 22.7 and 34.9 GHz with excellent impedance matching at
both the bands. Thus, it can be concluded that the slots are added to the ground plane
for the antenna to radiate at the particular frequencies and improve the input impedance
matching and S11.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5. (a). The top view of the antenna showing the antenna’s patch array structure, (b) the
bottom view of the antenna showing the ground plane with the third set of three cuts.

Figure 6. Variation in reflection coefficient with frequency for different antenna configurations.

3. Parametric Analysis

A parametric study analyzes the patch element’s impact, and the slots etched in
the ground plane on the antenna. The design’s performance is mainly influenced by the
incremental length (R), the patch element length (PL), the length and width of the slots in
the ground plane LG, LC, WG, WC.

3.1. Effect of Length of Patch Element PL

The effect of the length of the patch element on the antenna is studied. The length of
the element is increased to analyze its effect. The increase in the length causes a variation
in the resonant frequency as well as the return loss of the antenna. The variation of the
length of patch PL is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Analysis of variation in the length of patch element PL.

3.2. Effect of Incremental Length R

The effect of the incremental length of the patch elements of the first row on the
antenna is analyzed. The length is varied to analyze its effect. The variation in the length
does not cause a significant variation in the resonant frequency, but a very significant
variation in the antenna’s return loss is seen. The variation of the incremental length R is
demonstrated in Figure 8.

 
Figure 8. Analysis of variation in the incremental length R.

3.3. Effect of the Width of the First Type of Ground Cut WG

The effect of the width of the first type of ground cut on the antenna is studied.
The width is varied to study its impact. The variation in the width causes a significant
variation in both the resonant frequency, but a very substantial variation in the antenna’s
return loss is observed at the first resonant frequency. At the second variation, not much
change is observed in terms of return loss. The variation of the width of the first type of
ground cut WG is given in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Analysis of variation in the width of first type ground cut WG.

3.4. Effect of the Width of the Second Type of Ground Cut WC

The effect of the width of the second type of ground cut on the antenna is analyzed.
The width is varied to observe its impact. The variation in the width causes a significant
variation in both the return loss and frequency at the first resonant frequency. In contrast,
at the second frequency, the return loss and frequency changes are small. The variation of
the width of the second type of ground cut WC is shown in Figure 10.

 

Figure 10. Analysis of variation in the width of second type ground cut WC.

3.5. Effect of Length of First Type Ground Cut LG

The effect of the width of the first type of ground cut on the antenna is studied.
The width is varied to study its impact. The increase in the length results in variation in
return loss at both frequencies, whereas the resonant frequency shifts at the first resonant
value. The decrease in the length does not have a significant effect on the first resonant
frequency. Still, at the second resonant frequency, both the frequency and return loss values
are significantly changed. The variation of the length of the first type of ground cut LG is
given in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Analysis of variation in the length of first type ground cut LG.

3.6. Effect of Length of Second Type Ground Cut LC

The effect of the width of the second type of ground cut on the antenna is analyzed.
The length is varied to observe its impact. The variation in the length does not significantly
affect the frequency, but it results in a considerable variation in the return loss values at
both resonant frequencies. The variation of the length of the second type of ground cut LC
is given in Figure 12.

 
Figure 12. Analysis of variation in the length of second type ground cut LC.

4. Results and Discussion

In the proposed design, the primary array antenna consists of a modified Franklin
array structure printed on a substrate, which is of the material Rogers RT/duroid 6010,
having a relative permittivity of 10.2 and a loss tangent of 0.0023. The simulation and
measurement results for the S11 parameter vs. frequency of the antenna is depicted in
Figure 13. The S11 result of the proposed antenna is measured using Anritsu 37269 A
Vector Network Analyzer. It can be seen from the figure that the resonant frequency
occurs for two values of operating frequency; 22.7 and 34.9 GHz in simulation, and at
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22.8 and 35.3 GHz in measurement. In the simulation, for the first resonant frequency
(i.e., 22.7 GHz), a bandwidth (for S11 < −10 dB criteria) of 2.8 GHz (21.5–24.3 GHz) and
fractional bandwidth of 12.25% with maximum S11 of −30 dB is observed, and for the
second resonant frequency (i.e., 34.9 GHz), a bandwidth of 2.1 GHz (33.9–36 GHz) and
fractional bandwidth of 6% with maximum S11 of −23 dB is obtained. During measurement,
for the first resonant frequency (i.e., 22.8 GHz), a bandwidth of 3 GHz (21.5–24.5 GHz)
and fractional bandwidth of 13% with maximum S11 of −32 dB is observed, and for the
second resonant frequency (i.e., 35.3 GHz), a bandwidth of 1.9 GHz (34.3–36.2 GHz) and
fractional bandwidth of 5.3% with maximum S11 of −22 dB is obtained. Figure 13 clearly
shows that the proposed structure achieves good impedance matching at both bands and
the simulated and measured results are in close agreement.

 
Figure 13. Reflection coefficient vs. frequency of the proposed antenna.

The surface current distribution patterns for the proposed antenna are analyzed in
Figure 14 for both resonant frequencies. At 22.7 GHz, the maximum currents can be
observed at the second and third arm from the left, while the corner of the ground creates
more significant discontinuity to the flow of current at this band, as demonstrated in
Figure 14a. At 34.9 GHz, the current leakage is more from the antenna’s first and third
arm from the left. Simultaneously, the slots in the ground allow more discontinuity in the
current flow, thereby increasing the total current length path covering this particular band,
as demonstrated in Figure 14b.

The 3D total gain pattern for the proposed antenna at both the resonant frequencies is
shown in Figure 15. It is observed that the desired configuration of the antenna produces
a maximum gain of 7.8 dB for 22.7 GHz and a gain of 9.7dB for 34.9 GHz. The gains are
reasonably good as the bandwidth obtained at this band is relatively wide.

 
(a) 

Figure 14. Cont.
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(b) 

Figure 14. Surface current distribution plots for frequencies (a) 22.7 and (b) 34.9 GHz.

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 15. Three-dimensional gain plot for frequencies (a) 22.7 GHz (b) 34.9 GHz.

The variation of gain with frequency for the bandwidth of operation for the two
resonant frequencies is analyzed, as shown in Figure 16. At the first band, i.e., 22.7 GHz,
the gain is nonlinear and may be due to the dimension tuning of slots at ground plane to
obtain the desired band. However, at the second band, i.e., 34.9 GHz, the gain varies linearly
over the entire resonant bandwidth. The variation of radiation efficiency over the entire
operating bandwidth for the two operating bands (i.e., 21.5–24.3 GHz, and 33.9–36 GHz) is
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also depicted in Figure 16c,d, respectively. It can be noticed that the antenna has radiation
efficiency greater than 90%, at both the operating bandwidth, thus ensuring effective
radiated power.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 16. Variation of gain vs. frequency for the bandwidth of operation for a resonant frequency of (a) 22.7 and (b)
34.9 GHz, and variation of radiation efficiency vs. frequency for the bandwidth of operation for a resonant frequency of (c)
22.7 and (d) 34.9 GHz.

The radiation pattern for the proposed antenna for Phi = 0◦ and Phi = 90◦ is shown
in Figure 17. It can be noted that the obtained pattern is directional and stable for both of
the dual frequencies.

A comparison between the features of the proposed antenna with similar antennas is
illustrated in Table 2. From the table, it can be found that the proposed structure has the
advantage of compact size, multiband operation, directive radiation pattern, and a simple
and planar structure over its counterparts.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 17. The radiation pattern for the proposed antenna at frequencies of (a) 22.7 and (b) 34.9 GHz.

Table 2. Comparison of various antenna performance indicators.

Ref. Antenna Type
No of

Elements
Resonating

Frequency (GHz)
Bandwidth (%) Gain (dBi) Size (mm2) Advantage

[12] Collinear Microstrip
Patch Antenna 3 0.869 2.80 12.4 298 × 680 It has a directional

pattern.

[13] Collinear Microstrip
Patch Antenna 3 2.4 7.10 15.8 298 × 680

Simple structure
without the need
for any feeding

network.

[14]
Modified Microstrip

Franklin Array
Antenna

1, 3, and 5 24 1.04 6, 8, and 11 90 × 25

High absolute gain,
good directivity,
and large-range

coverage.

[15] Franklin Array
Antenna 32 2.4 8.33 12 520 × 520

High gain,
enlarged antenna
aperture, increase

in available power.
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Table 2. Cont.

Ref. Antenna Type
No of

Elements
Resonating

Frequency (GHz)
Bandwidth (%) Gain (dBi) Size (mm2) Advantage

[17]
Circularly Polarized
Franklin Microstrip

Antenna
12 6.9 5.76 3.1 172 × 172

More than 64% of
the −10 dB
impedance

bandwidth is
usable in CP mode,

low axial ratio,
high inter-port
isolation, and

squinted beams.

[18] Conformal Antenna
array 6 29 19.78 8.3 12 × 28.2

Compact, flexible,
and wideband
antenna array

[19]

Dielectric Slab
Antenna based on

microstrip-Franklin
Excitation

1 30 7.6 6.6 80 × 20 Simple planar
geometry.

[20]

Enhanced Franklin
antenna with

defected ground
structure

9 25.2 22.22 10.1 26 × 21
Directive radiation

pattern and cost
effective

Proposed Antenna 9 22.7 and 34.9 12.2 and 6 7.8 and 9.73 26 × 21

Compact size,
multiband

operation, directive
radiation pattern,
simple and planar

structure.

5. Conclusions

A modified Franklin antenna array with a slotted ground structure to be utilized for
mmW frequency is proposed. The nine patch antennas and folded dipole-like structures
arranged in a three-by-three array manner are connected to a feeding network modified into
a folded dipole like structure to provide good impedance matching to the overall antenna
design. To achieve the optimum dimensions and suitable results, parametric analysis was
carried out by modifying the antenna’s various parameters. The antenna offers dual-band
resonance characteristics at 22.7 and 34.9 GHz with a total impedance bandwidth of about
2.8 and 2.1 GHz in simulation. For measurement, it shows dual-band operation at 22.8
and 35.3 GHz with impedance bandwidth of about 3 and 1.9 GHz, respectively, thus
showing a good correlation between the simulated and measured results. The concept of
the antenna array is deployed to enhance the gain of the antenna at a higher frequency of
operation and nullify the side lobes. It also provides better impedance matching, as well
as providing diversity reception. The antenna offers good gain, impedance matching,
compact size, and stable radiation pattern, and thus acts as a very competitive candidate
for 5G applications.
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Abstract: A compact concentric structured monopole antenna for super wide band (SWB) applica-
tions with triple notch band characteristics is designed and experimentally validated. The antenna
covers an immense impedance bandwidth (1.6–47.5 GHz) with sharp triple notch bands at 1.8–
2.2 GHz, 4–7.2 GHz, and 9.8–10.4 GHz to eliminate interference from co-existing advanced wireless
services (AWS), C bands, and X bands, respectively. By loading an E-shaped stub connected at the
top of the patch and by etching a split elliptical slot at the lower end of the radiating patch, the band
rejection characteristics from 1.8–2.2 GHz for the AWS and 4–7.2 GHz for the C band are achieved,
respectively. Further, by making use of a C-shaped resonator near the feed line, band rejection from
9.8–10.4 GHz for the X band is obtained. By varying the parameters of the antenna, the notch bands
are controlled independently over a wide range of frequencies. The antenna provides good radiation
characteristics, constant group delay response, and better gain over the pass band. The experimental
results indicate that the designed antenna offers a remarkable reduction in gain and high variation in
group delay over the stop bands. To characterize the wideband property and linear phase response
of the designed antenna, its time-domain performance is extensively described and evaluated, which
assure pulse transmission with minimum distortion.

Keywords: super wide band antenna (SWB antenna); triple band notch; time-domain characterization

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

In recent years, wireless communication systems have grown at a significant rate.
Wireless consoles for future applications are necessary to support distinct services. This
increasing demand leads to the requirement for antennas that are able to cover multiple
bands for accommodating several communication standards within a single system in
consideration of the fact that the frequency spectrum allocated for ultrawideband (UWB)
by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) is from 3.1 to 10.6 GHz. There is a
requirement for a competent super wide band (SWB) antenna that should be capable of
functioning over the entire ultra-wide band, as assigned by the FCC, and that should cover
lower frequency bands. However, the SWB system broad frequency range may influence
the present narrowband systems. Therefore, to alleviate the electromagnetic interference
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effect of an SWB system over the narrowband system and vice-versa, an SWB antenna with
a band-notch feature is desirable for coexisting wireless communications.

A conventional approach for preventing intervention among the recently designed
and present-day communication systems is to insert filter banks in the SWB system to
filter out the interfering EM waves of different frequencies. However, introducing external
band stop filters to accomplish the desired band rejection makes the system complex and
enhances the dimension significantly.

Another efficient way for suppressing interfering electromagnetic spectrums from the
SWB system is to realize SWB antennas with frequency blocking ability. Antenna shape and
structure orientation are two important aspects in designing this type of antenna structure.
Several wideband antennas are reported in the literature with no notch, single notch, or
dual notch functions. Nevertheless, there is a need to develop SWB antennas with a greater
number of notch bands to establish multiple coexisting communications. However, it is
very challenging to design an SWB antenna with multi notch bands due to the difficulty
in bandwidth control of notch bands while maintaining space limitation and unwanted
mutual coupling between the adjacent notched bands.

1.2. Literature Review

The major difficulty in implementing an SWB communication system is eliminating
the authorized and unauthorized license bands such as WiMAX, WLAN, AWS, C, X, etc.,
from the assigned SWB bandwidth. Each of these communications has its defined frequency
bands, and the SWB system has to separate out those bands to make the communication
interference resistant.

Various researchers have addressed the aforementioned challenge to some extent
by introducing SWB antennas with multi notch characteristics. Several techniques such
as the introduction of a slot in the patch/ground plane [1–3]; insertion of a slit on the
patch/ground plane [4,5]; placing stubs [6–9], meander grounded stubs [10], and parasitic
elements [11–13]; and employing a split ring resonator [14,15] have been used in SWB
antenna design to filter out undesired frequency bands.

Placing a slot on the patch or ground plane empirically helps to reject a particular
frequency band and thus brings band notch characteristics to the SWB antenna. Various
shapes and sizes of slots have been investigated, and combinations of slots with other
geometries have been examined for rejecting a desired band of frequencies. In [1], the
bandwidth of a square-shaped antenna was enhanced by placing a dumbbell-structured
parasitic resonator at the upper side of the partial ground plane. Further, by adding
two similar inverted J-shaped slots and a reverse F-shaped slot, two notch bands were
obtained at 3.3–4.2 GHz and 5.1–5.4 GHz frequencies. Again, in [2], a triple notch band
SWB antenna was designed by exploring the slot on patch concept. First, a notch band at
3.5 GHz (WiMAX) was realized by cutting an E-shaped slot in the upper portion of the
antenna, while a rectangular slot and a C-shaped slot along with a set of two parasitic
patches provided two more notch bands at 5.2 GHz and 5.8 GHz (lower and upper) WLAN,
respectively. A monopole printed circular radiating patch with a coplanar waveguide
(CPW)-fed bevel-shaped ground plane is demonstrated in [3]. By etching two C-shaped
slots on the radiating patch and a pair of C-shaped slots in the ground plane, three frequency
bands, namely 3.43–3.65 GHz, 4.95–5.25 GHz, and 5.36–5.85 GHz, were eliminated.

Introduction of slits on the patch results in multiband frequency operation because
of the disruption caused to the average current paths of any resonant mode. The surface
current paths become elaborated around the slits, and because of this, resonant frequency
decreases leading to multiband frequency operation. In [4], a modified circular radiating
patch with a pair of open ended quarter wavelength slits was realized to suppress dual
notch bands of 5.15–5.35 GHz and 5.725–5.825 GHz. In another example of the slit concept,
a CPW-fed single band notch circular fashioned antenna was demonstrated in [5]. With the
help of a set of stubs and slits adopted inside the tapered slot and circular patch, a notch
band of 5.0–5.8 GHz was realized.
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Another method to bring notches in wideband antennas is by loading the stub on the
antenna structure. Stub loading on the patch or ground plane transfuses the fundamental
and harmonics in quadrature and thus eliminates the required band of frequencies. Jiang
et al. presented a square-shaped radiating patch with a modified ground plane for devel-
oping a dual notch band wideband antenna. By introducing an inverted T-shaped stub on
the patch and a set of U-shaped stubs adjacent to the feed line, stop bands of 3.3–4.0 GHz
(WiMAX) and 5.05–5.90 GHz (WLAN) were achieved [6]. In [7], a quasi-U-shaped patch
with a stepped slot in the ground plane was presented to bring wide bandwidth in an-
tenna characteristics. Two inverted L-shaped stubs in the radiating patch realized two
notch bands of 4.97–5.48 GHz and 5.69–5.99 GHz for removing lower and upper WLAN
bands, respectively. A guitar-shaped CPW-fed monopole radiator with triple band notch
functionality was presented by Sharma et al. [8]. By adding an inverted T-shaped stub
and a pair of elliptical slots on the radiator, three interfering frequencies of 3.74 GHz
(under WiMAX band), 5.45 GHz (under WLAN band), and 7.65 GHz (under X band) were
eliminated. In [9], by embedding a fractal stub on the radiating patch and by etching a pair
of modified rectangular slots, triple notch bands from WiMAX (3.30–3.80 GHz), WLAN
(5.150–5.825 GHz), and DSS (7.25–7.75 GHz) were encountered.

Alternately, meander lines have also been used for notch antenna design, because
they resonate at different independent frequencies. Meandering means turning or winding.
If the number of turns are increased, the meander stub resonates at lower frequencies,
and vice versa. It is well known fact that the surface current primarily distributes at the
periphery of the microstrip line, and in the meander stubs, the magnitude of surface current
will be greater at the corners/bending portion, which provides a coupling to the microstrip
line, thus providing the notch at that particular frequency. In [10], a microstrip-fed elliptical-
shaped planar monopole antenna with three notch band properties was demonstrated.
With the aid of three sets of meandered ground stubs, triple notch band characteristics
were obtained. Two notch bands of 3.3–3.6 GHz and 5.15–5.35 GHz were derived from two
sets of meandered stubs near the feedline, and another notch band of 5.725–5.825 GHz was
yielded from a meandered stub on the upper edge of the ground plane. Another technique
to obtain notch bands in a wideband antenna is by introducing parasitic elements near the
radiator. A parasitic element is an element that operates under the influence of other’s feed.
The parasitic element behaves like a passive resonator that modifies the radiation pattern
emitted by the patch antenna. Thus, the parasitic element helps to provide wideband
characteristics and notch functionality. Yadav et al. [11], presented a circular monopole
radiator with a parasitic resonator for adding wideband characteristics. By embedding
I-shaped and inverted-U-shaped parasitic resonators at the rear side of the radiating patch,
dual band notch functions at 5–5.35 GHz and 7.85–8.4 GHz were achieved. Wide bandwidth
was also achieved by introducing parasitic elements in addition to slot concepts in antenna
design. A tapered triangular microstrip-fed circular monopole antenna with dual band
notch characteristics was demonstrated by exploring the parasitic element and slot concept
in [12]. By inserting a U-shaped parasitic component in proximity of the ground plane and
an inverted T-shaped stub inscribed within the patch, a first stop band at 3.2–4.4 GHz was
obtained. For the second stop band at 7.2–8.4 GHz, a U-shaped slot was etched out from
the ground plane. Another illustration of a parasitic element-based wideband antenna
with band notch characteristics can be seen in [13], where a hemi ellipse-shaped radiating
patch with a parasitic element and an elliptical slot was used to hold a single notch band
(5.15–5.825 GHz) in the complete frequency band of 3–17 GHz.

In another approach, a split ring resonator (SRR) and complementary SRR (CSRR)
have been significantly used for designing antenna with band notch capability. The SRR
and CSRR can produce strong electric and magnetic coupling from LC resonance and thus
are used for band stop filter modelling. In [14], by etching two CSRRs on the radiating
patch and by using a set of rectangular SRRs beside the feed line, three notch bands of
3.3–3.8 GHz (Wi-MAX), 5.15–5.85 GHz (WLAN), and 7.9–8.4 GHz (X-band) were brought
in the complete frequency band of 2.21–11.71 GHz. In another example of a CSRR-based
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wideband antenna, a miniaturized microstrip-fed planar monopole antenna with three
band notch features was designed by Sarkar et al. [15]. There, triple band notch (3.4 GHz,
5.2 GHz, and 5.8 GHz) functionality was achieved by defining a set of slots around the edges
of the patch, a circular-shaped CSRR at the center of the patch, and a set of rectangular-
shaped CSRRs on either side of the ground.

The techniques presented in the foregoing discussion are able to create single or
multiple notch bands for wideband planar antennas. It has been observed that most of
these wideband antennas are able to accommodate frequencies up to 20 GHz, but present-
day requirements of many wireless communications such as Ka band satellite, 5G, 6G,
etc., are beyond this range. Therefore, there is a need to design an SWB antenna that can
support communication beyond 20 GHz. At the same time, the SWB antenna needs to be
interference resistant for establishing coexisting communication. Therefore, in addition
to increasing bandwidth for the SWB antenna, multiple notch characteristics need to be
implemented to avoid interference from licensed and unlicensed existing communications.

Another major concern that has not been addressed by the majority of existing research
on wideband antennas is the time-domain characterization that includes measurements of
group delay, impulse response, system fidelity factor, etc. Time-domain characterization of
the SWB antenna has a greater significance, as those antennas exploit a severe influence on
the waveforms.

1.3. Contributions

In this work, design and analysis of an SWB antenna with triple band notch character-
istics for multiple wireless applications are presented. The designed antenna is capable
of removing three interfering bands at advanced wireless services (AWS), and C and X
band systems.

• To attain the notched frequency band for AWS (1.8–2.2 GHz), an E-shaped stub is
loaded on the top of the radiator.

• A split elliptical slot at the base of the radiating patch is used to achieve a band notch
at the C band (4–7.2 GHz).

• By placing a C-shaped resonator near the feed, a band notch at the X band (9.8–10.4 GHz)
is acquired.

The main prominence of the designed radiator is its very wide bandwidth and large
bandwidth dimension ratio (BDR), which is obtained by modifying the electrical length of
the radiator. The presented antenna structure attains a frequency range of 1.67–47.5 GHz
(VSWR < 2) with a bandwidth ratio of 28.44:1 and a fractional bandwidth of 186%. The
results are captured by simulating the model in HFSS 19.0 software.

This paper is organized into different sections as follows: The first section presents an
introduction to the band-notched SWB antenna. The design steps and characteristics of
the proposed antenna are investigated in Section 2. Significant parameters that control the
bandwidth and impedance matching are illustrated in Section 3. Then the simulated and
experimental results viz. current distribution, gain, and radiation patterns are illustrated in
Section 4. Section 5 focuses on modelling of equivalent circuit for the proposed antenna.
Time-domain characteristics, namely system fidelity factor (SFF), group delay, and transfer
function, are presented in Section 6. Section 7 highlights the main features of the proposed
SWB antenna by including a comparative analysis. Finally, the paper is concluded in
Section 8.

2. Design Methodology

The geometry of the proposed SWB monopole antenna with triple band-notched
characteristics is depicted in Figure 1, its related parameters are indexed in Table 1, and the
configuration is detailed analysis has been given in [16]. The antenna was implemented
on a Rogers RT-Duroid 5880 substrate with dielectric constant of 2.2, tan δ = 0.0009, and
thickness of 1.57 mm. A procedural evaluation of the presented antenna was carried out
in order to analyze the behavior of the designed antenna at particular steps. The main
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purpose of describing the present section is to explain the technique for obtaining three
notched interfering bands at the coinciding frequencies. This section also clarifies the
outcome of each notch-creating configuration on the functioning of the reference antenna.
Each individual stage illustrates the characteristics of the antenna in terms of VSWR.

 
Figure 1. Labelled geometry of the triple band-notched super wide band (SWB) antenna front view
and back view made on RT-Duroid 5880 substrate with dielectric constant of 2.2, tan δ = 0.0009, and
thickness of 1.57 mm.

Table 1. Optimal values for different parameters of the designed triple band-notched SWB an-
tenna structure.

Symbol Dimension (mm) Symbol Dimension (mm)

W 40 R4 2.6
L 45 R5 2.3

R1 9.7 LF 21.4
R2 5.8 WF 3.6
R3 4 LG 15
E1 34 C1 5
E2 10 C2 2.4
E3 1.2 C3 1.6

EMIN 4.2 CG 0.6
EMAX 8.16 CT 0.54

EG 0.6 CS 0.6
ER 0.2

In phase 1, a microstrip-fed structural monopole antenna for SWB application is
examined. In the second phase, design and exploration of the SWB antenna with a single
notch-band is exhibited. In the third phase, a printed SWB antenna is described with
dual-band notch characteristics at two unique interference bands. In the final phase, a
planar SWB antenna with triple band notch properties is introduced. The notch bands can
be independently tuned to reject individual frequency bands.

2.1. Phase 1: Design of Super Wideband Antenna (Antenna 1)

A microstrip-fed printed monopole antenna for SWB application is used. The pro-
posed antenna is derived from a conventional circular monopole antenna. To achieve wide
bandwidth and matching, a conventional circular monopole antenna was modified by
adjoining a pair of ears at the upper part of the radiator and also by modifying its partial
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ground plane. The anatomy of the designed SWB antenna and its corresponding VSWR
variation over frequency are displayed in Figure 2. The values of VSWR between 1 and
2 throughout the frequency range (1.2–47.5 GHz) depicts good impedance matching for
the proposed SWB antenna. Since there is no predefined standard frequency spectrum for
SWB antenna structures, a comparison between the wideband antenna structures can be
made in terms of an index term, i.e., the bandwidth dimension ratio (BDR) [16], which
defines the antenna bandwidth (in percentage) per unit area of the antenna. The following
equation is used for BDR calculation:

BDR =
BW%

λlength × λwidth
(1)

where, λwidth and λlength are the electrical width and length, respectively, of the antenna
in the context of wavelength associated with the lower cut-off frequency, and BW% is
percentage bandwidth considering a VSWR ≤ 2. The designed antenna structure achieved
a total bandwidth range of 1.2–47.5 GHz (VSWR < 2) along with a BDR of 38.9:1 and a
fractional bandwidth of 190%.

 
Figure 2. Phase 1: VSWR result of the SWB antenna.

2.2. Phase 2: Design of Single Notched Band SWB Antenna (Antenna 2)

The most critical concern in the design of a band-notched SWB antenna is the deploy-
ment of its notch-forming configurations to prevent nearby existing bands. The notch-band
centered at 2 GHz (AWS), covering the frequency range of 1.8–2.2 GHz was prevented
by placing an E-shaped stub on the top of the radiator. The antenna with a single band
notch feature is presented in Figure 3. It can be noted that the dimensions of the reference
designed SWB antenna (Antenna 1) remained unaltered when the notch-creating configu-
ration was included with the reference antenna. Therefore, no re-tuning was needed for
the reference SWB antenna for introducing the notch characteristics. The simulated VSWR
of single-notched band SWB antenna, as shown in Figure 3, demonstrated the rejection of
the frequency band of 1.8–2.2 GHz from the entire band of 1.2–47.5 GHz.

2.3. Phase 3: Design of Dual Band-Notched SWB Antenna (Antenna 3)

To deal with undesirable possible intervening of the narrowband regime with the
SWB antenna, another intervention band in extension with the AWS band was created
at 6 GHz, which was capable of covering the bandwidth of 4–7.2 GHz (C band). A split
elliptical-shaped slot was engraved at the lower edge of the patch to stop the C band.
Figure 4 represents the antenna structure with two band-notches and its VSWR result.
From the VSWR graph, we can deduce that the second band notch introduced in the
antenna structure did not affect the efficacy of the single band notch (Antenna 2).
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Figure 3. Phase 2: VSWR of the single band-notched antenna.

 

Figure 4. Phase 3: VSWR of the dual band-notched antenna.

2.4. Phase 4: Design of Triple Band-Notched SWB Antenna (Proposed Antenna)

To alleviate the interference at X band, a C-shaped resonator was placed at the bottom
of the patch beside the feedline. The addition of the C-shaped resonator led to the obstruc-
tion of the X band (9.8–10.4 GHz) without influencing the efficacy of Antenna 3. Figure 5
illustrates the proposed antenna configuration and VSWR result of the triple band-notched
antenna. The designed antenna exhibited a wide bandwidth, including a triple notch band
feature with a very compact design.

 

Figure 5. Phase 4: VSWR result of the triple band-notched antenna.
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3. Parametric Analysis

A parametric study was conducted for optimizing numerous design parameters. A
comprehensive behavioral analysis of the designed antenna was accomplished with a view
to evaluating the efficacy of the antenna and to identify the influencing parameters of the
respective notch band. The impact of the notching factors on the respective notches was
investigated thoroughly, whereas the rest of the factors remained unaltered.

3.1. Independently Controllable Notch AWS Band (1.8–2.2 GHz)

Figure 6 illustrates the optimization of an “E”-shaped stub accountable for mitigating
AWS (1.8–2.2 GHz) interference. It is evident from Figure 6 that E2 was the controlling
parameter of the notch for the AWS band of the proposed antenna.

Lstub =
c

2 fnotch · √εe f f
(2)

εe f f =
εr + 1

2
(3)

Figure 6. Parametric variation of independently controllable AWS band notch by varying E2.

For the optimized dimension of E2 = 10 mm, the first frequency band notch was
centered at 2 GHz, the second frequency band notch was centered at 6 GHz, and the third
frequency notch was centered at 10 GHz. When the parameter E2 was modified from
8 mm to 9 mm, the first notch band shifted in the regime of the higher frequency range,
whereas the second and third notch bands remained unaltered. The optimized equation
of the “E“-shaped stub affecting the AWS wireless communication system is given by
Equation (2), where (E1 = 34 mm, E2 = 10 mm, E3 = 1.2 mm) is the stub length, εr is
relative permittivity, εe f f is effective dielectric constant of the substrate calculated using
Equation (3), “c” corresponds to the speed of light, and fnotch is the notch center frequency.
The theoretically calculated “E”-shaped stub length for 2 GHz is 59.29 mm, while the
optimum value for the “E”-shaped stub is 55.2 mm. The detailed parametric variations is
illustrated in Table 2.

Table 2. Parametric variation of notched bands.

AWS C Band X Band

E2 (mm) Bandwidth (GHz) EMIN (mm) Bandwidth (GHz) C2 (mm) Bandwidth (GHz)

8 2.1–2.5 4 4.11–7.14 2.2 10.2 to 10.69
9 2–2.4 4.2 4–7.13 2.3 10.06 to 10.57

10 1.8–2.2 4.4 3.79–7.05 2.4 9.86 to 10.34
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3.2. Independently Controllable Notch C Band (4–7.2 GHz)

The elliptical slot at the lower radiating portion of the designed antenna was liable
for notch creation at the C band. It is apparent from the Figure 7 that parameter EMIN
was accountable for governing the notch at the C band. For EMIN = 4 mm, the notch
at the C band was at 6.13 GHz. By increasing the value of EMIN from 4 mm to 4.2 mm,
the second notch was shifted from 6.13 GHz to 6 GHz. By further increasing the value of
EMIN to 4.4 mm, the second notch was reached at 5.97 GHz. In all instances, the first and
second notches stayed unaffected by changes in the factor EMIN. It could be stated from the
study of the parametric analysis for EMIN that the middle notch could be independently
controlled. It was also ascertained that the EMIN parameter did not influence the first
frequency notch band (AWS band) or the third frequency notch band (X band).

 

Figure 7. Parametric variation of independently controllable C band notch by varying EMIN.

For a split elliptical slot of major axis length EMAX, minor axis length EMIN, and
width ER, the design equations for calculating a band-notch at a given frequency can be
represented as Equation (4).

Ec = Deπ(0.5EMIN − ER) =
λg

2
=

c
2 fnotch

√
εe f f

(4)

De = 3(1 + d)−
√
(3 + d)(1 + 3d) (5)

εe f f =
εr + 1

2
+

εr − 1
2

[
1 + 12

h
WF

]− 1
2

(6)

where, Ec represents the inner perimeter of the elliptical slot, which could be equal to
half of the directional wavelength at the intended notch frequency. The parameter De,
utilized for the estimation of the perimeter of ellipse, is associated with the ellipticity by
“d” through Equation (5) (where d = EMAX/EMIN = 1.94), which is obtained as 3.01. The
effective dielectric constant is calculated through Equation (6) as 1.84, where h (1.57 mm),
WF (3.6 mm), “ εr” (2.2) are the substrate height, width of the microstrip feed, and relative
permittivity of substrate, respectively. In the design simulations, the width of the slot
was fixed at ER = 0.2 mm. To obtain this second band-notch at 6 GHz within the C band
(4–7.2 GHz), we chose EMIN = 4.2 mm and EMAX = 8.16 mm. The theoretically computed
elliptical slot value (Ec) for 6 GHz was 18.43 mm, whereas the optimal parameter (Ec) for
the slot was recorded as 18.02 mm.
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3.3. Independently Controllable Notch X Band (9.8–10.4 GHz)

A C-shaped parasitic resonator was placed near the feed line for mitigating interfer-
ence at X-band (9.8–10.4 GHz). Similar to the monitoring parameters of the AWS notch
band and “C” notch band, parameter C2 was the controlling parameter for the X band.

By altering the values of the parameter C2, the third frequency notch band was shifted,
whereas the first and second frequency notch bands remained unaltered. As is depicted
in Figure 8, reducing the value of parameter C2 displaced the third notch band towards
higher frequencies. The third frequency notch band present at 10.38 GHz for C2 = 2.2 mm
was displaced to 10.22 GHz for C2 = 2.3 mm and was shifted to 10 GHz for C2 = 2.4 mm.
From the parametric study it was found that C2 had a considerable influence on localizing
the third frequency notch band, whereas the remaining notch bands were unaltered. At the
intended notched frequency, the length of the parasitic resonator is calculated using the
expression given below in Equation (7).

Lparasitic resonator =
λg

2
=

λ0

2√εre f f
=

c
2 fnotch

√
εre f f

(7)

εe f f =
εr + 1

2
+

εr − 1
2

[
1 + 12

h
W

]− 1
2

(8)

 

Figure 8. Parametric variation of the independently controllable C band notch by varying C2.

The length of the parasitic resonator is equal to C1 + 2C2 + 2C3 − 4CT, where C1 = 5 mm,
C2 = 2.4, C3 = 1.6 mm, CT = 0.54 mm, CG = 0.6 mm, λ0 = c/fnotch is the free space wavelength,
“ c” is the speed of light, “ fnotch” is the center frequency of the notched band, “εe f f ” is the
effective permittivity, “ εr” is the dielectric constant of the substrate, “ h” is the height of
the substrate, and WF is the width of the feed line. The theoretically calculated C-shaped
resonator value for 10 GHz is 11.05 mm, while the adjusted value for the resonator is
10.84 mm.

4. Current Distribution Analysis

To realize the creation of notch bands, the current density distribution at three notched
frequency bands for AWS, C band, and X band was studied. Figure 9 illustrates the
respective elements responsible for the band-notch characteristics. Strong current con-
centrations around slot, stub, and resonator inferred that there existed high mismatch
in impedance, which indicated the creation of notch resonance at corresponding notch
frequencies. Figure 9a shows that the maximum current was concentrated within the
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E-shaped stub intended to notch the AWS band. Figure 9b depicts the surface currents at
6 GHz; the current was largely distributed around the elliptical-shaped slot compared to
the other part of the antenna. Figure 9c gives the surface current distribution in the antenna
at 10 GHz. A strong current dispersion was examined at the C-shaped resonator for the
10 GHz notched band, which further elucidated that this notch was produced due of the
adverse effect of current caused by the C-shaped resonator.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

(c) 

Figure 9. Simulated surface current distribution at the notch frequency (a) at 2 GHz with E-shaped
stub, (b) at 6 GHz with split elliptical slot, and (c) at 10 GHz with C-shaped resonator.
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5. Results and Discussion

In order to exhibit the efficacy and fulfillment of the designed antenna, a prototype
was developed, and experimental measurements were carried out. Figure 10 shows
the fabricated triple band-notched SWB antenna in reference to the above-mentioned
parameters in Table 1. An Anritsu MS46122B vector network analyzer (VNA) was used to
measure the antenna parameters. Even though the designed antenna functioned well for
the frequency spectrum of 1.67–47.5 GHz, the empirical results were recorded only up to
20 GHz because of the higher frequency constraints of the available VNA.

 

Figure 10. Fabricated antenna showing (a) E-shaped stub, split elliptical slot, and C-shaped resonator
on Rogers’s board (front view), and (b) elliptical ground plane (rear view).

Both simulated and measured VSWR results of the presented antenna are provided
in Figure 11. Simulated and measured result showed that the designed antenna operated
at 1.67–47.5 GHz with VSWR below 2, except the triple notched bands at 1.8–2.2 GHz,
4–7.2 GHz, and 9.8–10.4 GHz for rejecting the AWS and C and X band signals, respectively.

Figure 11. Simulated and measured VSWR.

5.1. Gain

The simulated 3D polar gain plot of the designed SWB antenna at the notch resonance
frequencies of 2 GHz, 6 GHz, and 10 GHz is presented in Figure 12. Three sharp reductions
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in the gain at about −9.9 dB, −3.6 dB, and −1.8 dB in the notched bands at 2, 6, and 10 GHz,
respectively, were perceived, which evidently proved the signal rejecting ability of the
presented antenna.

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 12. Three-dimensional polar gain plot for the designed antenna at notch frequency (a) 2 GHz,
(b) 6 GHz, and (c) 10 GHz.

The gain obtained by simulating the model were proved to be in a positive agreement
with measured results achieved from the fabricated prototype of the antenna. Figure 13
exhibits the variation of simulated and measured peak gain with frequency for the proposed
antenna over the SWB frequency range (1.67–47.5 GHz). Abrupt gain reductions in the
notched band could be anticipated because of elevated VSWR values at these frequencies,
which resulted in low gain. At frequencies other than notched bands, the gain of the
antenna was enhanced with frequency and increased from 1.7 dB to 10 dB. At notched
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frequencies, the simulated gain was −9.9 dB, −3.6 dB, and −1.8 dB, whereas the measured
gain was −10.38 dB, −4.45 dB, and −2.08 dB at 2 GHz, 6 GHz, and 10 GHz, respectively.
(Note: The empirical results were recorded only up to 20 GHz because of the higher
frequency constraint of the available VNA).

 

Figure 13. Simulated and measured peak gain of proposed antenna with notched bands.

5.2. Radiation Pattern

With a view to demonstrating that the designed antenna radiated across a broad
frequency range, Figure 14 illustrates the simulated and experimented radiation patterns
in the H-plane (∅ = 90

◦
) and E-plane (∅ = 0

◦
) for the passband resonance frequency of

2.53 GHz, 8.43 GHz, 11.88 GHz, and 18.51 GHz. It can be seen that the proposed antenna
presented reasonably good bidirectional monopole E-plane patterns and omni-directional
H-plane patterns over the different passband frequencies. At the higher frequencies (greater
than 8 GHz), the radiation patterns in both planes were distorted on account of the higher
order modes’ excitation and non-uniform phase division. As a consequence, radiated
modes may have promoted an increased level of electromagnetic interference (EM). In
order to suppress these unwanted radiated modes, a designer can employ techniques such
as introducing periodic structures, parasitic elements, split ring resonators (SRRs), etc.
However, these techniques increase the complexity of the design and cost of fabrication.

(a) 

Figure 14. Cont.
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(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 14. Simulated and measured far field radiation patterns of presented antenna at (∅ = 90◦) and
(∅ = 0◦) for (a) 2.53 GHz, (b) 8.43 GHz, (c) 11.88 GHz, and (d) 18.51 GHz.

6. Time-Domain Characterization

SWB antennas must be capable of operating over the entire bandwidth with good
efficiency and acceptable radiation properties. Simultaneously, the transmitted pulse from
the SWB antenna should have a good impulse response with minimum distortion. In
addition, it is necessary that the pulse be identified at the receiver end with minimal
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distortion. Therefore, to endorse the significance of the antenna for pulsed communication
systems, time-domain analysis was performed. The time-domain characterization of the
antenna parameters confirmed that the designed antenna was an excellent candidate for
triple band-notched SWB applications. To realize the time-domain behavior of the signal at
band-notched frequencies, two similar antennas were arranged in face-to-face and side-
by-side configurations 75 mm apart, as shown in Figure 15. In both the configurations,
Gaussian pulses, as shown in Figure 16, were taken into consideration. A few key time-
domain metrics were investigated in this following subsection.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 15. Two different orientations of the presented radiator for time-domain analysis: (a) side-by-
side and (b) face-to-face orientations.

 
Figure 16. Normalized received pulse for triple band-notched SWB antenna system in face-to-face
and side-by-side arrangements.

6.1. System Fidelity Factor (SFF)

SSF can be described as the cross-correlation between the normalized input waveform
Ts(t) and normalized received waveform Rs(t) and can be evaluated by Equation (9)

SFF = max
T

∞∫
−∞

T̂s(t)R̂s(t + τ)dt (9)
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where

T̂s(t) =
Ts(t)[

∞∫
−∞

|Ts(t)|2dt

] 1
2

(10)

R̂s(t) =
Rs(t)[

∞∫
−∞

|Rs(t)|2dt

] 1
2

(11)

where, Ts(t) is the normalized transmitted signal pulse, and Rs(t) is the normalized
received signal pulse for the presented triple band-notched SWB antenna.

Normalization is performed to ensure that only the shape of the signals is considered
without taking its magnitude into account. The ideal value of SFF lies between 0 and 1. If
it is 0, then the received signal is completely different from transmitted signal, and if it is 1,
then both the transmitted and received signals are identical. The signal is unrecognizable
when the SFF < 0.5. Hence, a practical SFF should be near to 1 for ensuring reliable antenna
performance over wide frequency ranges.

The SFF is evaluated by finding the similarity between Ts(t) and Rs(t) using Equation (9).
The calculated SFFs for the triple band-notched SWB antenna system for face-to-face and
side-by-side configurations were 93% and 90%, respectively.

As depicted in Figure 16, the undesired oscillations in the received signal for the triple
band-notched SWB antenna system in both configurations were considerably small. It
could be observed that the received signal had lower distortion and relatively maintained
the shape of the transmitted pulse. This confirmed that the received signal was less prone
to inter symbol interference (ISI).

6.2. Group Delay

The amount of distortion in the SWB antenna can be defined in terms of the group
delay of the device. A uniform sustained group delay is always desirable for the entire SWB
frequency range. The group delay of the proposed antenna system was steady, except at the
notch bands. There was a sudden variation in the group delay at the notch frequency for
the band-notched SWB antenna system due to the appearance of phase irregularities. From
Figure 17, it can be seen that a high group delay was observed at the notched frequencies
(2, 6, and 10 GHz), whereas for passband frequencies, group delays for the face-to-face and
side to side arrangements were within acceptable limit of less than 1 ns.

 
Figure 17. Group delay for proposed band notch antenna for side-by-side and face-to-face configurations.
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6.3. Transfer Function

Since the SWB systems use short pulses to transmit and receive signals, it was essential
to study the transfer functions for evaluating the proposed antenna’s performance and
designing the transmitted pulse signals.

In the transfer function (S21) of the band-notched SWB antenna system, there was a
sharp dip at the notch frequencies. From Figure 18, it was observed that the magnitude of
S21 in both configurations was flat over the entire SWB spectrum, except at band-notched
regions. In the case of the face-to-face orientation, attenuations of 54 dB, 60 dB, and 37 dB
were observed at the first notched band centered at 2 GHz, the second notched band
at the 6 GHz region, and the third notched band at the 10 GHz region, respectively. In
the side-by-side configuration, the attenuation was comparably less than the face-to-face
configuration at band-notched regions.

Figure 18. Transfer function (S21) for the proposed triple band notch antenna for face-to-face and
side-by-side configuration.

7. Comparative Analysis

Some distinct techniques were already well demonstrated in achieving a wideband
antenna with single/dual/triple band-notch characteristic [1–15,17–25] in the introductory
section of this article. Thus, it is worth comparing the proposed design with the existing
designs stated in the literature as presented in Table 3. It can also be seen from Table 3
that the presented antenna has considerably larger bandwidth ratios than the other ref-
erenced antennas. Although the size of the antenna is somewhat larger than those in the
reported literature, this is nevertheless the best one with respect to size of frequency range
compared to other works. The main advantage of the proposed antenna is that it can be
tuned independently, ensuring that the notch frequencies are minimally mutually coupled.
Rejection levels of −9.9 dB, −3.6 dB, and −1.8 dB were encountered at notch frequencies
of 2 GHz, 6 GHz, and 10 GHz, respectively, which confirms the efficacy of band-notched
features of this presented design. The higher the rejection levels, the better the triple band
notch antenna performance is. It could be observed that the proposed antenna showed
superior performance compared to most of the previous studies in terms of bandwidth,
gain at passband, ratio bandwidth, bandwidth percentage, and bandwidth dimension ratio.
Therefore, the proposed triple band-notched design is a prominent radiating structure for
SWB applications.
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8. Conclusions

A compact concentric structured SWB antenna with triple notch bands using an E-
shaped stub, split elliptical-shaped slot, and C-shaped resonator has been demonstrated
experimentally. The presented antenna offers a broad impedance bandwidth of 45.83 GHz
(1.67–47.5 GHz), with triple notches at 1.8–2.2 GHz, 4–7.2 GHz, and 9.8–10.4 GHz to
eliminate the interference from co-existing AWS, C, and X bands, respectively. Based on
empirical formulas, three notch bands are developed at the intended frequencies with
appropriate dimensions. In order to understand the triple band-notched functions, the
surface current distribution at the band-notched frequencies are computed and examined.
The band notches of the designed antenna can be tuned autonomously through their
particular governing parameters. The simulated and measured results of VSWR, gain, and
radiation pattern are compared, and a close agreement between simulated and measured
results is observed. The presented antenna has an elementary linear structure with a
concise dimension of 45 × 40 mm2, allowing it to be embedded within portable devices
conveniently. The designed antenna offers excellent time-domain performances, such as
constant group delay, minimum pulse distortion, and an abruptly reduced gain at the stop
bands, which makes it appropriate for pulse-based SWB communications.
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Abstract: A dual-beam coherent feeding system design approach with a non-uniform layout on a
concentric ring array is described and synthesized. In this case, the feeding system is based on a
reconfigurable topology composed of a set of alternated power dividers and combiners, providing
coherent in-phase outputs. Thus, in this paper, a two-beam architecture based on a coherent feeding
system formed by a set of intercalated input signals feeding each circular ring in a non-uniform
antenna array with multi-beam shaping and steering features is analyzed. The task of optimizing
the aperiodic layout on the shared aperture based on the radii of the circular rings is realized by the
differential evolution method. Numerical experiments grounded in antenna synthesis validate the
capabilities and improved performance of the proposed dual-beam configuration with a non-uniform
layout in contrast with its uniform counterpart, with enhanced performance on average by up to
−6.1 dB for sidelobe level and 3.5 dB for directivity. Additionally, the results show a significantly
less complex two-beam feeding network in contrast with the case of a typical electronically scanned
array—in this proposal, each direction of maximum radiation is conformed and scanned with
approximately half of the control inputs.

Keywords: beamforming networks; concentric rings geometry; aperiodic arrays; dual-beam; antenna
synthesis; optimization; evolutionary computing

1. Introduction

Arrays of antennas are a fundamental actor and base in wireless communication sys-
tems, where a group of radiators can perform advanced features synthesizing one or more
beam patterns of arbitrary shape. These antenna arrays extend the capabilities of mono-
element antennas, improving their overall performance. Hence, increasing the number of
antennas can improve the antenna system’s capabilities in some cases with multiple shaped
and directive beams, power pooling, element redundancy, angular diversity, and electronic
beam scanning (phased arrays). However, these multi-beam antennas are not a single
entity and their function relies on an underlying feeding system, usually a beamforming
network (BFN) subsystem that is an essential component for feeding and combining the
array element’s signals [1]. For fixed beams, a single high directive antenna without a
feeding network could also be an alternative to arrays [2].

As a result of the continuous advancement of telecommunication systems (e.g., 5G mo-
bile communications and beyond), a real need and motivation have arisen focused on the
evolution and improvement of antenna systems. In light of this, the main goal of research
in this field has been to increase the global antenna performance and at the same time
reduce the major issues in these systems related to cost and complexity [3,4]. Within this
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framework, the aperiodicity of antenna arrays could be a solution to enhance the antenna
system’s capabilities and even minimize the use of some radiators. Nevertheless, the design
and optimization of aperiodic arrays usually become a complex target, where in addition
to the complexity of the aperiodicity of the layout, the inclusion of a multiple-beam feeding
system in the synthesis makes this task more challenging.

Specifically, dual-beam antenna systems are useful in different mobile applications
including terrestrial and space systems, such as microwave close-range sensors, automotive
radar sensors, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) systems, tracking satellites, autonomous
sensor networks, and base stations, among others [5,6]. Nevertheless, there are varying
approaches to conform two beams with pros and cons, and trade-offs between them. Some
antenna system architectures involve the use of certain types of radiators and feeders
working together [7]—typical examples include planar leaky wave antennas (LWA) with
different methods of feeding network to control the leaking rate, direction, and polar-
ization [8]. Similarly, transmit arrays as a beamforming network are another example
of a dual-beam solution grounded on the behavior of frequency selective surfaces and
transmitting/receiving elements [9,10]. In the same vein, phased arrays are a cornerstone
for dual/multi-beam beamforming and beam steering in infrastructure applications [11],
sometimes combined with reflectarray apertures [12] or even feeding the array with a
peripherally excited (PEX) metallic cavity [4]. Some other typical applications use classical
lossless matrices or hybrids using related circuitry as beamforming networks [13,14].

However, the aforementioned dual-beam approaches deal with different drawbacks,
including a cumbersome mechanism for beam scanning or fixed beams, interference be-
tween signals caused by adjacent antennas, and limited beam pointing or beam shaping,
among others. Nevertheless, an alternative proposal is based on coherent in-phase net-
works, improving flexibility and reconfigurability with refined beam shaping and scanning
(electronically) capabilities. In previous years, a coherent feeding system relying on iden-
tical substructure components known as coherently radiating periodic structures was
presented in [15]. The feeding system for a phased array was described in [16], showing
the working principles to implement a beamforming network topology in a basic antenna
array, minimizing the difficulty of the associated control to scan the beam. As an antenna
synthesis problem with optimization, the antenna system with a periodic aperture in
different antenna geometries and parameters has been widely studied, and some related
investigations can be found in [17–19]. Recently, early work on non-uniform apertures
working together with coherent feeding systems in circular antenna arrays was addressed
in [20] and a mono-beam investigation in concentric rings was analyzed in [21].

This paper presents a dual-beam analysis of an antenna system’s performance that
exploits a non-uniform aperture with concentric ring antennas, employing a minimalistic
architecture based on coherently radiating periodic structures with multi-beam steering
capabilities. In this approach, the antenna system is optimized in such a way that the radii
on the antenna array are improved by a well-known evolutionary optimizer. Furthermore,
a benchmarking study with a periodic aperture and the same feeding system with contrast-
ing directivity (D) and sidelobe level (SLL) is implemented and validated by the antenna
synthesis’ numerical experiments.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: the mathematical expressions
of a non-uniform layout on concentric ring antennas, the general theory behind coherent
periodic structures acting as a beamforming network, and the methodology to optimize
the antenna system are presented in Section 2. Section 3 addresses the numerical examples
set out for the two-beam feeding system configuration and the parameters used in the
metaheuristic optimizer, and at the end, the numerical examples for the dual-beam array
feed are assessed and reviewed. Some concluding remarks are presented in Section 4.
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2. Problem Formulation

2.1. Aperiodicity in Concentric Ring Arrays

An aperiodic or non-uniform array is considered when the interelement spacing
of antenna elements is not equal between them. Thus, consecutive rings conformed by
antenna elements in a circular layout which share the same origin where each ring has its
own radius within an aperiodic layout (different interelement distances or radii between
rings) are known as aperiodic concentric ring arrays (ACRAs). In general, let us consider a
concentric geometry, assuming Nr circular rings with Ne radiators for each ring which are
deployed in the x − y plane, as illustrated in Figure 1. The far-field pattern considering an
arbitrary complex excitation set (wmn) without a radiator in the center of the array can be
calculated as [22]:

AF(θ, ϕ) =
Nr

∑
n=1

Ne

∑
m=1

wmn exp[jk[xnm(u) + ynm(v)]], (1)

where xnm = rn cos ϕnm and ynm = rn sin ϕnm define the antenna element locations, the
antenna elements’ deployment around the rings is indicated by ϕnm = 2π(m − 1)/Ne, and
rn denotes the radial distance per ring from the origin of the antenna array until the last
ring. The u − v space considering the excitation phases is defined by u = sin θ cos ϕ −
sin θ0 cos ϕ0 and v = sin θ sin ϕ − sin θ0 sin ϕ0. The steering angle for translation is denoted
by (θ0, ϕ0); in this case, θ is the angular direction in elevation and ϕ is the spatial angle for
the azimuth. Finally, the wavelength λ is related to the angular wavenumber k = 2π/λ in
Equation (1).

x y

z

rn

�

Ring 1

�

Ring N
1

r

Ring N r

dn

r1
rn 1

Figure 1. General layout of a concentric circular ring array (CCRA).

Assuming a multi-beam scenario, the array factor is simultaneously optimized with p
beams, considering the aperiodicity in function of the different radius in each ring r and an
isophoric array feeding [23–25], the AF can be written as follows:

AFp(θ, ϕ,�r) =
Nr

∑
n=1

Ne

∑
m=1

exp[jkrn(u cos ϕnm + v sin ϕnm)], (2)

In the following section, the theoretical model of the feeding subsystem for the ACRA
is described.

2.2. Coherent BFN Model

In this paper, a coherent feeding network with dual-beam shaping and steering capa-
bilities is used in combination with an ACRA in our numeric experimentation. The feeding
system relies on the working principles of coherently radiating periodic structures imple-
mented as a beamforming network (also known for its acronym as C-BFN). This feeding
network, which combines the redirecting beam control and the power distribution network,
uses a unit cell periodically and alternately as a power combiner and divider to lead the
signals from the input ports to the radiators. In a C-BFN, each input port obeys an in-phase
excitation law (true time delay) and the output ports have a Gaussian-shape amplitude distri-
bution [26,27]. Usually, the topology of the coherent network is built by using unit cells along
with consecutive layers, as is illustrated in Figure 2. This specific example shows the signal
propagation from three different input ports to the shared outputs. In this feeding system,
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the power throughout the network shows a binomial excitation behavior [15]. The modular
arrangement uses the unit cell as a key piece of the network, facilitating the use of distinct
topologies for specific design needs. A C-BFN should guarantee an in-phase performance
at the output, no matter its periodicity. Practical research of the feeding system relies on
implementing unit cells using different multi-port devices [15,26,28].

C D C D C D C D C

C D C D C D C

Output ports ( )N

Input ports ( )M

1 1,21,2 1,2,3 2,3 3

1 2 3

Output signals at each ouput port

Input signals

Figure 2. Typical coherent beamforming network (C-BFN) topology based on unit cells for power
division/combination, illustrating the shared aperture at the output.

As shown in Figure 2, a three-port component is implemented for power division and
combination, and its behavior can be described as follows [15]:

[S]cell =

⎡
⎣ 0 j/

√
2 j/

√
2

j/
√

2 0 0
j/
√

2 0 0

⎤
⎦. (3)

This Wilkinson’s matrix ensures isolation among the inputs with a matching behavior
that can be observed at the ports. Assuming transmit mode, a transfer matrix can be
applied for assessing the final output of the coherent feeding system, as follows [29]:

[�αm+1](m+1,1) = [Tm](m+1,m) · [�αm](m,1), (4)

where [�αm+1] represents the output of the coherent network using one layer. The above can
be extended for more layers if necessary. On the other hand, [�αm] is the excitation input.
In both cases, m represents the feeding ports.

The transfer matrix for the coherent network is expressed as follows:

[Tm] =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

√
2/2 0 0 · · · 0

1/2 1/2 0 · · · 0

0 1/2 1/2
...

0 0
. . . . . . 0

...
... 1/2 1/2

0 0 · · · 0
√

2/2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(N,M)

. (5)

In the transfer matrix, its coefficients are related to the unit cell, as can be observed in (3),
in which the rows denote power combination and the columns represent power division.
Consequently, it is possible to synthesize this feeding system with a complete antenna system,
constructing an architecture that relies on Figure 2 and evaluating (4) and (5).

2.3. Optimization Tool

This subsection briefly describes the procedure to optimize the two-beam antenna
pattern and find adequate solutions for the coherent beamforming network. In this spe-
cific case, the task is done by applying a global optimization method and the numerical
examples in this paper were implemented using the MATLAB software version R2018a.
The optimization tool in this work uses hard constraints and specifications in an objective
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function, finding candidate solutions to achieve quasi-optimal solutions in the multi-beam
scenario. The problem to optimize with constraints is correlated with a complex-valued
argument (2) in an exponential function associated with the beam patterns and antenna
elements positions, dealing with an oscillating and nonlinear behavior.

In order to find the trade-off between maximum directivity and the lowest peak
SLL in a predefined angular location for each beam, the antenna synthesis problem can
be expressed as an optimization problem with constraints to be minimized, to obtain a
quasi-optimal solution of the radius of each ring in the non-uniform concentric array, in the
following way:

min
�r

{ |AF(θmsl, ϕmsl,�r)|
|AF(θmax, ϕmax,�r)|

}
+

{
1

D(θ, ϕ,�r)

}
,

s.t. |AFp(θmax, ϕmax,�r)| = 1,

�r = {rn |�r ∈ R}, ∀n ∈ Nr,

(6)

where (θmsl, ϕmsl) is the direction attained by the peak sidelobes on either side of the main
beams, (θmax, ϕmax) denote the main beam angles, and the size of the radius domain for
each circular ring is indicated by R.

In this case, the optimization process is performed by differential evolution (DE). This
algorithm is a proficient and widely used optimizer commonly applied in electromagnetic
optimization problems [30]. Summarizing the algorithm in general, the DE optimizer ex-
plores for a global optimum solution in a d-dimensional decision space Ψ ⊆ �d. It works
through an initial population (Npop) with random initialization (within boundary con-
straints) of parents or real-valued target vectors (genome/chromosomes). Each vector
is a candidate solution that enters into an iterative optimization process for the multi-
dimensional problem. After the initialization process, in the optimization cycle that contains
three different processes, known as mutation, crossover, and selection, some of the candidate
solutions are selected and geometrically perturbed. The central component of DE and the
principal strategy on the optimization task is carried out by the genetic operator known
as mutation. Mutation creates an intermediate mutant/donor vector �υd for each vector
�χG

i = [χG
i,1, χG

i,2, . . . , χG
i,d] in the population at the Gth iteration (called iteration), as follows:

�υG+1
d = �χG

r1 + F(�χG
r2 − �χG

r3). (7)

The scaling factor F indicates a control input (positive) for scaling the difference
parameters (�χG

r2 − �χG
r3) which defines the length of the exploration, also called the mutation

factor. The indices r1, r2, and r3 are mutually exclusive integers randomly taken from the
population [1, Npop]. Although detailed information about the DE algorithm (in general)
can be consulted in [31,32], for sake of simplicity, in Algorithm 1 the pseudocode of the DE
scheme used in this work is presented for a better understanding and implementation [33].

The optimization task applied to the antenna system can be summarized as follows:
basically, the DE optimizer randomly generates vectors as possible solutions. The candidate
vectors of real numbers denote the variables in the optimizer—in this particular optimiza-
tion case, the radii of the array�r = [r1, r2, . . . , rn]. Hence, each suggested solution vector
proposes a dual-beam radiation pattern to be evaluated that meets certain characteristics of
side lobe level and directivity for specific directions of interest in the array. Subsequently,
the mutation operator increases the search in the d-dimensional space, followed by the
crossover sub-process that handles the components inherited from the mutation operation
with a fixed probability crossover rate (Cr), improving the diversity in the population but
minimizing convergence speed. Afterwards, the selection operator protects the survival of
the fittest solutions in the following generations and reduces the probability of population
stagnation. At the end, the algorithm reaches a global best population that conforms a
dual-beam power pattern with the predefined design parameters, i.e., a dual-beam pat-
tern with maximum directivity and minimum sidelobe level in a fixed location in our
numerical examples.
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Algorithm 1: DE/rand/1/bin pseudocode used in the optimization process
Input: G: Maximum number of iterations, Npop: Population size, F: Scale factor,

Cr: Crossover rate
Output: PG: Global best solution

1 Generate Ipop individuals of the initial population pseudo-randomly;
2 while (G 	= True) do
3 for i = 1 : Ipop do
4 Evaluate population f (χi)
5 end
6 for i = 1 : Ipop do
7 **Mutation**
8 Select 3 individuals χr1, χr2, χr3;
9 compute Equation (7)

10 **Crossover**
11 υd = χo f f
12 for j = 1 : n do
13 generate rand(0,1);
14 if rand(0,1) < Cr then
15 χo f f ,j = χi,j;
16 end

17 end
18 **Selection**
19 if f (χo f f ) ≤ f (χi) then

20 save index for replacement χi = χo f f ;
21 end

22 end
23 perform replacements;
24 end

3. Numerical Results

In this section, the simulation setup is described alongside the numerical results
obtained from the two-beam C-BFN configuration for applications in ACRAs. One main
objective under this scenario is to estimate the dual-beam pattern generated by the antenna
system (i.e., the beamforming network and the non-uniform antenna array), as well as the
performance in a comparative study with a uniform layout scenario in order to compare
the results. Following this, we made a comparison with the periodic antenna element
distribution using the proposed array feeding network and taking the worst solutions from
the aperiodic array. Thus, we evaluate the feasible improvements of non-uniform over the
uniform aperture on a CCRA fed by a coherent network with steering and multi-beam
capabilities. Additionally, we focused on this from an optimization synthesis problem
point of view. The complete multi-beam system is optimized under a fair simulation setup
with multiple trials by a global optimizer. The intention behind this consists of, using the
obtained behavior of the dual-beam radiation patterns analyzed, showing and exhibiting
the complexity reduction and performance improvements of using a two-beam coherent
feed system with an ACRA.

Figure 3 illustrates the general representation of the antenna setup utilized. The
system shows a CCRA integrated by non-uniform spaced rings. Specifically, without loss
of generality, this diagram represents an ACRA constituted by radiant elements (92 in
total) located within five different circular rings (Nr = 5). The number of radiant elements
inside each circular ring in the array is constituted, respectively, by [N1, N2, N3, N4, N5] =
[6, 12, 18, 25, 31]. This radiant element distribution corresponds to Ne = 2πrn/dmin | rn =
nλ/2. In the numerical examples, in order to attenuate any achievable mutual coupling
interaction among antenna elements in the array, the spacing between adjacent radiant
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elements in each circular ring is set at a minimum of d = 0.5λ and each circular ring is
set to be located by the same minimum distance of 0.5λ with isophoric feeding (a single
excitation level) and r1 ≥ 0.5λ. As depicted in the bottom part of Figure 3, the feeding
subsystem is a C-BFN based on Q blocks of one layer, which in total integrates the complete
coherent network subsystem. In this considered configuration, the Q required C-BFN
blocks per ring is equal to the number of circular rings Nr, i.e., one C-BFN block for every
circular ring within the aperiodic array. In this case, the designed configuration for feeding
the aperiodic concentric array is constituted by five C-BFN blocks. For the particular case
of this proposal, the (N) output ports of each block are interconnected straight to a radiant
element in every circular ring, as shown in Figure 3. Furthermore, at the ends of each
C-BFN block, the indices denote the amount of output port signals (top of the individual
C-BFN blocks) and the input port signals (bottom part of every C-BFN block). In addition,
the proposed C-BFN allows for controlling a couple of independent beams simultaneously
in the alternation of the feeding ports in each block, as depicted in the lower part of Figure 3.
Thus, the number of beams or signals applied is represented by the indices at the feeding
ports, i.e. for the conformation of one of the two beams, each index number belongs to a
group of complex inputs.
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Figure 3. Schematic of the dual-beam array feed network subsystem and the aperiodic antenna
array aperture.

For the numerical experiments, the DE algorithm was programmed as well as used
to optimize the aperiodic antenna system as well as the feeding network. The evolu-
tionary algorithm is set up to initialize with a population of 120 individuals, a crossover
rate CR = 0.9, a factor of mutation fixed in F = 0.5, and a maximum number of gen-
erations/iterations set in Gmax = 1000. A random selection, one difference vector, and
binomial crossover (DE/rand/1/bin) comprise the DE scheme utilized to optimize the
multi-beam radiation pattern. The global stochastic algorithm was run in 20 independent
trials for every dual-beam pattern. For this case, the directions of maximum radiation
correspond to a slice of the total multi-beam pattern for values of ϕ (ϕ-cutting patterns),
where the optimized dual-beam array factors are predominately a function of the θ angle.

Figure 4 depicts the performance of the normalized radiation patterns for the two-
beam configuration under study (Figure 3) explained in detail in this same section. In these
numeric examples, the target of maximum radiation in this multi-beam scenario is steered
towards the azimuth plane and directed at 45◦, 95◦, and 245◦ for beam number 1. The beam
number 2 is set in 345◦, 145◦, and 295◦. The optimization process utilized to improve the
radius of every ring�r = [r1, r2, . . . , r5] on each dual-beam example allows us to obtain and
demonstrate a satisfactory performance regarding isolation level and directivity. Concern-
ing the near-optimal ring spacings (radii), we found that the optimization process in these
multi-beam cases achieves the following: [1.29λ, 1.81λ, 2.45λ, 2.96λ, 4.73λ] for Figure 4a,
[0.98λ, 1.61λ, 2.24λ, 2.98λ, 4.26λ] for Figure 4b, and [1.45λ, 2.14λ, 2.66λ, 3.28λ, 4.85λ] for
Figure 4c, and the aperiodic apertures are illustrated in Figure 5.
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(a) Beam number 1 is directed at 45◦ and beam number 2 at 345◦.
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(b) Beam number 1 is directed at 95◦ and beam number 2 at 145◦.
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(c) Beam number 1 is directed at 245◦ and beam number 2 at 295◦.

Figure 4. Normalized patterns in dB generated by the two-beam feeding network with a non-uniform
CCRA optimized using differential evolution.
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(a) Beam number 1 is directed at 45◦ and beam number 2 at 345◦.
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(b) Beam number 1 is directed at 95◦ and beam number 2 at 145◦.
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(c) Beam number 1 is directed at 245◦ and beam number 2 at 295◦.

Figure 5. Aperiodic layouts of the concentric ring arrays in the numeric examples while optimizing antenna rings (�r).

Furthermore, Table 1 presents the precise numerical values of sidelobe level and
directivity retrieved and depicted in each numeric example from Figure 4 with the proposed
C-BFN configuration. This table condenses the information from the worst numerical
values of SLL and D achieved through the aperiodic aperture via C-BFN on the multi-beam
scenario for each numeric example and contrasts the results of the previously mentioned
parameters with a uniform aperture (Uniform) with a equivalent coherent feeding network.
In addition, Table 1 collects the mean outcomes of the improvement obtained through the
aperiodic aperture employing the proposed feeding subsystem on each beam for all of the
optimized examples. In each numerical example, the aperiodic layout is straightforwardly
set out in comparison with the equivalent uniform layout.

Additionally from Table 1, we can observe that the performance obtained by the
worst case of the normalized two-beam patterns generated from the proposed coherent
beamforming network outperforms the case of a multiple radiation patterns under the
condition of an uniform concentric ring array while using the same feeding system. The
general performance shows that a C-BFN configured on a non-uniformly ring-spaced
concentric ring array notoriously improves in identical conditions to an uniformly ring-
spaced concentric ring array fed by the similar coherent feeding system, in terms of sidelobe
level and directivity. The improvement in the shown examples is approximately to −5.6 dB
of the sidelobe level and 3.0 dB of the directivity for beam number 1 and −2.5 and 1.3 dB
for the same parameters for beam number 2. The improvements (expected values) for each
beam are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Results of the conducted experiments and mean values of the non-uniformity improvement on the proposed
antenna system in terms of sidelobe level (SLL) and D.

Antenna System Number of Main Beam ACRA + CBFN Improvement
(Array + CBFN) Beam Direction SLL [dB] D [dB] SLL [dB] D [dB]

Uniform 1 and 2 0 ≤ ϕ0 ≤ 360 −14.49 15.35 − −
Multi−beam (Opt.�r) 1 45◦ −19.67 17.89 −6.2 3.2

95◦ −17.40 17.78 −4.7 2.5
245◦ −20.46 18.88 −6.1 3.5

2 345◦ −17.59 16.12 −3.0 0.9
145◦ −16.74 16.65 −2.2 1.3
295◦ −16.86 17.27 −2.3 1.9

As was demonstrated, the uniform circular concentric geometry fed by a C-BFN
maintains the usual nature of circular antenna arrays, retaining inherent high directivity
while registering high sidelobe levels over the range of interest. In particular, our proposed
two-beam C-BFN configuration that feeds an ACRA characterized by subsets of alternated
inputs on each C-BFN block in every ring achieves and retains outstanding numerical
values of directivity, i.e., an average performance enhancement between 2.5 and 3.5 dB
for beam number 1 and 0.9 and 1.9 for beam number 2 (under equal and fair conditions
when running the optimization process). Conversely, all the nonequal layout multi-beam
experiments (based on Opt.�r) with the selected coherent system reach higher numerical
results of sidelobe level, improving the uniform antenna array, with a performance im-
provement between −4.7 and −6.2 dB for beam number 1 and −2.2 and −3.0 dB for beam
number 2 on average. Furthermore, in this dual-beam configuration, every main beam is
shaped and steered to any predefined location utilizing approximately 50% of the input
ports (47 input ports for beam number 1 and 45 input ports for beam number 2) for this
specific case regarding the total number of radiators (N = 92).

Based on the comparative analysis with respect to the dual-beam ACRAs summarized
in Table 1. The experimental results prove and confirm that the beamforming network
configuration proposal in addition to an ACRA has enhanced performance on each beam
compared to a uniform concentric ring array with an equal feeding system regarding the
directivity and sidelobe level. Although a predefined direction of maximum radiation is set
for each beam in the numerical experiments, the proposed coherent network configuration
can generate and scan every beam to any direction of interest beneath the field of view,
with a directivity and isolation level with small fluctuations along the azimuthal plane.
To establish the maximum performance and for an unbiased analysis in terms of the
antenna design trade-off (D and SLL), including inherent complexity reduction in the
network and multi-beam capability, the improvement of a sparseness optimization on
the antenna layout has been avoided. Moreover, the optimized circular rings in Figure 5
are considered to be distanced by at least a separation of λ/2 plus an additional distance
(0 ≤ Δλ ≤ 1.5λ) among the rings. The novel resulting optimized non-uniform layouts for
the multi-beam scenario show a singular comportment where the last and first rings have
the biggest radius and with element density in the radial direction; this specific nature is
also found in regular non-uniform circular concentric rings and is associated with a low
sidelobe amplitude taper.

The designed two-beam feeding system found on C-BFN for ACRA benefits from its
operational behavior, with improved features over the conventional circular concentric
aperture in a phased array with direct feeding. Its clear benefits include sharing paths
coherently (i.e., mechanism of coherent coupling), allowing multi-beam features, and also
reducing control signal ports. In the configuration proposed in this paper, the dual-beam
is scanned and shaped approximately with half of the input ports, i.e., a clear reduction
of 50%, only requiring half of the input ports to control each beam compared to the
conventional case.
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This novel two-beam configuration approach in the proposed feeding system is not
exclusive for aperiodic CCRAs. In fact, a variety of C-BFN setup configurations can be
designed by properly modifying the layers or the input/output ports based on the number
of beams and the overall performance. Thus, this proposed dual-beam antenna system
found on C-BFN with a non-uniform circular concentric aperture is a candidate for different
antenna applications considering its isophoric feeding and reduced complexity, as well as
its multi-beam shaping performance along with the scanning range.

4. Conclusions

This paper introduced a new dual-beam antenna system for a non-uniform circular
concentric ring aperture based on a coherent beamforming network, with scanning and
multi-beam shaping capabilities. The global performance of two-beam normalized power
patterns, generated by the designed coherent network configuration in an aperiodic and
periodic circular concentric ring layout, was contrasted and analyzed. The numerical
experiments based on antenna synthesis demonstrate and validate that the designed
beamforming network comprises a dual-beam with steering and shaping properties, taking
advantage of the layout’s aperiodicity, coherent behavior, and isophoric feeding levels,
reducing the antenna system’s complexity. In the proposed feeding system configuration
based on intercalated input signals grouped on C-BFN blocks per ring, numerical results
present substantially lower sidelobe levels (−17.53 ≤ SLL ≤ −22.11 for beam 1 and
−16.92 ≤ SLL ≤ −20.61 on average) and improved directivity values (17.95 ≤ D ≤
19.33 for beam 1 and 16.47 ≤ D ≤ 18.73 for beam 2 on average), showing a significant
reduction in the number of control signals (about 50%), i.e., each beam on the two-beam
configuration is controlled and scanned with half of input ports, in contrast with the usual
feeding system, which requires one feeding input for each output port. A dual-beam
coherent network with an aperiodic concentric ring array surpasses its uniform counterpart
by up to −6.1 and 3.5 dB on average for the sidelobe level and directivity per beam,
respectively. Further studies will explore this antenna system further by using full-wave
electromagnetic analysis.
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Abstract: This article presents a broadband optical nano-antenna, which covers a broader range of op-
tical communication wavelengths (666 to 6000 nm), used in nano-photonic applications. The proposed
design is modeled and analyzed to obtain a satisfactory gain of up to 11.4 dBi for a single element-
based antenna. The unique feature of the proposed antenna is the hybrid plasmonic waveguide-based
feed, which receives the optical signal from the planar waveguide and redirects the signal out of
the plane. The proposed antenna provides highly directional radiation properties, which makes
it a suitable candidate for inter- and intra-chip optical communications and sensing applications.
Moreover, an extension of the work is performed for an array configuration of the order 2 × 1 and
64 × 1, to increase the gain and directionality. Therefore, this shows that it can be equally useful for
optical energy harvesting applications with a significant gain up to 26.8 dBi.

Keywords: optical nano-antenna; nano-photonic; on-chip optical communication; optical energy
harvesting

1. Introduction

Antennas have been a significant component for various microwave applications
and recent applications of antennas involve transmission in the near-infrared and optical
regions. These applications can offer multiple advantages with improved operating con-
ditions, emission control, and light wave radiation into free space [1]. Nature-inspired
designs have brought tremendous technological advancements for various applications in
recent decades. Antenna geometries based on bio-inspired shapes have been investigated
in recent literature, where a flower shape is used to obtain a large bandwidth [2] or a
papaya leaf shaped antenna provides a multi-band operation [3]. In terms of antenna array,
a four-leaf based antenna is also explored [4] for low frequency applications. The useful-
ness of the bio-inspired antenna shape for RF applications has been extended to the GHz
band [5], where a vine leaf-based shape is designed on a FR4 substrate. This work explores
a similar shape (maple-leaf) for THz photonic applications and investigates it for various
design parameters and antenna-array configurations. Nature-inspired designs have shown
their feasibility towards a variety of significant frequency ranges. A jasmine flower shaped
monopole antenna is presented in [6], which provides a large bandwidth in the sub-6 GHz
range frequencies. A triangularis plant’s leaf for WiFi frequency range (2.4 GHz band) is
simulated and fabricated in [7] and a snowflake structure for 5G applications is shown
in [8]. The use of Fractal geometry to design these shapes is explored in [9], which is used
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by [10] to design a Spiral shell shaped antenna for the multi-band frequency operation.
Additionally, it is extended to a dielectric resonator based prototype design in [11].

The optical antenna is a practicable application of physical optics that has the ca-
pability of capturing and converting free propagating optical electromagnetic radiation
to localized energy and vice versa [12]. These antennas resemble the typical microwave
counterparts as they deal with optical fields to confine, transmit, and receive. By making
use of the localized surface plasmons (LSP), these antennas can restrain optical (light)
waves into very small volumes [13]. The basic principle for that is the induction of free
elections by the metal particles due to the illumination of light. These electrons oscillate as
a result and, in turn, generate surface charges which change corresponding to the incident
light. The aggregations of surface charges that happen on opposite sides of the particles are
called surface plasmons (SPs) and they are actually coherent electron oscillations that arise
when there is an interface between metal and dielectric [14]. Although optical antennas are
strongly analogous to their radio-frequency (RF) and microwave counterparts, their physi-
cal properties and scalable behaviors are much different. Most of these differences arise
due to the fact that metals are not perfect conductors [15] at optical frequencies. However,
they are strongly correlated plasmas, and thus can be described as a free electron gas that
can be defined and solved using Drude model equations [16]. For these reasons, modern
advancements in nanotechnology and plasmonic technology have generated substantial
interest in the optical antenna concept to efficiently overcome the diffraction limit and make
it possible to manipulate optical fields on a nanometer scale [17]. The optical nano-antennas
can impressively increase the light-matter interaction efficiency, to get a wide range of
applications, such as chemical and biological sensing [18], high-resolution microscopy [19],
and nanoscale imaging [20]. Additionally, nano-antennas have been considered as efficient
and promising elements in photo-detection [21], heat-transfer (thermal ablation of liver
and cancer cell) [22], inter-and/or intra-chip optical communications or radio-over-fiber
transmission [23], spectroscopy [24], and energy harvesting [25,26].

Several different nano-antenna configurations have been demonstrated so far, such
as bow-ties [27], Yagi-Uda [28], cross antennas [29], half-moon shape antenna [30], Cres-
cents [31], and Nanorods [32]. Most of them are with limited bandwidth due to their
dipolar type of resonances. Therefore, these configurations are only suitable for narrow-
band applications. Optical antennas are required to support the broadband operation for
a variety of applications. Optical broadband antennas are also exceedingly desirable for
fluorescence enhancement, surface-enhanced Raman scattering, and higher harmonic gen-
eration, which are intrinsically multi-wavelength and broadband in nature [33]. However,
broadband antennas operating in optical frequencies experience limitations such as low
radiation efficiency or narrow frequency band operation, etc. [34]. This problem needs to
be addressed with an efficient design of a broadband antenna that can provide radiation
coverage to the three main frequency windows for optical transmission (193.1, 229, and
352.9 THz) to be compatible with commercial nano-photonic applications. In order to be
able to receive and transmit optical and infrared signals, a fundamental requirement is
to feed the antenna with plasmonic nano-guiding. The wedge plasmon waveguides are
superior as compared to groove waveguide structures, due to their strong subwavelength
localization of guided plasmonic signals, large propagation distances, and relatively low
dissipation [35]. Different types of metallic nanostructures have been proposed for guiding
SPP modes, including thin metal films (gold, silver) [36], chains of metal nanoparticles [37],
sharp metal wedges [38], etc. The mathematical model of bio-inspired shapes can be
obtained using the Gielis formula [39] by transforming multiple superellipses to a leaf
or flower shape. The key factor is the use of polar coordinates, along with the use of
rotational symmetry to obtain a set of six parameters, which can provide a variety of
bio-inspired geometries.

In this manuscript, we propose a broadband optical nano-antenna to achieve high
performance in terms of broadband transmission characteristics, fed with a hybrid plas-
monic waveguide, and structured according to the nature and landscape-inspired shape of
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a maple leaf. The major contribution of this work is the characteristic design to achieve a
high gain at the THz range and the feasibility to increase it in an array configuration. The
bio-inspired shape consists of multiple sharp edges on the radiating patch, which helps the
antenna structure resonate on multiple frequencies, thus providing a multi-band operation
or obtaining a large bandwidth by covering a range of optical frequencies. The designed
antenna in this work has been impedance matched with the characteristic impedance of
the waveguide feed and can cover all of the optical communication wavelengths (850,
1310, and 1550 nm). The proposed antenna can be used in inter- and intra-chip optical
communications and sensing applications. Furthermore, an analysis on the impact of using
an array of these designs with 2 × 1 and 64 × 1 configurations are also presented to achieve
a highly directive pattern of 15 dBi gain, in order to enable the designed antenna for the
application of energy harvesting.

The rest of the paper is planned in the following order. Section 2 describes the theory
of hybrid plasmonic waveguides. Section 3 is concerned with designing the procedure and
the geometry of the maple shape nano-antenna. Section 4 presents the simulation results
and Section 5 concludes the work.

2. Structure

2.1. Modeling and Characterization of Hybrid Plasmonic Waveguide

The designed antenna is based on the hybrid plasmonic structure. Figure 1a shows
the basic geometry of the waveguide and standpoint view of the final design. Figure 1b
presents the TM mode of the waveguide. These structures are configured by implementing
a material with a low refractive index (such as SiO2), between a metal (Ag) and another
material with a higher refractive index (Si). Plasmonic TM modes are the supporting mode,
having high confinement inside a low refractive index material [40]. Fundamentally, the
hybrid plasmonic waveguide (HPWG) is the combination of dielectric and plasmonic
waveguides. Although dielectric waveguides can be considered practically lossless, the
mode size in such guides can be limited by the amount of diffraction. On the other hand,
plasmonic guides can squeeze light far below the diffraction limit, but consequently cause
a large propagation loss. By combining both of these guides, an HPWG can be formed. As
compared to purely plasmonic waveguides, HPWG suggests a better compromise between
loss and confinement, compatible with silicon on the insulator technology [41]. Different
types of waveguides have been analyzed recently. Among these, a hybrid dielectric-
loaded plasmonic waveguide (HDLPW) has been proposed as a potential candidate for the
optical transmission and its waveguide properties were numerically analyzed to verify the
principle technique [42]. In [43], the plasmonic slot nano-antenna is shown to provide a
100 times smaller size than the area of the diffraction-limited spot, to control the optical
fields at nano-scale.

2.2. Design of the Nano-Antenna

The geometry of the proposed novel broadband optical nano-antenna that operates
in the infrared and visible window is depicted in Figure 2, in terms of the front and
side outlook. The design consists of a landscape-inspired Canadian flag-like antenna of
length and width represented as L and W, respectively. The antenna is fed by a hybrid
plasmonic waveguide which achieves a strong light confinement by coupling the guided
light from the dielectric waveguide and plasmonic waveguide. The side view of the
antenna in Figure 2b shows that the design comprises three consecutive layers namely
metal, low refractive index material, and dielectric having a high refractive index. The
low refractive index material is sandwiched between metal and dielectric. The parametric
values for the different dimensions shown in the cross-section view of the waveguide are
as follows: The thickness of the metallic (Ag) layer, thin SiO2 layer, and the Si layer are
defined as hAg = 100 nm, hSiO2 = 10 nm, and hsi = 100 nm, respectively. The height of the
substrate (h) is kept as 200 nm. To cover all of the optical communication windows, we
fix our target frequency range of operation as 50–450 THz with the center frequency at
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fc = 250 THz (λc = 1200 nm). The length (L) and width (W) of the antenna can be calculated
using Equations (1)–(6) (where the effective permittivity of Ag is (−129 + 3.28 j) [38]. Table 1
represents the parametric values used for the simulations to obtain optimum performance
of the designed antenna. The impedance of the waveguide is determined as follows:

Zwaveguide =
Z0

ne f f
=

377
ne f f

(1)

where the effective refractive index (neff) depends on the permittivity of the medium (εm)
and dielectric (εm), as well as, the function of width (W) and thickness of SiO2 (hSiO2). Z0 is
the impedance of the free-space (vacuum), equal to 377 Ω.

ne f f =

√
εmεd

εm + εd
F(W, h) (2)

F(W, hSiO2) =
1 + 1798W + 311hSiO2 + 10.55WhSiO2

32, 300 + 759.7W + 3337hSiO2 + 10.55WhSiO2

(3)

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 1. (a) Perspective view of the structure; (b) basic geometry of HPWG; and (c) TM mode.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Front view; (b) side view.

Table 1. Geometric parameters of the proposed design.

Parameters Values (nm) Parameters Values (nm)

W 960 L6 155
L 780 L7 125

Wg 1600 L8 200
Lg 1600 L9 280
FL 500 L10 155
FW 100 L11 200
L1 380 hAg 100
L2 115 his 100
L3 250 hSiO2 10
L4 125 Hg 200
L5 155 D 600

WA 1600 LA 3160

Finally, the antenna impedance, in terms of conductance (G) can be found as:

Zantenna =
1

Yin
=

1
2G

(4)

G =
W

120λ0

[
1 − 1

24

(
2πhSiO2

λ0

)2
]

(5)

where λ0 is the free-space wavelength. The effective resonant length of the radiating patch
is given by:

L =
λ0

2ne f f
(6)

The development of the design is performed in the steps shown in Figure 3, which
produce a different set of return loss characteristics, as will be discussed in the next section.
Changes have been made for an improvement in the antenna performance in terms of the
driving point impedance bandwidth and the return loss. Figure 3 depicts that step 1 is
designed by introducing a rectangular rod, having two triangular cuts on top of the rod
with an operating band of 350 and 450 THz. In step 2, the patch is embedded with the
same-sized rod with a wide band of operating frequency of 50–450 THz. A complete maple-
leaf shape is achieved with better results in step 3 having a broadband of (50–450 THz)
with the resonance of 193, 229, 353, and 390 THz.
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Figure 3. Varied design steps of the proposed antenna.

3. Simulation and Results

For a broadband nano-antenna that can operate in the optical and infrared regions
to radiate the optical signal into the free space [44], the presented maple-leaf shape nano-
antenna is a promising solution. The proposed nano-antenna has been designed and
analyzed using the CST Microwave Studio software package [45], which is based on the
technique of the finite integration (FI) solver. The return loss for the antenna design at each
step (shown in Figure 3) is plotted in Figure 4.

 
Figure 4. The S11 of the design evaluation at each step.

The return loss curve and gain for the final design are plotted against the operational
frequency in Figure 5. Here, it can be seen that the antenna operates in all of the three main
windows for optical frequencies between 50 to 450 THz with a return loss less than −10 dB.
The second observation from the results is that the gain increases with the frequency, which
is very useful to compensate for the high propagation loss at higher frequencies. The
voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) of the proposed broadband nano-antenna is depicted
in Figure 6. The VSWR value is between 1 and 1.5 for the frequency band of 50 to 450 THz,
which is an acceptable value for an antenna operating at these high frequencies. The VSWR
value is found to be 1.15, 1.18, 1.14, and 1.4 at 193, 229, 353, and 390 THz, respectively.
The maple-shaped antenna is evaluated for different lengths of the leaf tips, as shown
in Figure 7. The shape with small leaf tips resonates in multiple frequency bands with
the reduced bandwidth. The increase in the leaf tips of a common maple-shape provides
better results, but as the length of the leaf tips increases, the dimensions become very
narrow and the proposed design will be extremely difficult to be used for real applications,
especially in a large array where such small structure details are impossible to achieve.
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The simulation work has been conducted by considering the limitations of the fabrication
processes. Therefore, a feasible design is selected for the further analysis.

 

Figure 5. S11 and gain of the antenna versus frequency in THz covering all of the three main optical
windows.

 
Figure 6. VSWR values for the proposed antenna.

 

Figure 7. Performance comparison for different lengths of the leaf tips with the maple-leaf antenna
geometry shown as an inset.
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The polar plot and 3D radiation pattern for the simulated broadband nano-antenna are
shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. The simulation results show that the proposed opti-
cal antenna directs the optical signal at 0◦ with the half-power beamwidth (HPBW) of 49.5,
41.4, 32.8, and 26.4◦, while operating at a frequency of 193, 229, 353, and 390 THz, respec-
tively. From these values, it can be concluded that as the transmitting frequency increases,
the beamwidth of the antenna narrows down, and the antenna becomes more directive.

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 8. Gain plot in the E and H planes at (a) 193 THz; (b) 229 THz; (c) 353 THz; (d) 390 THz.

  

  

Figure 9. Three-dimensional far-field gain pattern for the designed antenna at (a) 193 THz (b) 229 THz
(c) 353 THz and (d) 393 THz
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To observe the resonant area, surface electric fields (E field) recorded at the resonance
frequency of 193 THz are indicated in Figure 10, where the upper and lower edge of the
maple-leaf shaped broadband antenna show more intensity than the central region. The
effective resonant area is highlighted in Figure 11 for the surface current distributions of
the proposed nano-antenna. As expected, at the resonance frequency of 193 THz, most of
the current density is concentrated at the central area of the antenna.

 

Figure 10. Electric field surface plot of the maple-shaped nano-antenna.

 

Figure 11. Surface current plot for the maple shape.

4. Antenna Array for Energy Harvesting Applications

An extraordinary amount of work has been done in the field of energy harvesting
applications through antennas in the last decade, to minimize the huge consumption of
fossil fuel [46]. For energy harvesting applications, the antenna must have a high gain and
radiation efficiency, which can be attained by making an array of several antennas [47]. The
idea of collecting solar energy from the sun’s and earth’s radiation using nano-antennas
is based on the fact that when a light source impinges the surface of a nano-antenna, the
surface plasmons resonate and a time-varying current is induced on the antenna’s surface.
This phenomenon generates a voltage at the feeding point of the antenna. The induced
electric field is then transferred via a feeding line and converted into an electric current to be
supplied to a load [48]. By designing a 2 × 1 array from the aforementioned nano-antenna,
a good amount of improvement can be achieved in terms of gain and directivity. The
array design for a basic 2 × 1 configuration is shown in Figure 12, where for a single array
with multiple elements, the spacing D is an important parameter that defines the main
behavior of the array. The return loss and gain of a single element and 2 × 1 array are
plotted in Figure 13 for comparison. The figure shows that increasing the elements in the
array provides a higher gain, but the frequency response of the antenna slightly changes
due to the dependence on the value of D. However, both configurations work in the large
optical frequency span and can be considered for energy harvesting applications.
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Figure 12. Front view for the 2 × 1 antenna array.

 

Figure 13. S11 and gain comparison of the single element and 2 × 1 array.

As the spacing between the two array elements needs to be carefully optimized, an
analysis is performed to show the impact on the return loss. Figure 14 shows the change in
response of the designed antenna for different antenna spacing values (D). For a maximum
transmission frequency of 450 THz, the results shown previously in Figure 13 are plotted
when D = 600 nm is approximately equal to λ. The results for D = λ/2 show a poor return
loss and an increase in D to a value of 1.5 λ shows a very low bandwidth operation, which
is not suitable for THz applications. Therefore, D of 600 nm is selected for the further
analysis and Figure 15 shows the radiation efficiency for the 2 × 1 array. The polar plot
and 3D radiation graphs of the 2 × 1 array are shown in Figures 16 and 17, respectively.

 

Figure 14. Performance comparison for various spacings between the elements in the 2 × 1 array design.
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Figure 15. Radiation efficiency for the 2 × 1 antenna array.

  
(a) 193 THz (b) 229 THz 

 

(c) 353 THz (d) 390 THz 

Figure 16. The 2 × 1 array gain plots in the E and H planes at (a) 193 THz; (b) 229 THz; (c) 353 THz;
(d) 390 THz.
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Figure 17. The 2 × 1 array 3D far field gain pattern at (a) 193 THz; (b) 229 THz; (c) 353 THz; (d) 390 THz.

Researchers have designed various antennas for nano-photonics applications. The
proposed antenna has a higher gain and directivity to fully fill the same application
compared with the state-of-the-art published work in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison of the proposed antenna with the existing antennas.

References [47] [44] [49] [50] [51] [52] This Work

Frequency (THz) 193.5/229/352.9 193.5 193.5/229/352.9 193.5 193.5 193.5 193.5/229/352.9/393
Gain (dBi) 5.03/4.64/2.02 5.6 4.67/4.8/7.26 7.99 7.5 9 8.02/8.41/10.6/11.4

Efficiency (%) *** 87 *** 84.56 *** 89 60
Bandwidth (GHz) 234 15.6 240 203 20 40 400

*** Not Given.

As the simulation analysis shows an increase in gain and directivity with the increase
in the number of antenna elements, the higher-order array size is required to achieve a gain
above 20 dBi. By performing the calculations using the array tool kit in CST MWS, which
uses the array factor formula [53] to calculate the array pattern from a single nano-antenna,
a 64 × 1 array is required to achieve a 3 dB bandwidth gain of 20 dBi. The polar plot
and 3D radiation pattern of the 64 × 1 element array are depicted in Figures 18 and 19,
which show that the beam width becomes narrower and a peak gain of about 26 dBi can be
achieved. Table 3 presents a summary of the results with the single, 2 × 1, and 64 × 1 array
nano-antennas for comparison.
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(a) 193 THz (b) 229 THz 

  

(c) 353 THz (d) 390 THz 

Figure 18. The 64 × 1 array gain plots in the E and H planes at (a) 193 THz; (b) 229 THz; (c) 353 THz;
(d) 390 THz.

  

  

Figure 19. The 64 × 1 array 3D far field gain pattern at (a) 193 THz; (b) 229 THz; (c) 353 THz;
(d) 390 THz.
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Table 3. Summary of the overall results of gain and directivity.

Parameter Gain (dBi)

Frequency (THz) Single Element 2 × 1 Array 64 × 1 Array

193 8.02/9.65 9.53/11.2 22.1/23.7
229 8.41/10.7 10.2/11.9 22.9/25.1
353 10.6/12.7 11.7/13.8 26/28.1
390 11.4/13.5 11.7/13.8 26.8/28.8

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a nature-inspired maple-leaf shaped optical nano-antenna is presented
and fed with a hybrid plasmonic waveguide (HPW) to achieve a high gain with a broadband
operation. The optimization of the proposed design provides a high gain of 11.8 dBi at THz
frequencies and a bandwidth of 400 GHz. Moreover, the antenna is explored to operate
in an array structure (2 × 1 and 64 × 1), in order to be used for optical energy harvesting
applications with a satisfactory performance and gain above 26 dBi. The proposed design
shows the ability to operate over a broad range of optical frequencies as shown by the
simulation results, by covering all of the key optical communication band ranges from
660 to 6000 nm. Therefore, this design can be integrated with applications such as optical
wireless communications in inter- and intra-chip devices and sensing.
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Abstract: Recently, the demand for reliable and high-speed wireless communication has rapidly
increased. Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a modulation scheme that is the
newest competitor against other modulation schemes used for this purpose. OFDM is mostly used for
wireless data transfer, although it may also be used for cable and fiber optic connections. However, in
many applications, OFDM suffers from burst errors and high bit error rates. This paper presents the
utilization of a helical interleaver with OFDM systems to efficiently handle burst channel errors and
allow for Bit Error Rate (BER) reduction. The paper also presents a new interleaver, FRF, the initial
letters of the authors’ names, for the same purpose. This newly proposed interleaver summarizes
our previous experience with many recent interleavers. Fast Fourier transform OFDM (FFT-OFDM)
and Discrete Wavelet Transform OFDM (DWT-OFDM) systems are used to test the efficiency of the
suggested scheme in terms of burst channel error removal and BER reduction. Finally, the general
complexity of the FRF interleaver is different from that of the helical interleaver in terms of hardware
requirements. The performance of the proposed scheme was studied over different channel models.
The obtained simulation results show a noticeable performance improvement over the conventional
FFT-OFDM and the FFT-OFDM systems with the helical interleaver. Finally, the disadvantage of the
proposed FRF interleaver is that it is more complex than the helical interleaver.

Keywords: OFDM; FRF interleaver; helical interleaver; deterministic interleaver; FFT; DWT

1. Introduction

Wireless communication systems are extremely necessary to support high quality of
service and high data rates. Channel frequency selectivity, multipath fading, and inter-
symbol interference (ISI) often impair wireless channel communications. This substantially
degrades both service quality and data rates [1]. OFDM is a multicarrier modulation
technology that processes data using multiple orthogonal sub-carriers from the same source.
The great spectral efficiency of orthogonality-based OFDM systems, their resistance to
frequency-selective fading, and their easy equalizer implementation have recently sparked
considerable interest. It has also become the widely recognized modulation scheme for
high-data-rate communication over wireless connections [2]. The multiplexing is performed
on the transmitter and receiver signals using inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) and
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fast Fourier transform (FFT) in the standard OFDM system. In addition, recent research
on multicarrier modulation performance has explored the use of wavelet-based OFDM
as an appealing alternative to the Fourier-based OFDM system [3–8]. Because there is no
cyclic prefix requirement, the wavelet-based OFDM system offers better spectral efficiency,
has very tight side lobes, and shows enhanced BER performance [9–12]. Another topic
that will be considered in this work is the performance enhancement of data transmission
in OFDM systems through data interleaving. It is known that data transmission over
wireless channels may suffer from severe adverse conditions, especially burst errors, where
errors are likely to occur in clusters. Interleavers have been used extensively in digital
communication systems to disperse these burst errors [13,14]. Some simple interleaving
techniques have been proposed [15–17]. The performance of such simple interleavers is
limited. Therefore, there is a need for more powerful interleavers.

This work depends on using helical interleavers with OFDM systems to effectively
manage burst channel errors and reduce BER. In addition, the paper presents a new
interleaver, FRF, for the same purpose. This suggested interleaver summarizes our prior
experience with several recent interleavers. There are two types of systems that are used
to test the proposed interleaver: FFT-OFDM and DWT-OFDM. The FRF interleaver is
more complicated than the helical interleaver in terms of hardware. It can also combat the
channel effects with neither complicated coding schemes for error detection and correction
nor adaptation of the modulation scheme. Another advantage of the proposed interleaver
is that it achieves a degree of encryption in the transmitted data, which adds more security
to the data transmission process.

Therefore, the contribution of this work could be summarized as follows:

1. Introducing a new interleaver that manages burst channel errors and reduces BER. Such
an interleaver can be used in critical systems where power consumption is essential.

2. The new interleaver combats the channel effects with neither complicated coding
schemes for error detection and correction nor adaptation of the modulation scheme.

3. The new interleaver achieves a degree of encryption in the transmitted data.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the OFDM and interleaver
overview. Then, Section 3 describes the proposed interleaver. In addition, the proposed
system model is described in Section 4. The simulation results are given in Section 5. Finally,
the conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. Burst Error, OFDM, and Interleaving

Adding redundancy to information sequences increases message delivery success
rates in communication systems. Burst errors occur in a continuous portion of the received
data. Burst errors represent a typical kind of interference in radio communications. For
example, let u be an information sequence.

u = ABC
Let the error correction coding (ECC) duplicate each symbol as follows:
v = A1A2A3B1B2B3C1C2C3
These data are now wirelessly sent. For a three-symbol-length burst of interference

during transmission, this yields an error stream (X):
R = A1A2A3XXXC1C2C3
Despite the redundancies, symbol B is now irrecoverable due to the loss of all copies.

If the error exceeds the repeated symbols, the error-correcting algorithm fails to retrieve
the original data sequence. Let the redundant symbols be scrambled randomly within the
stream, for example:

V = A2B3C2A1B1C3A2B2C1
The same burst interference that results in the sequence can be as follows:
R = A2B3C2XXXA2B2C1
As a result, we obtain some duplicates of all the symbols, from which the original

symbols and information sequence may be reconstructed. Therefore, interleavers are
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responsible for the scrambling of the message information. The detailed concept of inter-
leavers will be stated in later subsections.

2.1. FFT-OFDM

As can be seen in Figure 1, depicting the OFDM transmitter, the data generator
produces {dk} in a random binary form. Firstly, constellation mapping is implemented.
The quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) modulator is used for this work to map the
data to appropriate QPSK symbols Xm. The serial-to-parallel converter then transforms the
high-speed information symbols into N sub-channel parallel information. The parallel data
symbols are fed into IFFT to generate the multicarrier OFDM signal as follows [18]:

xk =
1√
N

∑N−1
m=0 xmej2πkm/N , 0 ≤ m ≤ N − 1 (1)

where {xk |0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1} is a sequence in the discrete time domain, and {Xm |0 ≤ m ≤ N − 1}
are complex numbers in the discrete frequency domain.

 
Figure 1. OFDM transceiver [18].

To prevent the ISI that happens in multipath channels, guard intervals are placed
between frames. These intervals are either added zeros or a cyclic prefix (CP). The most
commonly used strategy is the addition of a CP [19,20]. The CP is a copy of the IFFT last
N samples at the start of the OFDM frame. The multipath versions of a symbol do not
interfere with the next symbol by adding the CP to each OFDM symbol with a length
longer than the channel length. Consequently, the impact of ISI is totally abolished, and
at the same time, the channel appears to be circular, allowing a circular convolution to be
implemented between the OFDM signal and the channel impulse response. This method is
reversed at the receiver side to get the decoded information. The CP is detached, and the
frequency domain equalizer (FDE) is used. The FDE relies on a CP guard interval between
successive data blocks. The FDE can invert the channel completely. The benefit of FDE is
that the complexity is comparatively low [21,22].

Equalizer coefficients are calculated by Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) or Zero
Force (ZF) technique [23]. The MMSE equalizer requires the Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR)
estimation, which allows a trade-off between channel inversion and noise enhancement [24].
The FFT is applied at the receiver to reconstruct the signal as follows [18]:

Xm = ∑N−1
k=0 xke−j2πkm/N , 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1 (2)

2.2. DWT-OFDM

The inverse discrete wavelet transformation (IDWT) and the DWT take the place of
the IFFT and FFT, respectively, in the DWT-OFDM system. The output of the IDWT can be
represented as [25]:

s(k) = ∑∞
m=0 ∑∞

n=0 Sn
m2m/2ψ(2m

k − n) (3)
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where Sn
m are the wavelet coefficients and ψ(t) is the wavelet function with compression

factor m and shift n for each sub-carrier. The process is reversed at the receiver side. The
output of the DWT could be formed as shown in Equation (4).

Sn
m = ∑N−1

k=0 s(k)2m/2ψ(2m
k − n) (4)

In the wavelet-based OFDM system, the MMSE equalizer achieves a significantly
lower BER compared to that of the zero-forcing (ZF) equalizer. Therefore, it is considered
in our work.

2.3. Interleavers

Bit errors are more likely to occur in bursts on wireless channels because of the fading
nature of the channels and the impulsive noise. The goal of interleaving is to disperse
bursts of errors throughout the data stream. It rearranges symbols to be transmitted in a
certain order. The receiver uses the reverse rule to revert the sequence [26,27]. This section
focuses only on the interleavers related to our proposal in this paper.

2.3.1. Helical Interleaver

The helical interleaver algorithm can be summarized as follows [28–31]:

(i) Primary interleaver generation: This refers to arranging the data sequence in a matrix
with Nr rows and Nc columns, such that Nr. Nc = L. L, in this context, refers to the
length of the primary interleaver, as given in Figure 2a.

(ii) Helical interleaver: It is constructed based on the primary interleaver through reading
the interleaver indices column-wise, as given in Figure 2b.

(iii) By cyclically reading the interleaver indices from the diagonals of a matrix with
decreasing slope, other interleavers can be generated, as indicated in Figure 2c.

The ith helical interleaver can be represented in Equation (5) as follows:
The i’th helical interleaver can be represented in Equation (5) as follows:

π[k] = π[lmodL], 0 ≤ k < L (5)

where, l = kmodNr .Nc +
([

k
Nr

]
+

(
kmodNr .(i − 1)

))
.

In Equation (5), it is seen that the helical interleaver can be managed in a very short
time. If the parameters are chosen correctly, the interleaver indices can be spread out quite
well. Now, the best way to even better optimize Equation (5) is to add layer-specific shifts
to it, as given in Equation (6).

π[k] = π
[
(l + i.S)modNc

]
(6)

where S is a constant integer, which describes the shift between the interleavers.

(a) 

Figure 2. Cont.
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(b) 

(c) 

Figure 2. Generation of 4 × 6 helical interleavers. (a) Master interleaver written in matrix form,
π = [20, 6, 7, . . . , 8, 16]. (b) First helical interleaver written in matrix form, π1 = [20, 17, 2, . . . , 4, 16].
(c) Second helical interleaver written in matrix form, π2 = [20, 19, 23, . . . , 13, 14] [28,29].

2.3.2. Other Interleavers

There are many other interleavers based on the different standards summarized in
Figure 3 [32]. In addition, Table 1 summarizes the interleaver algorithms.

Figure 3. Other interleavers [32].

Table 1. Most of the current interleaver standards [32].

Interleaver Type Algorithm

BTC

Multi-Step computation including intra-row permutation computation
S(j) = (ν × S(j − 1)) %p; r(i) = T(q(i));

U(i, j) = S((j × r(i))) %(p − 1); q mod(i) = r(i)%(p − 1);
RA(i, j) = {RA(i, j − 1) + q mod(i)}%(p − 1);

Ii,j = {C × r(i)}+ U(i, j)

1st, 2nd, and HS-DSCH
Standard block interleaving with different column permutations

π(k) =
(

p
⌊ k

R

⌋
+ C × (k%R)

)
%Kπ

QPP for BTC I(x) =
(

f1 · x + f2 · x2
)

%

Sub-Blk. Int. Standard block interleaving with given column permutations
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Table 1. Cont.

Interleaver Type Algorithm

Channel interleaving
Two − step permutation Mk =

( N
d

) × (k%d) +
⌊ k

d

⌋
; and

Jk = s ×
⌊

Mk
s

⌋((
Mk + N −

⌊
d × Mk

N

⌋)
%s

)
CTC interleaver I(x%4=2) = (P0x + 1 + P1) %N; I(x%4=3) =

(
P0x + 1 + N

2 + P3
)

%N

Ch. Interleaver with frequency rotation
Two step permutation as above, with extra frequency Interleaving i.e.,

Rk =
[

Jk −
{(

((iss − 1)× 2) %3 + 3
⌊

iss−1
3

⌋)
× NROT × NBPSC

}]
%N

Outer Conv. interleaver
Permutation defined by depth of first branch (M) and number of

total branches

Inner bit interleaver
Six parallel interleavers with different cyclic shift

He(w) = (w + Δ) %126; where Δ = 0, 63, 105, 42, 21, and 84

Inner symbol interleaver

yH(q) = xq for even symbols; yq = xH(q) for odd symbols;

where H(q) = (i%2)× 2Nr−1 +
Nr−2

∑
j=0

Ri(j)× 2j ;

BTC
Rc(j) = {Rc(j − 1) + Inc(j)} %32; and
I(i, j) = {Tbas(j) + M1(i − 1, j)} %CT

3. Proposed Interleavers

This section presents the proposed interleavers, including the two-dimensional prime
interleaver and the newly proposed FRF interleaver.

3.1. TWO-Dimensional Deterministic Interleaver Design

The main idea behind this interleaver is expanding the 1-D deterministic interleaver
into 2-D [33]. The proposed 2-D deterministic interleaver works as follows, assuming the
case of Nr rows and Nc columns:

• First, interleaving is split into row-wise and column-wise cases.
• The seeds for row-wise and column-wise interleavers are assumed to be two prime

numbers. After interleaving, bits will be located as follows:

row − wise column − wise
0 → 0 0 → 0

1 → (1 × prow)mod Nr 1 → (1 × pcol)mod Nc
2 → (2 × prow)mod Nr 2 → (2 × pcol)mod Nc

...
...

Nr − 1 → ((Nr − 1) ∗ prow) mod Nr Nc − 1 → ((Nc − 1) ∗ pcol) mod Nc

where prow and pcol are row-wise and column-wise seeds, respectively.
• Finally, the new locations are mapped back into the two-dimensional interleaver,

resulting in two-dimensional interleaved bits.

For instance, consider an 8 × 8 2-D deterministic interleaver with prow = 3 and pcol = 5.
The new locations of the bits will be as follows:

row − wise column − wise
0 → 0 0 → 0

1 → (1 × 3)mod 8 = 3 1 → (1 × 5)mod 8 = 5
2 → (2 × 3)mod 8 = 6 2 → (2 × 5)mod 8 = 2
3 → (3 × 3)mod 8 = 1 3 → (3 × 5)mod 8 = 7
4 → (4 × 3)mod 8 = 4 4 → (4 × 5)mod 8 = 4
5 → (5 × 3)mod 8 = 7 5 → (5 × 5)mod 8 = 1
6 → (6 × 3)mod 8 = 2 6 → (6 × 5)mod 8 = 6
7 → (7 × 3)mod 8 = 5 7 → (7 × 5)mod 8 = 3

The arrangement of the bits prior to interleaving is seen in Figure 4a. By applying
the new order of column- and row-wise interleaved bits acquired from the preceding
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calculation and mapping the locations, we get the bit arrangement shown in Figure 4b
after interleaving.

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 4. Arrangement of bits for an 8 × 8 channel (a) before interleaving and (b) after interleaving.

3.2. FRF Interleaver Design

Utilization of the proposed 2-D deterministic interleaver of size 8 × 8 with the helical
interleaver produces highly strong randomization. In addition, based on our study, it has
been found that the utilization of two-stage interleavers is not practical. Thus, this paper
presents the novel FRF interleaver that can perform the task of two interleavers, but in a
single stage.

The main concept of the proposed interleaver is stated as follows:

(i) First, we arrange the data in a matrix with Nr rows and Nc columns, such that Nr ×
Nc = L, where L is the number of decoded bits, and each of them should be an integer
and multiple of 8.
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(ii) Using Equation (7), we obtain the new bit locations after interleaving:

π[k] = π[((ii + S · jj)mod Nr) · Nc + jj], 0 ≤ k < L (7)

where S is a constant integer, and

ii = ((i · 3)mod 8) + (i mod 8) + 1 ,i = 0, 1, · · · , Nr − 1
jj = ((j · 3)mod 8) + (j mod 8) + 1 ,j = 0, 1, · · · , Nc − 1

Now, we take a look at how the helical and FRF interleaving mechanisms can correct
error bursts. An example of the interleaving of an (8 × 8) square matrix for S = 2 is given in
Figure 5. Assume a burst of errors affecting four consecutive samples (1-D error burst) as
shown in Figure 5b,c with shades. After helical and FRF de-interleaving, the error burst is
effectively spread among four different rows, resulting in a small effect for the 1-D error
burst as shown in Figure 5d,e. With a single error correction capability, it is obvious that
no decoding error will result from the presence of such a 1-D error burst. This simple
example demonstrates the effectiveness of the helical and FRF interleaving mechanisms
in combating 1-D bursts of errors. Let us examine the performance of the helical and FRF
interleaving mechanisms when a 2-D (2 × 2) error burst occurs, as shown in Figure 5b,c
with shades. Figure 5d,e show that although the two interleaving mechanisms effectively
spread the 2 × 2 error burst, the FRF interleaver has a stronger randomization ability than
the helical interleaver. As a result, a better BER performance can be achieved with the
proposed FRF interleaving mechanism.

(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5. Cont.
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(c) 

 
(d) 

(e) 

Figure 5. Helical and FRF interleaving of an 8 × 8 matrix. (a) The 8 × 8 matrix. (b) Data with error
bursts after helical interleaving. (c) Data with error bursts after FRF interleaving. (d) Effect of error
bursts after helical de-interleaving. (e) Effect of error bursts after FRF de-interleaving.

4. Proposed System Model

The main idea of the proposed system is to use a combination of (FFT/DWT)-OFDM
with the proposed FRF interleaving mechanism. The FRF interleaver can be a potential
candidate for practical OFDM systems due to its low computational complexity and good
BER performance. The block diagram of the proposed (FFT/DWT)-OFDM with helical
interleaving is shown in Figure 6. The conventional OFDM block is modified by adding an
interleaving stage. Both the in-phase and quadrature fields of the OFDM signal (the output
of IFFT/IDWT) are interleaved. S is supposed to be known by the receiver.
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Figure 6. Block diagram of the proposed (FFT/DWT)-OFDM system model.

5. Simulation Results

The experiments in this section have been carried out using the MATLAB 7.5 program.
Experiments have been conducted on an i5-2.3 GHz laptop running Microsoft Windows 7.
In this section, computer simulations are presented to examine and evaluate the BER
performances of different scenarios.

1. Different wavelet families are used in DWT- and FFT-OFDM.
2. Over the AWGN channel model, the proposed systems are compared to conventional

(FFT/DWT)-OFDM systems.
3. With an exponential power delay profile Rayleigh fading channel without a Doppler

effect, the proposed systems are compared to conventional (FFT/DWT)-OFDM systems.
4. In the presence of AWGN, the suggested systems are compared to conventional

(FFT/DWT)-OFDM systems.
5. The suggested systems are compared to traditional (FFT/DWT)-OFDM systems over

the AWGN outdoor channel.

To ensure the success of the proposed systems, we introduce the BER versus Eb/N0 for
all systems, where Eb is the energy per bit and N0 is the noise power spectral density. The
number of sub-carriers considered equals 512, with each sub-carrier having 16 symbols.
The guard interval length is one-eighth of the symbol duration. QPSK or 4-QAM (M = 4)
data symbols are used in the simulation experiments. In all later experiments except in the
following subsection, we use the value of S = 5, where the evaluation results show that this
value is the best for all experiments. Table 2 summarizes the simulation parameters.

Table 2. Simulation parameters.

Parameters Values

Number of sub-carriers 512
Number of symbols with each

sub-carrier 16

CP length 1/8 symbol duration
Modulation type QPSK

Equalization MMSE
Channel model Rayleigh, SUI, and vehicular A outdoor channels

5.1. BER Performance Evaluation of DWT-OFDM and FFT-OFDM

An experiment was conducted in order to provide the wavelet with which the best
performance in wireless communications can be obtained. In this experiment, the BER
performances of (FFT/DWT)-OFDM systems have been evaluated with several mother
wavelets such as Haar, Daubechies (db3), coiflets (coif1), symlets (sym3), biorthogonal
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(bior1.3), and reverse biorthogonal (rbio1.3) [34] over a multipath Rayleigh fading channel
model in the absence of AWGN.

Figure 7 presents the BER vs. Eb/N0. The figure shows that the DWT-OFDM outper-
forms the conventional OFDM for all chosen wavelet families. For instance, at BER = 2.4 × 10−4,
the DWT (Haar)-OFDM system provides Eb/N0 gains of about 11 dB over the FFT-OFDM
system. In addition, it can be seen that there is no significant difference between the kinds
of wavelets except Haar, which performs slightly better than the other wavelets at high
Eb/N0 values. Therefore, the Haar mother wavelet will be the best choice for DWT-OFDM
implementation. For instance, at BER = 1 × 10−7, the Haar wavelet provides Eb/N0 gains
of about 1dB over coif1 and rbio1.3 and about 0.5 dB over bior1.3, db3, and sym3. Af-
ter performing this experiment, we can recommend that the Haar wavelet gives better
performance parameters for implementing DWT-OFDM.

Figure 7. BER performance comparisons of the DWT-OFDM and the FFT-OFDM systems over
Rayleigh channel model using several wavelets.

5.2. BER Performance Evaluation over AWGN Channel

This experiment evaluates the BER performances of the FFT-OFDM and the DWT (Haar)-
OFDM with and without helical and FRF interleavers over the AWGN channel. Figure 8
shows the BER vs. Eb/N0 for the helical (FFT/DWT)-OFDM and the FRF (FFT/DWT)-OFDM
systems compared with the conventional (FFT/DWT)-OFDM over an AWGN channel. As
shown in the results, there is no improvement, because there are no burst errors in the AWGN
case. We can say that there is no need for the interleaver in this case.

Figure 8. FFT−OFDM and DWT−OFDM BER performance over AWGN channel.
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5.3. BER Evaluation over Rayleigh Fading Channel

In this experiment, the BER performances of the FFT-OFDM and the DWT (Haar)-
OFDM with and without helical and FRF interleavers have been evaluated over a multipath
Rayleigh fading channel with an exponential power delay profile and no Doppler effect in
the presence of AWGN. Figure 9 shows the BER vs. Eb/N0 for the helical (FFT/DWT)-OFDM
and FRF (FFT/DWT)-OFDM systems compared with the conventional (FFT/DWT)-OFDM
systems over a Rayleigh fading channel. It should be noted that the performance of the
DWT-OFDM outperforms that of the conventional FFT-OFDM. This is justified as follows.
The performance merit can be explained by the premise of the cyclic prefixing required in
the FFT-OFDM system, which is not required in the DWT-OFDM modulation, since copying
a certain portion of each of the transmit symbol lengths leads to some noise also being
copied. This would lower the likelihood of decoding the transmitted bits correctly. Over
the multipath channel, more orientation is imposed on the transmit signal by the channel
impulse response, but the signals processed by the DWT scheme possess some sturdy
flexibility in time and frequency coupled with the filtering mechanisms used in the wavelet
transform. The wavelet filters decompose the signal into equal lengths of low-frequency
band and high-frequency band, and likewise reconstruct them. Since the channel state is
known to the receiver, the effect of the channel can be removed with some bearable error
introduced by the system noise. Therefore, from Figure 9, we can see clearly that helical
and FRF interleaving achieve the best results with DWT-OFDM and strong improvements
with FFT-OFDM. The proposed FFT-OFDM system with FRF interleaving outperforms that
with helical interleaving in terms of BER. The reason for this improvement can be explained
as follows. As mentioned above, the FRF interleaver has better randomization capabilities
than the helical interleaver; that is to say, the FRF interleaver generates permuted sequences
with a lower correlation between their samples, which efficiently combats the channel
effects without a need for complicated coding schemes for error detection.

Figure 9. FFT−OFDM and DWT−OFDM BER performance over Rayleigh channel with exponential
power delay profile channel without a Doppler effect.

On the other hand, the proposed DWT-OFDM system with the FRF interleaver pro-
vides approximately the same BER performance as that with the helical interleaver. In
fact, the BER performance of communication systems can be improved due to the unique
time–frequency localization feature of wavelets. As a result, there is no need to use inter-
leavers with great randomization capabilities for the DWT-OFDM system. This is the reason
why the FRF interleaver gives the same BER performance as that of the helical interleaver
with the DWT-OFDM system. Thus, our recommendation is to use the proposed FRF
interleaver for the FFT-OFDM system because of its ability to provide a good BER due to
its inherent strong randomization ability. From the results shown in Figure 9, for example,
at Eb/N0 = 20 dB, the proposed FFT-OFDM system with the FRF interleaver achieves a
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BER of about 8.8 × 10−7. On the other hand, the BER value achieved in the FFT-OFDM
system with the helical interleaver is 5.248 × 10−6, while it is 2.557 × 10−3 in the case of
the conventional FFT-OFDM system. This means that the proposed FRF interleaver can
improve the BER performance compared to the BER achieved by the FFT-OFDM system
with a helical interleaver and the conventional FFT-OFDM.

5.4. BER Performance Evaluation over Different Stanford University Interim (SUI)
Channel Models

In this experiment, the BER performances of FFT-OFDM and DWT (Haar)-OFDM
systems with and without helical and FRF interleavers are evaluated over different SUI
channel models in the presence of AWGN. The SUI channel models considered are SUI-2,
SUI-3, and SUI-6 [35]. The multipath profiles of the used SUI channels are summarized in
Table 3.

Table 3. The multipath profiles of the used SUI channels.

Model
Delay L (No. of Taps) = 3

Units
Gain Tap1 Tap2 Tap3

SUI-2
0 0.4 1.1 μs

0 −12 −15 dB

SUI-3
0 0.4 0.9 μs

0 −5 −10 dB

SUI-6
0 14 20 μs

0 −10 −14 dB

Figures 10–12 show the BER vs. Eb/N0 for the helical (FFT/DWT)-OFDM and FRF
(FFT/DWT)-OFDM systems compared with the conventional (FFT/DWT)-OFDM systems
over the SUI-2, SUI-3, and SUI-6 channel models. As seen in Figures 10–12, the DWT-OFDM
achieves a better performance than that of the FFT-OFDM for the same reasons described
above. In addition, the proposed (FFT/DWT)-OFDM systems outperform the traditional
(FFT/DWT)-OFDM systems. In addition, helical and FRF interleaving achieve the best
results with the DWT-OFDM system. Therefore, we can say that the proposed systems
have a high immunity to burst errors. The figures also show that the proposed FFT-OFDM
system with FRF interleaving provides a better BER performance than that with the helical
interleaving, but the proposed DWT-OFDM systems with FRF and helical interleavers
provide approximately the same BER performance for the same reasons described above.
This indicates that the FRF interleaver is more suitable for the FFT-OFDM system due to
its strong randomization capability that leads to a good BER. From the previous results
obtained from Figures 10–12, for example, at Eb/N0 = 30 dB, the proposed FFT-OFDM
system with an FRF interleaver achieves BERs of about 1.22 × 10−6, 9.78 × 10−7, and
1.25×10−6 for the SUI-2, SUI-3, and SUI-6 channel models, respectively. On the other
hand, the BER values achieved by the FFT-OFDM system with the helical interleaver are
4.44 × 10−6, 2.11 × 10−6, and 4.67 × 10−6, while they are 0.1333 × 10−3, 0.2354 × 10−3,
and 0.2562 × 10−3 for the conventional FFT-OFDM system over the SUI-2, SUI-3, and
SUI-6 channel models, respectively. This means that the proposed FRF interleaver can
improve the BER performance compared to those of the FFT-OFDM system with the helical
interleaver and the conventional FFT-OFDM.
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Figure 10. BER performance for the FFT−OFDM and DWT−OFDM systems over SUI-2 channel.

Figure 11. BER performance for the FFT−OFDM and DWT−OFDM systems over SUI-3 channel.

Figure 12. BER performance for the FFT−OFDM and DWT−OFDM systems over SUI-6 channel.

5.5. BER Performance Evaluation over Vehicular A Channel

In this experiment, the BER performances of FFT-OFDM and DWT (Haar)-OFDM
with and without helical and FRF interleavers are evaluated over the vehicular A outdoor
channel model in the presence of AWGN. The multipath profile of the vehicular A outdoor
channel model is summarized in Table 4 [35].
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Table 4. Multipath profile of the vehicular A outdoor channel model.

Tap1 Tap2 Tap3 Tap4 Tap5 Tap6

Delay (ns) 0 310 710 1090 1730 2510

Power (dB) 0 −1 −9 −10 −15 −20

Figure 13 shows the BER vs. Eb/N0 for the helical (FFT/DWT)-OFDM and FRF
(FFT/DWT)-OFDM systems compared with the conventional (FFT/DWT)-OFDM over the
vehicular A outdoor channel model. As can be seen in the figure, the proposed (FFT/DWT)-
OFDM systems outperform the conventional (FFT/DWT)-OFDM systems. Hence, this
confirms that the proposed systems have a high immunity to burst errors regardless of the
channel models. From Figure 13, it is also clear that the proposed FFT-OFDM system with
an FRF interleaver provides a better BER performance than that with the helical interleaver,
but the proposed DWT-OFDM system with the FRF interleaver provides approximately the
same BER performance as that with the helical interleaver for the same reasons mentioned
above. Therefore, it is better to use the proposed FRF interleaver with the FFT-OFDM
system for the same reasons described above. From the results obtained from Figure 13,
at Eb/N0 = 25 dB, the proposed FFT-OFDM system with an FRF interleaver achieves a
BER of about 3.62 × 10−6. On the other hand, the BER value achieved by the FFT-OFDM
system with a helical interleaver is 1.335 × 10−5, while it is 0.8369 × 10−3 in the case of
the conventional FFT-OFDM system. This means that the proposed FRF interleaver can
improve BER performance compared to those achieved by the FFT-OFDM system with the
helical interleaver and the conventional FFT-OFDM system.

Figure 13. BER performance for FFT−OFDM and DWT−OFDM systems over vehicular A channel.

5.6. Overall Complexity Evaluation

In this set of experiments, the FRF interleaver is compared to the helical interleaver
in terms of hardware complexity. The two interleavers were implemented in hardware
using field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA) with a size of 128 × 128. Additionally, both
interleavers were developed using Altera’s Cyclone II FPGA board. Figures 14 and 15
indicate the overall complexity in terms of the total logic elements and memory bits. The
FRF and helical interleavers’ required logic elements were estimated using Altera’s Quartus
II tools. As indicated in the figures, the FRF interleaver needs more logic elements than
the helical interleaver, but the total memory bits are almost the same for both of them. The
FRF interleaver is, therefore, more complicated than the helical interleaver; that is to say,
the FRF interleaver requires more energy in computations. However, in wireless networks
such as wireless sensor networks, the energy consumption in communication is identified
as the major source of energy consumption and costs significantly more than computation.
Indeed, increasing the BER will increase the number of lost packets, leading to an increase
in energy consumption due to packet retransmission that inevitably affects the network
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efficiency. Therefore, the FRF interleaver can improve the network throughput and energy
efficiency compared with the others.
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Figure 14. Total number of logic elements required for the FPGA implementation of the FRF and
helical interleavers of size 128 × 128.

 

Figure 15. Total number of memory bits required for FPGA implementation of FRF and helical
interleavers of size 128 × 128.

6. Conclusions

This research introduced an efficient helical interleaver and a novel FRF interleaver
for OFDM systems to increase wireless communication reliability and data throughput.
The proposed approach enhances the (FFT/DWT)-OFDM BER performance. The BER
performance of the FFT-OFDM system was compared to that of the DWT-OFDM system
for numerous wavelet families. The AWGN, multipath Rayleigh fading with exponential
power delay spread and no Doppler influence, SUI-2, SUI-3, SUI-6, and vehicular A channel
models have all been considered to assess the performance of the suggested approach.
Finally, experimental findings indicate that higher-order M-QAM offers high data rates
despite a weaker resilience to errors. The DWT-OFDM outperforms the traditional FFT-
OFDM for all wavelet families. In addition, it is observed that the Haar wavelet is the
best choice for DWT-OFDM implementation. Furthermore, according to the simulation
results, it has been observed that the proposed FFT-OFDM system with FRF interleaving
outperforms that with helical interleaving in terms of BER, as the FRF interleaver has
better randomization capabilities than the helical interleaver. On the other hand, the
proposed DWT-OFDM system with the FRF interleaver provides approximately the same
BER performance as that of the DWT-OFDM system with the helical interleaver. As a result,
our recommendation is to use the proposed FRF interleaver for the FFT-OFDM system.
Finally, the proposed FRF interleaver is more complex than the helical interleaver, but
the FRF interleaver can improve the throughput and energy efficiency of critical systems,
where their power consumption is essential, compared with the others. The simulation
results have shown that the performances of the proposed FRF and helical interleavers
have noticeable improvements compared to that of the conventional (FFT/DWT)-OFDM.
Finally, the proposed FRF interleaver is more complex than the helical interleaver. One
possible future focus of this paper is a deep investigation of the performance of conventional
interleavers compared to our proposed FRF interleaver.
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Abstract: The design of a 4 × 4 MIMO antenna for UWB communication systems is presented in
this study. The single antenna element is comprised of a fractal circular ring structure backed by a
modified partial ground plane having dimensions of 30 × 30 mm2. The single antenna element has a
wide impedance bandwidth of 9.33 GHz and operates from 2.67 GHz to 12 GHz. Furthermore, the
gain of a single antenna element increases as the frequency increases, with a peak realized gain and
antenna efficiency of 5 dBi and >75%, respectively. For MIMO applications, a 4 × 4 array is designed
and analyzed. The antenna elements are positioned in a plus-shaped configuration to provide pattern
as well as polarization diversity. It is worth mentioning that good isolation characteristics are achieved
without the utilization of any isolation enhancement network. The proposed MIMO antenna was
fabricated and tested, and the results show that it provides UWB response from 2.77 GHz to over
12 GHz. The isolation between the antenna elements is more than 15 dB. Based on performance
attributes, it can be said that the proposed design is suitable for UWB MIMO applications.

Keywords: 4 × 4 MIMO; UWB communication; fractal circular ring; pattern and polarization
diversity; plus shape configuration

1. Introduction

Recent progress in wireless communication necessitates a system capable of sharing
massive amounts of data quickly with increased capacity, dependability, and security with
less complexity. Ultra wideband (UWB) technology can meet these expectations since it
allows high data rates while employing low-cost infrastructure [1,2]. The traditional UWB
technology, on the other hand, has problems with multipath propagation. To mitigate this
effect, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology has been introduced. Further-
more, one of the most promising solutions for meeting the needs of UWB systems is to
design MIMO antennas. It is a difficult task to design such an antenna because it adds
extra performance characteristics to consider. Antenna element isolation is one of the most
essential performance characteristics, which should be as low as possible to avoid channel
capacity loss.

Several configurations for improving isolation have been published in the literature.
Designing stubs with the ground plane or the radiating element helps improve isolation
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between MIMO antenna elements. In [3], a spatial diversity-based MIMO antenna was
designed for UWB applications. To obtain a wide impedance bandwidth, a triangular-
shaped patch radiator with a modified ground plane was used. The radiators do not
radiate directly towards each other, which can lead to better isolation. In the ground plane,
inverted L-shaped stubs and a complementary split ring resonance (CSRR) were designed
to improve isolation even further. The authors in [4] utilized the same kind of configuration.
In this design, a tapered fed polygon-shaped patch radiator was designed to achieve UWB
response. The authors in [5] used the same type of isolation enhancement technique as
presented in [3,4]. They designed a co-planar waveguide (CPW)-fed beveled-shaped patch
radiator to achieve a UWB response. In addition, the radiating structure was composed
of two half-wavelength rectangular single CSRRs (RSCSRRs) of different dimensions to
achieve band notch characteristics for Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access
(WiMAX) and Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) frequency bands. In [6], an eye-
shaped slot radiator-based MIMO antenna design was presented. The ground plane was
developed with an extruded T-shaped stub to improve isolation. This simple configuration
tends to achieve an isolation of >20 dB and ECC < 0.02. In [7], a 2-element dual-ring-based
MIMO antenna was designed. The main patch radiator consists of a ring element, while the
second ring behaves as a parasitic element. To improve the isolation between the antennas,
two inverted U-stubs were designed into the ground plane.

The employment of electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) structures, metamaterials, and
frequency-selective surfaces (FSSs) to increase MIMO antenna element isolation has been
proposed in the literature as a viable technology. In [8], a modified radiator with a FSS
was reported. The design was non-planar, with four elements placed around a cube of
polystyrene. A quad-port cognitive radio MIMO antenna was presented in [9]. The single
antenna consists of a circular monopole geometry and a λ/4 monopole for the notch band.
For high isolation, multiple EBG cells having different dimensions and an isolating stub
between the UWB and notch band radiators were employed. A two-port MIMO antenna
with improved E-plane isolation was presented in [10]. A meandered EBG structure was
designed on both sides of the substrate to improve isolation. In [11], a MIMO antenna
design was presented having arrow shaped radiator. The presented design operates within
the UWB spectrum with three notch bands obtained by cutting the slots within the radiator.
To improve the isolation performance, a T-shaped stub was used with the ground plane,
and two EBG cells were placed on each side of the feeding line. Additionally, the size
of the structure is quite large for a two-port configuration. In [12], a miniaturized UWB
MIMO antenna design was presented. The MIMO antenna elements were composed of a
combination of rectangle and semi-circular arc fed using a stepped microstrip fee line. For
improved isolation between MIMO elements, a Jerusalem cross-shaped FSS structure and a
meandered-shaped decoupling structure were designed. All the above-reported designs
have EBG/FSS structures, which are complex to fabricate as they have a “via” that connects
the top and ground plane and are large in size.

The use of neutralization lines or decoupling structures between the radiators can
also provide high isolation. In [13], a decoupling strip was diagonally placed between
the antenna elements for isolation enhancement. In addition, a dumbbell-shaped stub
was designed with the ground plane, and the same was placed on the top side of the
substrate. From the presented configuration, an isolation of >15 dB was achieved in the
frequency range of 3–11 GHz. In [14], a four-port dual-band nocth UWB MIMO antenna
was presented. Four rhombic-shaped patch radiators were arranged in a polarization
diversity configuration. Two CSRRs were etched from the radiators to reject WLAN and
WiMAX frequency bands. A plus-shaped metal strip was designed with the ground plane
for enhanced isolation. In [15], a design for a compact super wideband (SWB) antenna
was presented. The presented SWB radiator geometry consists of a combination of circular,
rectangular, and trapezoidal shapes. The bandwidth of the antenna was enhanced by
placing slots in the radiator and by a modified ground plane. Different MIMO configura-
tions were analyzed, such as spatial, pattern, and polarization diversity with a common
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ground plane. From the presented configurations, an isolation of ≥30 dB was achieved.
In [16], an octagonal band notch UWB MIMO antenna design was demonstrated. Two
hexagonal-shaped CSRRs (HCSRRs) were etched from the octagonal radiator to achieve
band stop characteristics around the WLAN and WiMAX frequency bands. A decoupling
structure consisting of three thin metal strips was designed in the middle of the radiation
elements to achieve an isolation of >18 dB in the UWB frequency range. The same kind
of isolation enhancement technique was described in [17]. In [18], a simple polarization
diversity-based four-element MIMO configuration was presented for UWB applications.
The single antenna element consists of a combination of rectangular and circular patch
radiators. In [19], an eight-element semi-circular arc-based MIMO antenna design was pre-
sented for UWB applications. The UWB response was achieved by etching a semi-elliptical
slot in the ground plane and designing an inverted L-shaped strip in conjunction with the
ground plane. Initially, the authors realized a four-element MIMO antenna design placed
in a plus-shaped configuration. After that, an eight-element MIMO antenna configuration
was demonstrated for UWB applications. Thin metallic strips were designed between the
radiators to achieve an isolation of >15 dB in the frequency range of 2.84–11 GHz.

In the literature, some researchers utilized defected ground structures (DGSs) to
improve the isolation between MIMO antennas. A two-element aperture-coupled com-
plementary Sierpinski gasket equilateral triangular fractal MIMO antenna was designed
for UWB performance in [20]. For enhanced isolation, a complementary Archimedean
spiral-based DGS was utilized. The use of DGS led to an isolation level of ≥15.8 dB. In [21],
for UWB applications, a MIMO antenna with good isolation was demonstrated. For MIMO
antenna design, slot elements having quasi F-shaped radiators and L-shaped open-slots
were adopted. In the ground plane, a decoupling structure consisting of a thin slot and a
fork-shaped slot was implemented to increase isolation between the radiators and in the
lower band.

The techniques presented above provide better isolation between antenna elements,
but they are quite complex and their fabrication is difficult. In this paper, a novel MIMO
antenna configuration is presented for UWB applications. The antenna elements are posi-
tioned in a plus-shaped arrangement to provide pattern and polarization diversity [19,22].
It is observed from the presented results that the designed MIMO antenna operates from
2.77–12 GHz. Furthermore, the presented MIMO antenna did not utilize any isolation
enhancement technique, which makes it simple and it can easily be fabricated through
low-cost fabrication techniques.

2. Proposed MIMO Configuration

2.1. Mimo Single Element

The design of a single antenna element is depicted in Figure 1. The front side of the
designed antenna consists of a fractal circular ring radiator [23] fed using a 50 Ω microstrip
feed line (see Figure 1a), while the back side consists of a notch loaded trapezoidal partial
ground plane, as illustrated in Figure 1b. The radius R1 of the outer circular ring is
calculated using the design expressions mentioned in [24], and the width of the feeding
line is calculated using the procedure described in [25]. From Figure 1a, one can observe
that six circular rings of radius R3 are embedded in the main radiator to realize a fractal
geometry. These rings are rotated at an angle of 60◦. Furthermore, the trapezoidal ground
plane is utilized (see Figure 1b) to create wideband multi-resonance characteristics of the
input impedance, which leads to achieving enhanced bandwidth [26], while the square
notch etched from the ground plane offers maximum impedance matching in the operating
bandwidth. The proposed antenna is designed using a low-cost FR-4 laminate with εr = 4.3
and h = 1.6 mm. The overall design dimensions of the antenna are: WS = 30, LS = 30,
R1 = 9.5, R2 = 7.5, R3 = 3.5, R4 = 2.4, Wf = 3, L f = 10, Wg = 30, Lg = 9.5, Lg1 = 5.5, and S = 3
(all dimensions are in mm).
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. Schematic of the proposed single antenna element (a) front side (b) back side.

The construction of the proposed antenna starts with the design of a circular ring
patch radiator backed by a conventional partial ground plane, shown in Figure 2a, and
its respective reflection coefficient (S11) is depicted in Figure 3. From the results, it is
observed that the circular ring provides a dual-band response around 3 GHz and 10 GHz.
To excite more resonant modes in the band of interest, six circular rings of radius R3
are embedded in the main radiator (see Figure 2b), which ultimately leads to a fractal
geometry. This configuration increased the impedance bandwidth, but there is still a
mismatch between 7.58 GHz and 9.38 GHz (see Figure 3). To improve the impedance
matching, a trapezoidal shaped ground plane with a square notch is utilized, as shown in
Figure 2c. The modification in the ground structure leads to achieving an UWB frequency
response ranging from 2.69 GHz to 12 GHz, as shown in Figure 3.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2. Design evolution of single antenna element. (a) Step-1. (b) Step-2. (c) Step-3 (Proposed).
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Figure 3. Reflection coefficients (S11) of different design stages.

Figure 4 depicts the presented antenna element’s realized gain and radiation efficiency.
The antenna gain varies in the range of 0.55–5 dBi in the operating bandwidth, while the
radiation efficiency is noted to be >75% in the band of interest (see Figure 4).

Figure 4. Simulated realized gain and radiation efficiency of single antenna element.

2.2. 4 × 4 MIMO Design

The proposed MIMO antenna configuration is shown in Figure 5. From the figure,
one can observe that four antenna elements are arranged in a plus-shaped configuration,
which tends to achieve both pattern and polarization diversity. Antenna-1 and antenna-2
are placed at a 90◦ angle, which is the typical configuration of polarization diversity, while
antenna-1 and antenna-3 offer pattern diversity (see Figure 5). As a whole, each antenna
element is able to provide both pattern and polarization diversity characteristics. It is also
worth mentioning that no decoupling network is used to enhance the isolation between
antenna elements. The dimensions of the antenna elements are the same as those of a single
element (see Figure 1). As shown in Figure 5a, there is an extra space created between
the antenna elements, which is represented by WS1 × LS1 = 30 × 30 mm2. Therefore, the
overall dimensions of the proposed MIMO antenna are 90 × 90 mm2 (consider both sides
of the plus shape).
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. Configuration of the proposed UWB MIMO antenna (a) front side (b) back side.

Computer Simulation Technology (CST) Microwave Studio 2021 was used to develop
and simulate the proposed MIMO antenna. The simulated S-parameters of the designed
MIMO are shown in Figure 6. In the figure, the reflection coefficients are represented
by Sii (i ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4), while the isolation between adjacent elements is denoted by Sji (i, j
∈ 1, 2, 3, 4 and i 	= j), and for parallel elements, it is represented by Ski (k, i ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4
and |k − i| = 2). The MIMO antenna’s impedance bandwidth is 9.27 GHz in the range of
2.73–12 GHz. Furthermore, the isolation between adjacent antenna elements, denoted by
Sji, is >17 dB whereas the isolation between parallel elements, denoted by Ski, is ≥14 dB.

To better understand the isolation characteristics, the surface current distribution
(see Figure 7) is plotted by exciting only port-1 of the array, while the rest of the ports
are terminated with a 50 Ω matched load. Three different frequencies, such as 3 GHz,
6 GHz, and 9 GHz, are used to depict the surface current. It can be observed from Figure 7
that the surface current generated by antenna-1 does not influence adjacent or parallel
placed elements.

Figure 6. Simulated S-parameters of the proposed UWB MIMO antenna.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 7. Surface current distribution of the proposed UWB MIMO antenna when port-1 is excited.
(a) 3 GHz. (b) 6 GHz. (c) 9 GHz.

3. Fabrication and Measured Results

A prototype of the four-element MIMO antenna was fabricated (see Figure 8) to verify
the simulations. For measurement purposes, a Precision Network Analyzer (PNA) E8363C
by Agilent Technologies is utilized. The measured S-parameters are shown in Figure 9. Due
to symmetry, the reflection coefficients of antenna-1 and antenna-2 are presented. From
Figure 9, it is evident that the measured S-parameters matched well with the simulated
ones (see Figure 6). The measured impedance bandwidth is 9.23 GHz in the frequency
range of 2.77–12 GHz. As demonstrated in Figure 9b, the observed isolation is >15 dB for
both neighbouring and parallel antenna elements. The discrepancies between the results
are due to SMA connector losses and fabrication intolerances.

Figures 10–13 demonstrate the radiation parameters of the proposed MIMO antenna
for all ports at frequencies of 3 GHz, 6 GHz, and 9 GHz. In case of port-1, for 3 GHz
(see Figure 10a), omnidirectional pattern is observed for xz-plane (φ = 0◦), while for
yz-plane (φ = 90◦), antenna exhibits typical monopole like pattern. For 6 GHz, a quasi-
omnidirectional pattern is noted for xz-plane and a monopole like pattern is observed
for yz-plane, as shown in Figure 10b. For higher frequencies, such as 9 GHz, a quasi-
omnidirectional pattern with some ripples is observed for both the planes, as illustrated in
Figure 10c. For port-2, the same kinds of patterns are observed, but in this case, antenna-1
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xz-plane radiation pattern is equal to antenna-2’s yz-plane radiation pattern, and vice versa.
This effect can clearly be observed from the patterns in Figure 11. From Figure 12, one can
observe that antenna-3 offers the same radiation characteristics as antenna-1. In this case,
the yz-plane of antenna-3 provides pattern diversity for the reported frequency bands. The
same is the case with antenna-4, whose yz-plane offers pattern diversity in comparison to
antenna-2’s characteristics. As a whole, from the results of Figures 10–13, one can observe
that all the antenna elements have the ability to exhibit pattern and polarization diversity.
Furthermore, from Figures 10–13, one can also observe that the simulated and measured
radiation characteristics are in good agreement. Some discrepancies are observed between
the simulated and measured data, especially at higher frequencies (9 GHz), which could
possibly arise due to fabrication tolerances at higher frequencies and far-field measurement
setup losses.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Fabricated prototype of the proposed UWB MIMO antenna (a) front side (b) back side.

(a) (b)

Figure 9. Measured (a) reflection and (b) transmission coefficients of the proposed UWB MIMO
antenna.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 10. Radiation characteristics of the proposed UWB MIMO for port-1. (a) 3 GHz. (b) 6 GHz.
(c) 9 GHz.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 11. Radiation characteristics of the proposed UWB MIMO for port-2. (a) 3 GHz, (b) 6 GHz.
(c) 9 GHz.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 12. Radiation characteristics of the proposed UWB MIMO for port-3. (a) 3 GHz. (b) 6 GHz.
(c) 9 GHz.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 13. Radiation characteristics of the proposed UWB MIMO for port-4. (a) 3 GHz. (b) 6 GHz.
(c) 9 GHz.
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4. Diversity Performance Parameters

4.1. Envelope Correlation Coefficient (ECC)

To evaluate the proposed MIMO antenna’s diversity performance, ECC is analyzed
and presented in Figure 14. The far-field characteristics are used to determine the ECC
as [27,28]:

ECC =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫∫

4π Si(θ, φ).S∗
j (θ, φ)dΩ√∫∫

4π Si(θ, φ).S∗
i (θ, φ)dΩ

∫∫
4π Sj(θ, φ).S∗

j (θ, φ)dΩ

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(1)

where Si and Sj represents far-field radiation characteristics of port i and port j.
According to [29], the value of ECC should be set at <0.5 for practical applications.

As shown in Figure 14, the proposed MIMO antenna exhibits ECC < 0.1.

Figure 14. ECC of the proposed UWB MIMO antenna.

4.2. Diversity Gain (DG)

Another important feature that needs to be assessed is DG. The DG of the MIMO
antennas should be high (≈10 dB) in the operating bandwidth. It is expressed in terms of
ECC as [28]:

DG = 10
√

1 − ECC2 (2)

Figure 15 depicts the DG of the proposed MIMO antenna, and it is observed that it
fluctuates around a 10 dB scale for the entire operating bandwidth.

Figure 15. Diversity gain of the proposed UWB MIMO antenna.
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4.3. Mean Effective Gain (MEG)

In comparison to an isotropic antenna, MEG is a measurement of how much power
the antenna elements receive. The S-parameters of the MIMO antenna system can be used
to calculate the MEG as [22,28]:

MEGi = 0.5
[
1 − |Snn|2 − |Snm|2

]
(3)

and
MEGj = 0.5

[
1 − |Snm|2 − |Smm|2

]
(4)

For the proposed MIMO antenna, the MEG is predicted between port-1 & port-2 and
port-1 & port-3 (see Figure 16). It can be noted that the MEG of the ports is ≤−3 dB, while
the ratios of MEG1/MEG2 and MEG1/MEG3 are less than 3 dB.

(a) (b)

Figure 16. MEG between (a) port-1 & port-2 and (b) port-1 & port-3.

A comparison among proposed and previously presented four-port UWB MIMO
antenna designs is presented in Table 1. The proposed design offers high impedance
bandwidth compared to the designs presented in [8,12,13,19]. Although the dimensions
of the proposed MIMO antenna are large, it provides comparable isolation and ECC
characteristics without the utilization of any isolation enhancement network compared
to the designs listed in Table 1. Moreover, the design of [18] did not utilize any isolation
enhancement network, so it offers a high value of ECC compared to the proposed design.
In addition, the authors in [8,13,14,16,19] calculated ECC using S-parameters, which is not
recommended for practical applications.

Table 1. Comparison among proposed and previously published four-port UWB MIMO antennas.

Ref.
Array Size Isolation Enhancement Frequency Band Bandwidth Isolation

ECC
DG

(mm2) Network (GHz) (GHz) (dB) (dB)

[8] 32 × 36 FSS 3–10 7 >16 <0.0025 −
[12] 45 × 45 FSS + Decoupling Structure 3.1-10.6 7.5 >10 <0.17 >9.92
[13] 43 × 40 Decoupling Structure 3–11 8 >15 <0.2 >9.75
[14] 72 × 72 Neutralization Lines 2.8–13.3 10.5 >18 < 0.06 −
[16] 58 × 58 Decoupling Structure 3–16 13 >18 <0.07 −
[18] 40 × 40 Not utilized 3–13.5 10.5 >15 <0.4 >9.9
[19] 92 × 92 Neutralization Lines 2.84–11 8.16 >15 <0.02 −

This work 90 × 90 Not utilized 2.77–12 9.23 >15 <0.1 >9.97
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5. Conclusions

A four-port MIMO antenna is designed for UWB applications. The array’s single
element consists of a fractal circular ring patch radiator backed by a square notch loaded
trapezidal-shaped partial ground plane. The results show that the designed single antenna
element resonates from 2.67 GHz to over 12 GHz, and it offers a peak realized gain of 5 dBi
and an antenna efficiency of >75%. Furthermore, a novel MIMO antenna configuration is
designed to assess single element performance for UWB MIMO applications. To achieve
pattern and polarization diversity, the MIMO antenna elements are placed in a plus-shaped
configuration. According to the measured data, the designed MIMO antenna operates in
the frequency range of 2.77–12 GHz and has a 9.23 GHz impedance bandwidth. In addition,
isolation of >15 dB is noted between antenna elements with an ECC of <0.1, DG of ≈10 dB,
and MEG of <3 dB.
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Abstract: In this paper, an antenna with a multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) configuration
is demonstrated for mm-wave 5G-based Internet of Things (IoT) applications. The two antenna
elements are arranged next to each other to form a two-port antenna system such that significant
field decorrelation is achieved. Moreover, a dielectric layer is backed by an eventual multiport system
to amend and analyze the radiation characteristics. The overall size of the MIMO configuration is
14 mm × 20 mm, and the operation bandwidth achieves ranges from 16.7 to 25.4 GHz, considering
the −10 dB criterion with a maximum isolation of more than −30 dB within the operating band. The
peak gain offered by the antenna system is nearly 5.48 dB, and incorporating a dielectric layer provides
an increase in the gain value to 8.47 dB. Within the operating band, more than 80% total efficiency
is observed, and analysis shows several MIMO performance metrics with favorable characteristics.
The compactness of the proposed design with high isolation, improved gain, and wideband features
make it a suitable candidate for mm-wave-based 5G applications.

Keywords: 5G; mm-wave; IoT; MIMO; communication networks

1. Introduction

The increase in annual data use by 40 to 70% has strained capacity requirements,
representing an increase by 1000 times with the passage of time. Considering progressing
data needs, 5G is a competent candidate adept to offer a data rate of multiple gigabits
per second [1–3]. To accomplish the required goals, experts have focused on the mostly
unoccupied portion of the spectrum, i.e., mm-wave, where high bandwidth achievement
is possible, due in part to the limited bandwidth and capacity constraints of the lower
portion of the spectrum (sub 6 GHz) [4,5]. Transmission based on 5G technology is not only
intended to have high data rates and high quality of service but also to strengthen abilities
of developing technologies, such as the Internet of Vehicles, virtual reality, smart cities
etc. [6,7]. Frequency bands for communication networks must be carefully allocated, as
several challenges arise with a particular band selection [8], which is why several frequency
bands are being considered by various telecom regulatory bodies and various countries.
Most of the bands that have been allocated for 5G communication are within the ranges
of 24–28 GHz, 37–40 GHz, etc. [9]. However, path loss and atmospheric attenuations
factors must be considered and solved before considering transmission at these frequency
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bands [10]. Furthermore, the bandwidth should be wide enough to offer significantly high
data rates [11]. Thus, the role of antennas is key in this regard, and they must be carefully
designed to realize 5G communication systems and to effectively benefit users [12].

5G systems will likely be built based on the multiantenna concept on both the trans-
mission and receiver sides, making multiple input, multiple output (MIMO) configurations
and also arrays are important in this regard [13]. To tackle attenuation-related issues in the
case of mm-wave antennas, arrays are usually utilized to offer a narrow-beam radiation
pattern [14]. However, these type of structures are focused on a single feed, and complex
and simple power dividers are usually involved [15]. Controlling the losses in these type
of power dividers is a challenging task, whereas a single feed results in limited capacity.
Accommodating multiple antennas in an array structure to increase the gain also causes
an increase in the profile [16]. Likewise, antennas incorporating lenses, metamaterials,
and cavities are usually helpful to achieve high gain, and some antennas can maintain
a low profile instead of high gain. For example, in [17], a DRA was developed with an
EBG placed at a distance of 2.6 mm. The performance of the DRA was evaluated with and
without an EBG. Overall, a 3 dB improvement in the gain was achieved. The size of the
ground plane was 30 mm × 30 mm for the 60 GHz band. In [18], an EBG ground plane and
a dielectric superstrate were utilized to improve the gain of the antenna, resulting in a gain
of more than 16 dB. The superstrate was placed 5.35 mm above the main antenna array
with a complex power divider. The array structure resulted in a larger PCB size, as a 12 mm
separation was used between the antenna elements. A 28 GHz operating frequency antenna
was proposed in [19], with a peak gain of 15.6 dB. A fractional bandwidth in the range of
26.5–29.4 GHz was attained. A 3D-printed dielectric lens was utilized to attain high gain.
Moreover, 50 mm × 50 mm samples of polylactic acid (PLA) were fabricated. A complex
structure was implemented in the proposed method to achieve high gain. However, the
MIMO characteristic was lacking in the proposed designs, so capacity issues remained a
challenge. Moreover, some of the proposed antennas lack a wide bandwidth. Recently,
metamaterials with and without a combination of MIMO have been proposed. Antenna
gain was improved by utilizing a three-pair metamaterial arrays in [20]. An overall gain
of 7.4 dB was achieved, with bandwidth covering the range from 24.25 to 27.5 GHz and
an overall size of 30.5 mm × 30 mm. Another antenna with an MIMO configuration was
proposed in [21]; an electromagnetic band gap (EBG) configuration was adopted, increasing
the gain by only 1.9 dB. Thus, an overall peak gain of 6 dB was achieved, with a bandwidth
as high as 1 GHz. The size of the proposed EBG-based design is 27.5 mm × 27.5 mm. A
dielectric resonator (DRA)-based MIMO antenna was proposed in [22], with an operating
band range from 26.71 to 28.91 GHz. A peak gain of 7 dB was achieved after incorporat-
ing a metasurface with a DRA-based MIMO configuration such that the total size was
20 mm × 40 mm. A metamaterial surface was utilized as a reflector in [23] for an MIMO
antenna system (two elements), resulting in a peak gain of 11.5 dB. The overall structure
had a larger size of 31.7 mm × 53 mm. In [24], an MIMO antenna system (two elements)
with a 8.6 dB peak gain was proposed with an operational bandwidth ranging from 29.7 to
31.5 GHz. Furthermore, the proposed structure had a large size of 48 mm × 21 mm. In [25],
a MIMO antenna with a size of 95 mm × 80 mm was presented. The proposed design
achieved a wide band but with many rapid jumps in the reflection coefficient, indicating
that the reflection coefficient response was not smooth with a stable noise level variation at
the transmission frequency band. Moreover, the large size represents a further constraint.

Overall, the use of metamaterial-based surfaces to improve the radiation characteristics
of antennas is challenging in terms of controlling the capacitance and inductance in order
to achieve a satisfactory output. As an alternative to metamaterial-based reflectors, surfaces
are required for which capacitance and inductance can be easily controlled to enhance the
radiation characteristics of the antennas, which is desirable for mm-wave communication.
Moreover, wide bandwidth with a high gain requirement must be achieved in order to
offer a high data rate, which is a promising feature of 5G technology. Due to the limitations
observed, in this paper, we present a wideband, high-gain, and multiport antenna system
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(two antennas with two exciting sources). A compact antenna system is also proposed with
a dielectric layer to improve the gain. Furthermore, to efficiently benefit from the MIMO
system, high decorrelation in the radiation patterns is a desirable feature. Thus, a wideband
ranging from 17.27 to 25.53 GHz with a total efficiency of more than 80% is achieved, with
a peak gain of 8.47 dB, an isolation level of more than −30 dB, and the benefit of high
decorrelation in radiation patterns.

2. Proposed Antenna Design Procedure

2.1. Antenna Element and MIMO Configuration

The geometry of the proposed design is demonstrated in Figure 1. A Rogers family
substrate, i.e., RO-4350B with a thickness of 0.168 mm is used in the proposed design.
The proposed system was designed and simulated using computer simulation technology
(CST) software. A single element is backed by a truncated ground plane with a front
side radiating structure modification to attain a wideband operation with optimal gain,
efficiency, etc. Table 1 provides the dimensions summary of the proposed antenna element.

Figure 1. Antenna element geometry: (a) front, (b) back.

Table 1. Dimensions of the proposed antenna element.

Parameter Value (mm) Parameter Value (mm)

Al 14.0 Aw 10.0
fw 0.5 cl1 3.6
fl 6.0 cl 3.6
bl 1.95 Gl 5.0

bw 2.0 – –

The following expression can be utilized to estimate the feedline width [14].

f w = wZo =

(
377

Zo
√

εr
− 2

)
× h (1)

The Equation (1) is based on a combination of components, i.e., feed line width (fw),
impedance (Zo = 50 ohm), substrate thickness (h), and dielectric constant (εr). The reflection
coefficient for the proposed antenna element is analyzed in Figure 2. Based on the −10 dB
criterion, the response is well below −10 dB for the desired operational bandwidth. The
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design evolution steps of the proposed antenna are shown in Figure 2. Initially, a single
radiating structure (step 1) provides a narrow bandwidth, whereas introducing a similar
radiating structure on the top of the first radiating structure in step 2 yields an improvement
in the bandwidth. Finally, in step 3, adding a sharp leaf-type radiating shape on the top
of the first two structures results in a wider bandwidth. Thus, the structure achieved in
step 3 is selected for subsequent processes, as it operates with a wide bandwidth and a
meaningful magnitude of reflection coefficient. The basic antenna element (antenna) is
a variation of the well-known circular broadband patch antenna tuned to work in the
frequency range of 16.7–25.4 GHz. The mathematical modelling described in [26] was also
helpful in determining the final design, including these design evolution steps. The single
element is then extended to two-port MIMO configuration, as shown in Figure 3, such that
it could be helpful to achieve field decorrelation. The overall dimensions of the proposed
MIMO configuration are 14 mm × 20 mm × 0.168 mm.

Figure 2. Reflection coefficient comparison of the proposed antenna element design evolution steps.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. MIMO antenna geometry: (a) front, (b) back.

The reflection coefficient for the proposed MIMO antenna is shown in Figure 4a,
which is well below −10 dB. The isolation between the antenna elements is shown in
Figure 4b. It is important to analyze the isolation between the MIMO antenna elements
because it becomes an issue when more than one antenna element is assembled on a single
printed circuit board (PCB) [27–30]. A maximum isolation level of more than −30 dB is
achieved within the operating band. Overall, satisfactory likeness between the measured
and simulated results is achieved. In the figures, sim. represents simulated results, whereas
mea. represents measured results.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4. Multiport antenna: (a) S-parameters, (b) isolation.

2.2. Antenna System Incorporated with a Dielectric Layer

An MIMO antenna incorporated with a dielectric layer is shown in Figure 5. A dielec-
tric layer with overall dimensions of 20 mm × 26 mm × 2 mm is placed below a proposed
MIMO configuration at a distance of 4 mm. Moreover, the dielectric constant is maintained
at 12 to ensure that the proposed dielectric layer has a significant beam concentration.
The overall aim is to improve the radiation performance of the proposed antenna system.
The reflection coefficient of the proposed MIMO antenna after incorporating a dielectric
layer is analyzed in Figure 6a, and the isolation is shown in Figure 6b, which is more than
−30 dB (maximally) within the operating band. Here, we suggest that after incorporating
a dielectric layer, both antennas will still achieve similar results, which will be helpful to
attain high data rates, which is among the main features of MIMO-based 5G transmission.
Furthermore, a gain comparison is shown in Figure 7 for an antenna with and without a
dielectric layer. The peak gain in the case of an antenna without an external layer is 5.48 dB,
whereas when a dielectric layer is incorporated, the peak gain increases to 8.47 dB within
the operating band due to the highly dielectric nature of the layer incorporated on the back
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of MIMO antenna. Owing to the highly capacitive nature of the dielectric layer, it serves as
a suitable reflective surface, resulting in the focusing of the fringing fields and an overall
improvement in the gain. In the future, a dielectric layer with nearly the same dielectric
constant value will be utilized to validate the simulated results based on the dielectric layer.

Figure 5. MIMO antenna incorporated with a dielectric layer.

The following expression [31] can be utilized to estimate the distance between the pro-
posed MIMO system and the dielectric layer to achieve a satisfactory output performance.

ϕ − 2βH = 2nπ; n = . . . − 1, 0, 1 (2)

The equation is based on a combination of components, i.e., free space propagation constant
(β), reflection phase (ϕ), and distance (H) between the dielectric layer and the antenna
configuration (π = 3.1415).

2.3. Radiation Pattern in Terms of Gain

In Figure 8, the simulated polar radiation patterns are compared for an antenna with
and without a dielectric layer in the E-plane and H-plane in the 23.5 GHz frequency band.
To efficiently benefit from the MIMO system, high decorrelation in the radiation patterns
is a desirable feature. As shown in Figure 8, ports 1 and 2, the radiation pattern is well-
de-correlated, indicating that one-antenna radiation results in low overlapping with the
other one antenna within the same panel. This can be help to achieving sufficiently diverse
performance. The total efficiency in the desired frequency band without a dielectric layer
is 87.8%, whereas after incorporating a dielectric layer, the total efficiency is 89.6%. The
gain measured at multiple frequency points for an antenna without a dielectric layer is
compared with the simulated gain in Table 2.

Table 2. Gain measurement of the proposed antenna.

Frequency (GHz)
Simulated Value

(dB)
Frequency (GHz) Measured Value (dB)

21.5 4.61 21.5 4.45
22.5 5.07 22.5 4.85
23.5 5.48 23.5 5.34

2.4. MIMO Performance Metrics

Several MIMO performance metrics were analyzed for the proposed antenna system
incorporated with a dielectric layer, such as envelope correlation coefficient (ECC), channel
capacity loss (CCL), and diversity gain (DG). In Figure 9, the ECC is demonstrated using the
far-field calculation method [31], which conforms with the standard value (<0.5), whereas
in Figure 10, DG is analyzed, which is close to the standard value, i.e., 10 dB. Moreover,
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in Figure 11, CCL is shown. A CCL value of less than 0.4 bits/s/Hz is achieved across
the operating band, which depicts a minimal capacity loss. It is important to analyze this
loss because when more than one antenna is incorporated to form an antenna system,
the channel capacity is increased, but some losses are encountered due to the correlation
between the MIMO links. In [32], a channel capacity of 41 bps/Hz was observed for the
sub 6 GHz band, with a low isolation value of −14.8 dB. CCL was not analyzed, and the
size of the proposed design was relatively large, i.e., >80 mm. An MIMO antenna with
a size of 150 mm × 80 mm was presented in [33]; a channel capacity of 41 bps/Hz was
achieved, but no analysis of CCL was presented. The proposed MIMO antenna achieved an
isolation of less than −15 dB within the 5150–5925 MHz frequency band, which may result
in deterioration of the transmission quality. The same idea was implemented in [34], in
which CCL was not taken into account and a relatively larger antenna of more than 80 mm
was reported to have a low operating bandwidth, i.e., less than 1 GHz.

 
 

(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6. S-parameters based on antenna incorporation with a dielectric layer: (a) reflection coefficient,
(b) isolation.
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Figure 7. Proposed MIMO antenna gain comparison with and without a dielectric layer.

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 8. Antenna polar radiation patterns in: (a) E-plane port 1, (b) E-plane port 2, (c), H-plane port
1, and (d) H-plane port 2.
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Figure 9. ECC of the proposed antenna system incorporated with a dielectric layer.

 

Figure 10. DG of the proposed antenna system incorporated with a dielectric layer.

 

Figure 11. CCL of the proposed antenna system incorporated with a dielectric layer.
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3. Conclusions

In this paper, we demonstrated an antenna with a multiple input, multiple output
(MIMO) configuration for mm-wave 5G applications. The two antenna elements are se-
quenced in series to form a two-port antenna system such that significant field decorrelation
is achieved. Moreover, a dielectric layer is backed by the proposed MIMO antenna to im-
prove and analyze the radiation characteristics. The overall size of the MIMO configuration
is 14 mm × 20 mm, with an operation bandwidth in the range of 16.7–25.4 GHz, con-
sidering the −10 dB criteria with a maximum isolation of more than −30 dB within the
operating band. The peak gain offered by the proposed antenna system is nearly 5.48 dB,
and deploying a dielectric layer increases the gain value to 8.47 dB. A total efficiency of
more than 80% is achieved within the operating band, and several MIMO performance
metrics were analyzed, revealing satisfactory characteristics, making the proposed design
a suitable candidate for mm-wave-based 5G applications. In the future, beam-steering
techniques will be incorporated to achieve satisfactory cell transmission coverage.
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Abstract: This paper discusses an elliptical ultrawideband (UWB) antenna and a dual-band UWB
notch antenna. To achieve a UWB bandwidth, two corner cuts are etched into the rectangular slot
on the partial ground plane. An inverted-U-shaped and conductor-shaped resonator are utilized to
achieve dual-band notch characteristics on a partial ground plane. The suggested antenna has an
overall dimension of 24 × 32 mm2. The suggested UWB antenna has a gain of 4.9 dB, a bandwidth
of 2.5–11 GHz, a linear phase response, a group delay of less than 1 ns, and a steady radiation
pattern. The suggested UWB notch rejects WLAN and ITU bands from 5.2–5.7 GHz and 7.2–8.5 GHz,
respectively, with an impedance bandwidth of 2.5–11 GHz. The UWB notch antenna features a linear
phase, a group delay of less than 1 ns, and a stable radiation pattern.

Keywords: ultrawideband (UWB); UWB antenna; parasitic resonator; dual-band-notched;
monopole antenna

1. Introduction

A UWB bandwidth is the frequency band bounded by the points that are 10 dB below
the highest radiated emission, as based on the complete transmission system including
the antenna. The upper boundary is designated fH , and the lower boundary is designated
fL. An antenna having a fractional bandwidth equal to or greater than 0.20 or having a
UWB bandwidth equal to or greater than 500 MHz, regardless of the fractional bandwidth,
is called a UWB antenna. [1,2]. UWB communication, as the name implies, has a large
bandwidth and supports a high transmission rate. Ultrawideband antenna applications
have recently expanded to cover many computing devices and IoT peripherals [3]. The
bulk of these wireless communication systems make use of a UWB antenna for purposes
including but not limited to data transfer, reception, localization, location identification,
sensing, and tracking.

UWB antenna design varies depending on the communication system’s radiation
characteristics, and each application necessitates specialized UWB antennas. Due to devel-
opments in impulse technology, low-power communication systems, and the availability
of unlicensed frequency bands, UWB has emerged as the dominant technique for short-
range wireless communication [4]. Due to its inherent properties, UWB technology is
well suited for precisely obtaining spatial and directional data, including a high data
rate, a broad bandwidth, a reduction in multipath fading, a low cost, and low power
consumption [5].

The recent proliferation of wireless communication, wireless portable devices, and
smart consumer electronics has increased demand for ultrawideband antenna applica-
tions [6]. UWB antenna design research [7–10] is undertaken to improve UWB commu-
nication systems with new breakthroughs. Moreover, a single UWB antenna may span
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numerous frequencies, transmission functions, and operation bands. Therefore, their uti-
lization can eliminate the need for many narrowband antennas. The interference caused by
several antennas is decreased, and antenna space is conserved. It is crucial to remember that
to get the most out of UWB antennas, they must be carefully designed for the individual
needs of each system.

Narrowband systems such as WiMAX, WLAN, and C-band, among others, cause
significant interference to UWB antennas. Strong disruptions, such as background noise,
emerge from these interferences [11]. A notch is built in the UWB antenna to eliminate
these intense narrowband interferences. Notch is the technique of removing unwanted
frequency bands from the UWB spectrum [12].

In the literature, many UWB notch antennas have been recorded. The authors of
article [13] suggest a floret antenna for wideband application. A UWB antenna with an arch-
shaped ground plane is proposed using Koch fractal on the hexagonal pattern patch [14].
In paper [15], a UWB antenna with a slot-type split-ring resonator and a defective ground
plane is proposed to achieve a dual notch. A dual-band notch antenna using sectorial and
inverted U-shaped slots over a rectangular patch is reported in the article [16]. Paper [17]
presents a fractal dual-band UWB antenna with a C-shaped complementary split-ring
resonator on the patch’s transmission line to perform dual-notch filtering. A dual-notch
band UWB antenna is proposed in the article [18] using C-slot and inverted U-slot. A UWB
antenna in [19] uses a split-ring slot to create a dual notch. A wide bandwidth in the UWB
range is achieved by altering the rectangular patch. In [20], the authors suggest a notch
antenna with two bands. A meandering patch slot and a U-shaped feed slot provide a 3–3.9
and 5.22–5.7 GHz notch band. In [21], the patch’s two U-shaped stubs create a 3.0–3.9 GHz
and 5.0–5.9 GHz notch band.

In this article, an elliptical UWB notch antenna has been designed and fabricated to
cover UWB channel 1 to 15, i.e., low band (UWB channels 1 to 4) and high band (UWB
channels 5 to 15). The addition of parasitic resonators for UWB notch antenna overcomes
electromagnetic interference between bands by inserting inverted-U-shaped and iron-
shaped parasitic resonators on the ground plane. Evolution steps from the UWB antenna to
the UWB notch antenna are discussed. Sections 2 and 3 discuss the technique for designing
antennas. Section 4 discusses result analysis. Section 5 discusses the conclusion followed
by references.

2. UWB Antenna Design Approach

The evolution of the UWB antenna is depicted in Figure 1, while the S11 characteristics
are depicted in Figure 2. In the first stage, an ellipse radiating patch and a rectangle ground
plane are created. However, the S11 value is much higher than −10 dB.

As a result, the ground plane was further modified in stage 2 to become a partly
rectangular ground plane. The S11 value decreases as a result. In stage 3, a partially
rectangular ground plane is slotted to improve S11. The rectangular slot on the ground
plane significantly brings the S11 value below −10 dB, but it does not cover the UWB
range. As a result, in stage 4 of Figure 1, more modifications are made to obtain UWB
characteristics in the antenna. Two corner cuts are etched on the rectangular slot on the
ground plane. It gives the impedance bandwidth from 2.5–11 GHz, which covers the
UWB range.
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Figure 1. Progression stage of UWB antenna.

Figure 2. S11 characteristics of UWB antenna.

3. UWB Notch Antenna Design Approach

Figure 3 shows the design of an elliptical UWB notch antenna. After completing the
design of the elliptical-shaped UWB antenna, the notches have to be introduced. There
are many techniques to obtain notches. Two parasitic resonators, an inverted-U-shaped
resonator and an iron-shaped resonator, are used to achieve the notch. The inverted-U-
shaped resonator helps obtain a notch at 5.3 GHz, and the iron-shaped resonator helps
in obtaining a notch at 8.1 GHz. Figure 4 shows the dimension of the suggested antenna.
Table 1 lists the antenna’s dimensions.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. Elliptical UWB notch antenna: (a) UWB to UWB notch; (b) S11.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Dimension of elliptical UWB notch antenna: (a) patch; (b) ground plane.
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Table 1. Dimension of the proposed antenna.

Parameter Dimension (mm) Parameter Dimension (mm)

a 24 i 1.25
b 32 f 2
c 9.5 t 0.5
d 6 k 16
e 11.6 l 8
u 11 m 0.75
g 11.25 m 0.75
v 4 n 12
l2 4 o 3
l3 2.47 p 3
j 1.9 q 3.5
h 1.5 r 0.5
s 1.5 x 0.5
y 6 z 0.5

The length of truncation in the ground plane for achieving UWB is calculated using
Equation (1).

Ltrunc = h(perimeter) + j + f + l3 + i(perimeter)
= 1.5 + 1.9 + 2 + 2.47 + 1.25
= 9.12 mm

(1)

The relative permittivity of the FR-4 substrate is εr = 4.4, so effective permittivity can
be calculated as Equation (2),

εe f f = εr+1
2 + εr−1

2

[
1 + 12 H

w

]−0.5

= 2.7 + 1.7√
1+12( 1.6×10−3

3×10−3 )
= 3.325 (2)

As we can observe that the first notch frequency, fnotch1 is around 5.2 GHz, and is due
to the effect of the upper resonator. Therefore, mathematically, the length of the upper
resonator can be calculated using Equation (3).

Lupper resonator =
λ0

2√εre f f
= c

2 fnotch1
√

εre f f

= 3×10−8

2×5.2×109
√

3.325
= 15.55 mm

(3)

Similarly, the second notch frequency, fnotch2 is around 8.2 GHz and is due to the effect
of the lower resonator. Therefore, mathematically, the length of the lower resonator can be
calculated using Equation (4).

Llower resonator = λ0
2√εre f f

= c
2 fnotch2

√
εre f f

= 3×10−8

2×8.2×109
√

3.325
= 10 mm

(4)

3.1. Progression of UWB Notch Antenna

This section describes the evolution stages of a UWB notch antenna. It shows a step-
by-step iterative process to arrive at the final structure. The following Figure 5 shows a
pictorial representation of the iterative process.

A patch and a ground plane make up the proposed antenna. Both of these have
undergone modification to arrive at the final structure. The S11 characteristics of the UWB
notch antenna at every stage are plotted together and depicted in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Progression stage of UWB notch antenna.

Figure 6. S11 characteristics of progression stage of UWB notch antenna.

In step 1, the UWB antenna is designed. The ground plane is then etched with an
in-verted-U-shaped upper resonator in step 2. The inverted-U-shaped upper resonator
gives the first notch at 5.3 GHz, as shown in Figure 5. In step 3, an iron-shaped lower
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resonator is added to the ground plane. The iron-shaped lower resonator gives the second
notch at 8.1 GHz. Thus, the upper resonator and lower resonator combination make an
elliptical UWB notch antenna in step 4.

These graphs in Figure 6 show that the notch antenna has S11 < −10 dB for the entire
UWB range and has two notches at 5.3 GHz and 8.1 GHz due to the two resonators.

3.2. Parametric Analysis of UWB Notch Antenna

The impact of the stubs dimension on the notch antenna is examined using a paramet-
ric analysis. The dimensions t and x have an impact on the design’s performance.

3.2.1. Effect of Upper Resonator-Width ‘t’

To analyze the effects of width ‘t’ on the S11 characteristics, the variation in width ‘t’
was simulated and analyzed. The S11 characteristics are represented in Figure 7. When the
width is 0.5 mm, the result is optimum.

Figure 7. S11 for variation of width ‘t’.

3.2.2. Effect of Lower Resonator-Width ‘x’

The variation in width ‘x’ is simulated and studied to investigate the effects of width
‘x’ on the S11 features. Figure 8 illustrates the S11 features. The result is best when the width
is 0.5 mm.
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Figure 8. S11 for variation of width ‘x’.

4. Discussion and Outcomes

The suggested antenna is subjected to a full-wave simulation using HFSS. ROHDE &
SCHWARZ ZVL 13 network analyzer is used to conduct measurements.

4.1. UWB Antenna Results

The intended ultrawideband (UWB) antenna, shown in Figure 9, was fabricated
according to the design.

(a) (b)

Figure 9. Suggested UWB antenna: (a) patch; (b) ground plane.
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4.1.1. VSWR

Figure 10 compares simulated and measured VSWR. ROHDE & SCHWARZ ZVL
network analyzer measures VSWR. At VSWR < 2, the simulated impedance bandwidth is
2.8–11.2 GHz, and the operational impedance bandwidth is 2.5–11 GHz. Simulations and
measurements of VSWR exhibit a minor difference. This is due to the effect of soldering, the
failure to account for the SMA connector during simulation, flaws in the dielectric constant
of the substrate, and manufacturing tolerances.

Figure 10. VSWR, simulated and measured.

4.1.2. Current Distribution

Figure 11 illustrates a simulation and study of the current distribution to illustrate
the functionality of the proposed UWB antenna. At 3.6, 6.8, and 9.7 GHz, the resonance
qualities are examined. Figure 11 shows how different antenna parts have varied resonance
patterns for different operating modes. In Figure 11a, the lower portion of the feed is active
at 3.6 GHz, where the current is highest. In Figure 11b, the feed at 6.8 GHz has the highest
current. Figure 11c reveals that the lower portion of the patch and feed are most active at
9.7 GHz. Thus, the antenna resonates at 3.6, 6.8, and 9.7 GHz.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11. Current distribution at (a) 3.6 GHz, (b) 6.8 GHz, (c) 9.7 GHz.

4.1.3. Radiation Pattern

Figure 12 depicts the simulation of the antenna radiation pattern for resonant fre-
quencies within the operating band. At 3.6 GHz, a bidirectional pattern is detected in
the E-plane, while an omnidirectional pattern is observed in the H-plane. However, at
higher frequencies (i.e., 9.7 and 12.6 GHz) the pattern is disturbed due to higher har-
monics; in addition, the cross-polarization radiation magnitudes dominate the pattern.
It is evident from the figure that the cross-polarization value is much lower than the
co-polarization value.

(a)

Figure 12. Cont.
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(b)

(c)

Figure 12. The simulated radiation pattern of the UWB antenna at (a) 3.6 GHz, (b) 6.8 GHz, and (c)
9.7 GHz.

4.1.4. Time-Domain Characteristics

The phase response, group delay, and isolation properties of the proposed UWB
antenna can only be determined by a time-domain analysis. As can be seen in Figure 13,
two identical antennas were placed in HFSS 100 mm apart for these tests. The time-domain
study considered both forward- and side-facing scenarios.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 13. Time-domain analysis with orientations, viz., (a) frontal and (b) lateral.

In Equation (5), GD is the derivative of phase response to angular frequency.

τg(ω) = −dϕ(ω)

dω
(5)

The proposed UWB antenna’s group delay is depicted in Figure 14. As can be seen
in Figure 14, the group delay of the antenna remains relatively the same, regardless of
whether it is operating in a face-to-face or side-to-side configuration.

Figure 14. Group delay proposed UWB antenna.
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Figure 15 shows the antenna’s phase response. Linear phase variation yields desirable
time-domain features. Figure 15 demonstrates that the phase fluctuation of the antenna is
nearly linear during face-to-face and side-to-side operations.

Figure 15. Phase response S21 of the proposed UWB design.

Isolation features of the proposed UWB antenna are depicted in Figure 16. Figure 16
shows that the antenna has good isolation characteristics (S21 < −20 dB).

Figure 16. Isolation characteristics of the UWB antenna.
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When computing the fidelity factor, a frontal orientation, as well as a lateral orientation,
are both used. Both the input signals and output signals are normalized, as shown in
Figure 17. The FF is computed using the normalized transmitted and received pulses in
accordance with Equations (6)–(8) [22].

Tn
s =

Ts(t)√∫ ∞
−∞|Ts(t)|2dt

(6)

Rn
s =

Rs(t)√∫ ∞
−∞|Rs(t)|2dt

(7)

FF = max
∞∫

−∞

Tn
s (t) Rn

s (t + τ)dt (8)

Figure 17. Fidelity factor.

Normalization is performed to ensure that only the signal’s structure and not its
amplitude is evaluated. The estimated fidelity factor values ensure that interference has
a negligible effect on the received pulse at the receiver. The fidelity factor in frontal and
lateral configurations is more than 98%. The greater value of the fidelity factor assures that
the transmitted and received pulses are identical.

4.1.5. Gain

Figure 18 depicts a 3D gain plot at resonant frequencies at 3.6 GHz, 6.8 GHz, and
9.7 GHz. At 3.6 GHz, 6.8 GHz, and 9.7 GHz, the gain is 2.38 dB, 3.44 dB, and 4.85 dB.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 18. D gain plot at (a) 3.6 GHz, (b) 6.8 GHz, and (c) 9.7 GHz.

Figure 19 shows that a maximum gain of 4.9 dB is achieved for the UWB microstrip
antenna.

4.2. Outcome of Ultrawideband Notch Antenna

The intended ultrawideband notch antenna, shown in Figure 20, was fabricated
according to the design.
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Figure 19. Gain of UWB antenna.

(a) (b)

Figure 20. Fabricated proposed UWB notch antenna: (a) patch; (b) ground.
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4.2.1. VSWR

Figure 21 shows a comparison of the UWB notch antenna’s simulated and measured
VSWR. Strong rejection can be seen in the simulated VSWR plot between the WLAN band
of 5–5.6 GHz and the ITU band of 7.1–8.5 GHz, with a fractional bandwidth of almost
120% (2.8–11.2 GHz). The measured VSWR plot demonstrates a high level of attenuation
across the WLAN band (5.2–5.7 GHz) and the ITU band (7.2–8.5 GHz), with a fractional
bandwidth of around 125%. (2.5–11 GHz). The difference in VSWR between simulated and
measured values should be attributed mostly to the influence of SMA connector soldering
and fabrication tolerance.

Figure 21. VSWR of UWB notch antenna, simulated and measured.

4.2.2. Current Distribution

Figure 22 depicts the surface current distributions at notched frequencies of 5.3 GHz
and 8.1 GHz with parasitic resonators, illustrating the role of parasitic inverted-U-shaped
and iron-shaped resonators in achieving the notched bands. At notched frequencies, surface
currents on the elliptical patch flow opposite to the surface current on the ground plane,
which contains parasitic elements. Accordingly, the radiation has little to no effect at the
notch frequencies. It makes two notches at around 5.3 GHz and 8.1 GHz.

4.2.3. Radiation Pattern

Figure 23 depicts the simulation of the antenna radiation pattern for resonant notch
frequencies within the operating band.
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(a) (b)

Figure 22. Current distribution at (a) 5.3 GHz and (b) 8.1 GHz.

(a)
Figure 23. Cont.
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(b)

(c)

Figure 23. The simulated radiation pattern at (a) 4 GHz, (b) 6.2 GHz, and (c) 11.7 GHz.

At 4 GHz and 6.2 GHz, an omnidirectional pattern is detected in the E-plane, while a
bidirectional pattern is observed in the H-plane. At 11.7 GHz, an omnidirectional pattern is
seen in the E-plane and the H-plane.
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4.2.4. Time-Domain Characteristics

Figure 24 illustrates analysis in the time domain, which includes group delay, iso-
lation characteristics, and the fidelity factor for the proposed antenna. As mentioned in
Section 4.1.4, these studies are carried out similarly.

(a)

(b)

Figure 24. Time-domain analysis with orientations, viz., (a) frontal and (b) lateral.

Figure 25 shows a high delay at both notched frequencies (5.3 and 8.1 GHz), but
the group delay for the face-to-face and side-to-side configurations is less than 1 ns at all
other frequencies.

Figure 26 exhibits the phase variation of the input impedance of the proposed UWB
notch antenna. The phase fluctuation throughout the operating band is linear, with the
exception of the notched band’s center frequencies, which are around 5.3 and 8.1 GHz.
This difference in phase versus frequency in the notched band verifies that the signal’s
frequency components have a delay at the notched frequencies.

Figure 27 shows that the antenna has good isolation characteristics (S21 < −20 dB). The
fidelity factor in frontal and lateral configurations is more than 99%, as shown in Figure 28.
The greater value of the fidelity factor ensures that the transmitted and received pulses
are identical.

For dual-band-notched UWB applications, the time domain analysis of antenna pa-
rameters shows that the suggested antenna is a good contender.
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Figure 25. Group delay of proposed UWB notch antenna.

Figure 26. Phase response S21 of the proposed UWB notch antenna.
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Figure 27. Isolation characteristics.

Figure 28. Fidelity factor of the UWB notch antenna.

4.2.5. Gain of UWB Notch Antenna

Figure 29 shows the total gain of the UWB notch antenna. A maximum gain of 5.9 dB
is achieved for the UWB notch antenna.
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Figure 29. Gain of the UWB notch antenna.

4.2.6. Comparison Table

The expected design performance is assessed by comparing it to previously published
UWB notch antenna designs, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison of the proposed antenna with previous works.

Ref. No. &
Year

Size
(mm2)

Area
(mm2)

Notch Frequency
Range
(GHz)

No. of Notch
Frequencies

Band Notch
Frequencies

(GHz)
Gain
(dB)

f1 f2

[23], 2017 0.25 λ0 × 0.25 λ0 900 4.97–5.48, 5.69–5.99 2 5.2 5.8 −4.0–5.0
[24], 2018 0.46 λ0 × 0.55 λ0 2100 3.3–3.6, 5–6 2 3.56 5.4 2–8.5
[25], 2019 0.28 λ0 × 0.26 λ0 1720 2.3–2.5, 3.3–3.6 2 2.4 3.45 1.26–5.5
[26], 2019 0.28 λ0 × 0.28 λ0 1296 2.5–2.69, 3.3–4.2 2 2.6 3.5 1.4–3.5
[27], 2020 0.35 λ0 × 0.46 λ0 1200 5.5–6.2, 6.6–7.1 2 5.8 6.8 2–6
[28], 2020 0.32 λ0 × 0.30 λ0 960 3.45–4.81, 5.24–6.2 2 4.4 5.8 2.7–5.1
[29], 2019 0.30 λ0 × 0.30 λ0 900 5.1–6, 7.13–7.63 2 5.4 7.4 1.1–4.89
[30], 2019 0.52 λ0 × 0.37 λ0 875 3.3–3.96, 4.7–5.9 2 3.6 5.3 2.4–5.5
[31], 2019 0.45 λ0 × 0.42 λ0 786 5.1–5.9, 7–7.8 2 5.8 7.6 2.1–6.6
Proposed

work 0.32 λ0 × 0.42 λ0 768 5.2–5.7, 7.2–8.5 2 5.3 8.1 0.8–5.9

Note: λ0 is calculated using the lowest operating frequency of the antenna.

5. Conclusions

An elliptical ultrawideband (UWB) antenna and a dual-band UWB notch antenna
are described in this study. The rectangular slot on the partial ground plane is carved
with two corner cuts in order to obtain UWB bandwidth. On a partial ground plane,
two parasitic resonators, one of which is an inverted-U-shaped resonator, and the other
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of which is an iron-shaped resonator, are employed in order to obtain dual-band notch
characteristics. The suggested antenna has an overall size of 24 × 32 mm2. The suggested
UWB antenna has a gain of 4.9 dB, an impedance bandwidth of 2.5–11 GHz, a linear phase
response, a group delay of less than one nanoseconds, and a consistent radiation pattern.
The proposed UWB notch antenna demonstrates high rejection in the WLAN band between
5.2 and 5.7 GHz, with a sharp notch at 5.3 GHz, and in the ITU band between 7.2 and
8.5 GHz, with a sharp notch at 8.1 GHz, with an impedance bandwidth ranging from 2.5 to
11 GHz. The UWB notch antenna has a linear phase, less than 1 ns group delay, and a steady
radiation pattern.
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Abstract: A high-dimension ratio, octagonal-shaped, super-wideband (SWB) monopole antenna
was proposed in this paper. The proposed antenna was composed of an octagonal-structured
radiating patch with a flower-shaped slot fed by a linearly tapering microstrip line and a rectan-
gular partial ground fabricated on a Rogers 5880 dielectric substrate, with an overall dimension
of 14 × 16 × 0.787 mm3. The designed antenna exhibits SWB characteristics over the frequency
range of 3.71 to 337.88 GHz at |S11| ≤ −10 dB, VSWR < 2, a bandwidth ratio (BR) of 91.07:1, and
a very high BDR of 6057.27. The proposed SWB antenna was designed, simulated, and analyzed
using Ansys high-frequency structural simulator (HFSS). The simulated and measured findings have
good confirmability, making them ideal for future-generation mobile networks, due to their strong
radiation properties, compactness, and extremely wide bandwidth.

Keywords: polygon structure; tapered feed; super-wideband (SWB); bandwidth dimension ratio
(BDR); peak gain; radiation efficiency

1. Introduction

In the digital era, there is a massive demand for ultra-fast data transmission, and
audio and video transmission with minimal latency in modern wireless technologies. In
addition, in today’s “everything and everyone is connected” world, the use of smart
devices is increasing at an exponential rate, necessitating extremely wide bandwidth,
compact antennas with strong radiation properties, and multiband functionality capable of
supporting both short- and long-range transmission [1,2]. The Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) assigned unlicensed frequency ranges of 3.1 to 10.6 GHz to ultra-
wideband (UWB) technology in 2002 [3,4]. Over the past two decades, the potentials of
high data rate, simplicity, low cost, low noise, high accuracy, and low power spectral density
have attracted a great deal of attention. An antenna operating with a ratio bandwidth of
3.4:1 is called a UWB antenna, which enables short-range, high-speed data transmission
between electronic devices. However, an antenna with a ratio bandwidth (RBW) equal
to or greater than 10:1 at |S11| ≤ −10 dB over the entire frequency range of interest is
called an SWB antenna. Rumsey et al. initially developed frequency-independent SWB
antennas in the late 1950s and early 1960s. These antennas consist of equiangular spiral
and log-periodic structures [5]. Unlike UWB antennas, SWB antennas do not have any
predefined operating frequency band standards. SWB antennas are extremely compact,
have a broad bandwidth over any frequency range of the electromagnetic spectrum, and
support both short- and long-range transmission. In designing SWB antennas, it is not
sufficient to evaluate the antenna performance in traditional parameters such as gain
and radiation patterns, etc. To verify the capability of the antenna to operate as a SWB
antenna, the bandwidth dimension ratio (BDR) is introduced as an index term to determine
both the compactness and wideband characteristics of an antenna. It is necessary to
maintain a consistent group delay of <2 nano seconds for the entire band as well. The
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monopole antenna is a promising SWB antenna due to its compact dimensions, inexpensive,
linear design, incredibly high BW impedance, and simplicity of integration into handheld
devices [6–8].

Many wideband antennas were reported in the literature for SWB applications, such
as a concentric Mickey-Mouse-shaped monopole radiator with a semi-elliptical ground
for super-wideband (SWB) application, which was presented with an electrical size of
0.16 λ × 0.18 λ (λ lowest cutoff frequency). The antenna operates over the frequency range
of 1.22–47.5 GHz and offers an FBW of 190% and a RBW of 38.9:1 with a peak gain of 0.5
to 10.3 dBi [9]. A medically designed pill-shaped microstrip patch antenna [10] with a
physical size of 41 × 32 × 16 mm3 was designed to achieve a peak gain of 8.2 dBi and
operates over 2–95 GHz with BDR 3095, FBW 180%, and a low efficiency of 67%. A novel
monopole antenna with a partial ground plane in the shape of a trapezoid and patches in
the shape of semicircles with a tapered feed line was designed to achieve a high bandwidth
dimension ratio (BDR) of 4261.007. An antenna operates in the frequency range of 1.30
to 20 GHz with an impedance bandwidth of 175.58%, a low ratio bandwidth of 15.38:1,
and a low average peak gain of 4.18 dBi [11]. A compact SWB antenna was designed on
a flexible Ultralam 3850 laminate substrate for 5G and IOT applications with dimensions
of 60 × 40 × 0.1 mm3 and operates in the frequency band from 1.74 to 100 GHz with a
57.47:1 ratio bandwidth (BW). A peak gain of 9.24 dB at 65.6 GHz and even lower than
0 dB of gain was observed in the designed band [12]. A circularly shaped asymmetrical
dipole antenna with two dielectric substrates of low permittivity was designed with a
21.9:1 ratio bandwidth and VSWR < 2 [13]. A triple elliptical monopole antenna with
overall dimensions of 27 mm × 29.5 mm was fabricated on a Roger’s RT-Duroid 5880
substrate with a relative permittivity of (εr) = 2.2 and a loss tangent of (tan δ) = 0.0009
and covers the frequency band from 1.91 to 43.5 GHz at S11 ≤ −10 dB with a very BDR
of 5761.87, a FBW > 183.17%, and a RBW of 22.77:1 [14]. A wide band scarecrow-shaped
ultra-wide band (UWB) antenna using CPW and microstrip line-feeding technique was
reported with a dimension of 5 × 20 × 1.6 mm3. The IBW of a CPW-fed antenna and a
microstrip-line-fed antenna was 2.51–16.48 GHz (147.13%) and 2.86–16.17 GHz (139.88%),
respectively [15]. A trapezoid-shaped monopole radiator fed by a triangular, tapered feed
line and a semicircular ground was presented. The electrical size was 0.16 λc × 0.27 λc and
offered a SWB range of 1.42–90 GHz at S11 ≤ −10 dB, a bandwidth ratio of 63.30:1, and a
VSWR ≤ 2 [16]. A psi-shaped circularly polarized antenna with high gain and bandwidth
was investigated and found to be best suited for detection of the blind spots of a vehicle in
V2V and V2R communications [17]. An elliptical-shaped fractal antenna in a tree-structured
configuration for super-wideband applications was proposed. The antenna has a size of
170 × 150 mm2 and provides an IBW of 0.65 to 35.61 GHz, a ratio bandwidth of 54.78:1, a
peak realized gain of 6.51 dB, and an average gain of 3.24 dB [18].

An octagonal, ring-shaped, 40 × 40 × 1.01 mm3 sized monopole antenna with a stub
placed on the top of the right corner was developed to enhance the impedance bandwidth
over a range of 2.59 to 31.14 GHz at |S11| ≤ − 10 dB [19]. A triple-notch super-wideband
antenna with a bandwidth of 2.34 GHz to 20 GHz was designed and fabricated for Bluetooth
and LTE 2600 bands, and achieved a gain of 4.98 dBi and radiation efficiency of 89% [20]. An
offset elliptical ring patch antenna with a tapered feed line was developed. The proposed
antenna has a ratio bandwidth of 34.63:1, a bandwidth dimension ratio of 1732, and a peak
gain of 5.81 dBi over the functional frequency range of 2.31–40.0 GHz [21]. A compact
bulb-model planar super-wideband SWB antenna was designed with the dimensions of
35 × 30 × 0.8 mm3 and works in the frequency range of 2.8–40 GHz with a RBW of
14.28:1. The antenna has a FBW of 173.8% and a BDR of 1904. A FSS was placed on
top of the radiating patch with an air gap of 19 mm to enhance gain over the specified
SWB range [22]. A Sierpinski fractal antenna was designed with a patch in the shape of
a hexagon and coplanar waveguide feeding. The bandwidth ratio of 11:1 was achieved
over an impedance bandwidth of 3.4–37.4 GHz [23]. A star–triangular fractal monopole
antenna feed with microstrip-fed and semielliptical ground plane was investigated with
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a footprint of 20 mm × 20 mm × 1 mm3 and exhibited a super-wideband range of 1–30
GHz with VSWR < 2 [24]. The SWB antennas reported in [9–24] have limited FBW, BDR,
and radiation performance. Therefore, the major issues in the design of SWB antennas are
miniaturization, wide impedance bandwidth, and a high BDR.

A compact super-wideband antenna was presented and analyzed in this article. It
consists of an octagonal radiating patch fed by a linearly tapered microstrip line and the
partial ground plane. The proposed antenna achieved a super-wideband frequency range of
3.71–337.88 GHz, a fractional bandwidth of 195.65%, and a very high bandwidth dimension
ratio of 6057.27, with an overall size of 14 mm × 16 mm. VSWR, efficiency, and radiation
patterns were also investigated to support SWB applications.

2. Antenna Design Methodology

The geometrical parameters of the patch antenna are computed using conventional
mathematical formulas [25,26], and then applied to area of an octagon to derive its dimen-
sions. An octagonal patch antenna is constructed on the basis of a circular patch antenna.
The area of the octagonal and circular geometry is nearly equal, as shown in Figure 1. The
dimensions of the circular and octagonal shapes are determined using Equations (1)–(4)
and optimized for the better antenna performance.

πae
2 = 2

(
1 +

√
2
)

s2 (1)

where ‘ae’ is effective radius of circular patch due to fringing effect

ae = a
[

1 +
2h

πaεr

{
ln

(πa
2h

)
+ 1.7726

}]1/
2

(2)

‘a’ is the actual radius of the circular patch and is derived as

a =
F

1 + 2h
πFεr

[
ln

(
πF
2h

)
+ 1.7726

]1/
2

(3)

where

F =
8.791 ∗ 109

fr
√

εr
(4)

The proposed monopole antenna with various evaluations are shown in Figure 2. The
electrical dimension of the antenna is 0.16 λc × 0.18 λc, where the wavelength λc is the
lowest operating frequency or physical size of 14 mm × 16 mm. It is printed on Rogers
RT/Duroid 5880TM dielectric substrate with a permittivity (εr) of 2.2 and a height (h) of
0.787 mm. The physical dimensions of substrate are Ws × Ls, where Ws = 14 mm and
Ls = 16 mm. The presented antenna has an octagonal-shaped radiating patch, tapered feed
microstrip line, and partial ground plane. To achieve optimal matching, the width of the
feed line is reduced linearly from W2 = 2 mm to W1 = 1.5 mm, while the length of the feed
line Lf = 6.3 mm remains constant. The ground plane length Lg = 6 mm, and the radius
of the circle patch (R) = 4.5 mm, from which the octagonal sides are derived. The edge of
the octagon, S = 3.45 mm, and the elliptical slots D1, D2, D3, and D4 are used in the patch
to construct a flower-shaped slot in the octagonal radiating patch. A very wide frequency
range is also dependent on the geometry of the ground, and the time of the current path
determines the lowest cut off frequency. As a result, rectangular ground becomes a partially
ground plane.
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Figure 1. Area correlation between circular and octagon geometry.

   
                  (a) (b) (c) 

   
                 (d) (e) (f) 

Figure 2. Geometry of SWB antenna with different design evaluations (a) iteration 1, (b) iteration 2,
(c) iteration 3, (d) iteration 4, (e) iteration 5, (f) iteration 6.

Evaluations of SWB Monopole Antenna Configuration

Different evaluations of the octagonal structured proposed monopole antenna with a
partial ground plane are shown in Figure 2. The octagonal radiating patch designed on
Rogers RT/Duroid 5880™ material with partial ground geometry is shown in Figure 2a.
An elliptical aperture is cut into the octagon patch to enhance its impedance bandwidth,
as shown in Figure 2b. The Babinet principle is applied during this process. The elliptical
slot is converted into a plus-shaped elliptical slot and embedded into the patch, as shown
in Figure 2c. When the self-similar modified plus structure is merged with the preceding
geometry, a new ring-slotted octagon patch is formed, as shown in Figure 2d. The octagonal
structure that is carved into the flower-shaped slot is shown in Figure 2e. Furthermore,
IBW and BDR are improved by switching from a rectangular 50 Ω transmission feed line to
a tapered feed line, as shown in Figure 2f. The dimensions of the evaluated geometries are
listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Novel self-similar slotted monopole antenna with partial ground plane dimensions given
in mm.

Design Parameters Dimensions Design Parameters Dimensions

Lf 6.3 D1 5.45
Wf 1.5 D2 5.45
Lg 6 D3 3.8
S 3.45 D4 1.8
R 4.5 W1 1.5
Ls 16 W2 2
Ws 14

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Electromagnetic Characteristics

The proposed super-wideband monopole antenna is analyzed in terms of reflection
coefficient (S11), voltage standing-wave ratio (VSWR), and input impedance (Zin), as shown
in Figures 3–5.

 

Figure 3. Simulated reflection − coefficient of proposed antenna.

Figure 4. VSWR of the proposed antenna.

Figure 3 demonstrates the reflection coefficient of the proposed antenna for all the
iterations from 1 to 6, whose electrical characteristics are summarized in Table 2. In iteration
1, an eight-sided polygon radiating element of the copper conductor layer with a partial
ground plane is developed, and this antenna has a maximum reflection coefficient (S11)
of −38.41 dB at resonance frequency of 24.1 GHz and an impedance bandwidth (IBW)
of 29.69 GHz over a frequency range of 3.49–33.18 GHz with S11 ≤ −10 dB, as shown
in Figure 3. In iteration 2, an elliptical slot is etched into the polygon structure to obtain
wider bandwidth characteristics, while the ground plane remains unchanged from the first
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step. As shown in Figure 3, this antenna covers multiple bands in the desired spectrum,
and the corresponding IBWs are 28.67 GHz, 42.73 GHz, 14.82 GHz, 15.56 GHz, 61.1 GHz,
23.58 GHz, and 18.52 GHz, as listed in Table 2. The antenna design has been modified
to avoid notches by incorporating an elliptical plus-shaped slot into the octagonal patch
design. Iteration 3, provides bandwidths of 3.54–33.69 GHz and 45.28–147.10 GHz, with
respective FBWs of 161.96% and 105.85%. There is a significant enhancement in both the
wide and fractional bandwidths, though the notches are not completely eliminated, as
shown in Figure 3. In iteration 4, a plus-shaped ring is etched into a conventional octagon,
which enhances the fractional bandwidth and bandwidth characteristics illustrated in
Figure 3. These characteristics restrict the fractional bandwidth of two broad bands to
161.36% and 105.76%, respectively. In iteration 5, the radiating element is optimized by
integrating the minor elliptical slots and the ring slots to resemble a flower structure. The
bandwidth is increased to cover the frequency range of 3.37 GHz to 307.24 GHz with minor
notch bands at 43.80–47.15 GHz, 58.82–60.47 GHz, 77.98–81.87 GHz, 101.92–103.88 GHz,
113.03–116.49 GHz, and 157.39–171.96 GHz with the modified structure. In addition to
the notch bands, the iterative structure exhibits a huge bandwidth, which covers a wide
range of wireless applications. The main objective of the proposed structure is to cover a
wide band spectrum suitable for a diverse range of wireless applications such as industrial,
scientific, and medical (ISM), radar, satellite, navigation, sensing, explosive detection,
short-range indoor applications, etc. Iteration 6 transforms a 50 Ω transmission line into a
tapered-fed structure with a partial ground plane. The proposed monopole structure with
optimized geometry, as shown in Figure 3, has an operating range of 3.71–337.88 GHz at
S11 ≤ −10 dB and an impedance bandwidth of 334.17 GHz, a bandwidth ratio (BR) of 91.07,
and a fractional bandwidth (FBW) of 195.65%, as stated in Table 2. The proposed antenna
achieves a very high bandwidth dimension ratio (BDR) of) of 6057.27 due to the novel
structure. The simulated VSWR graph of design evaluations from conventional polygons
to proposed geometry is shown in Figure 4. A low VSWR across the operating band
indicates low mismatch losses, low reflected power, and effective impedance matching. The
mathematical relation between mismatch loss (ML) and VSWR is shown in Equation (5).

Figure 5. Simulated input impedance of designed antenna: real and imaginary part.

ML = −10 log

[
1 −

[
VSWR − 1
VSWR + 1

]2
]

(5)
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Table 2. Electrical characteristics summary of designed antenna in various stages.

S. No Design
Operating

Bandwidth, GHz
Impedance

Bandwidth, GHz
Bandwidth
Ratio, BR

Fractional
Bandwidth, FBW %

VSWR

1 Iteration 1 3.49–33.18 29.69 9.507 161.93% 1.03

2 Iteration 2

3.43–32.10 28.67 9.35 161.38% 1.06
34.32–77.05 42.73 2.24 76.73% 1.14
79.37–94.19 14.82 1.18 17.07% 1.08

100.27–115.83 15.56 1.15 14.40% 1.44
116.65–177.75 61.1 1.52 41.50% 1.09
184.63–208.21 23.58 1.12 12.00% 1.09
212.68–231.20 18.52 1.08 8.34% 1.35

3 Iteration 3
3.54–33.69 30.15 9.51 161.96% 1.04

45.28–147.10 101.82 3.24 105.85% 1.06

4 Iteration 4
3.54–33.11 29.57 9.35 161.36% 1.02

37.17–120.58 83.41 3.24 105.75% 1.10

5 Iteration 5

3.37–43.80 40.43 12.99 171.42% 1.04
47.15–58.82 11.67 1.24 22.08% 1.11
60.47–77.98 17.51 1.29 25.29% 1.07
81.87–101.92 20.05 1.24 21.81% 1.23

103.88–113.03 9.15 1.08 8.43% 1.13
116.49–157.39 40.9 1.35 29.86% 1.13
171.96–307.24 135.28 1.78 56.46% 1.23

6 Iteration 6 3.71–337.88 334.17 91.07 195.65% 1.02

The significant enhancements in operating bandwidth, impedance bandwidth, band-
width ratio, fractional bandwidth, and VSWR for each antenna iteration are shown in
Table 2. The values are computed using Equations (6), (7), (8), and (9), respectively.

Impedance bandwidth (IBW):

IBW = fh − fl (6)

Bandwidth ratio (BR):
BR = fh

/
fl (7)

Fractional bandwidth (FBW):

FBW =
2 ∗ ( fh − fl)

( fh + fl)
∗ 100 (8)

where fl is the low cut-off frequency, and fh is the high cut-off frequency, and VSWR of
iterations 1–6.

BDR is an essential parameter in SWB antennas because it implies the antenna com-
pactness and wider bandwidth. BDR denotes the proportion of bandwidth that an antenna
can provide per unit electrical area. BDR is defined mathematically [5] as Equation (9).

BDR =
Bandwidth %

λlength X λwidth
(9)

where λ is the lowest cutoff frequency of operating spectrum.
The input impedance (Zin) characteristics of the proposed tapered-fed monopole

element with a partial ground plane are shown in Figure 5. At resonant frequencies of
24.1 GHz, 67.1 GHz, 129.1 GHz, 249.1 GHz, and 28 GHz, the resistance (Rin) and reactance
(Xin) values are 47.48 + j1.54 Ω, 55.45 − j6.93 Ω, 53.16 − j3.97 Ω, 50.96 − j0.65 Ω, and
47.39 − j2.85 Ω, respectively, and are listed in Table 3.
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Table 3. Input impedance of proposed antenna at selected resonant frequencies.

S. No Resonant Frequency Resistance, Rin Reactance, Xin Input Impedance, Zin

1 24.1 GHz 47.48 Ω 1.54 Ω 47.48 + j1.54 Ω
2 67.1 GHz 55.45 Ω −6.93 Ω 55.45 − j6.93 Ω
3 129.1 GHz 53.16 Ω −3.97 Ω 53.16 − j3.97 Ω
4 249.1 GHz 50.96 Ω −0.65 Ω 50.96 − j0.65 Ω
5 287.1 GHz 47.39 Ω −2.85 Ω 47.39 − j2.85 Ω

3.2. Radiation Characteristics

The proposed antenna is simulated using the Ansys HFSS simulator tool, which
produces peak gains of 2.31 dBi at 24.1 GHz, 6.11 dBi at 67.1 GHz, 12.00 dBi at 129.1 GHz,
14.14 dBi at 249.1 GHz, and 14.29 dBi at 287.1 GHz, as shown in 3D gain polar plots in
Figure 6. Also, 2D far-field patterns in E-plane and H-plane are shown in Figure 7. At
low frequencies, the current is distributed uniformly across the ground plane and patch
(Figure 6a,b). As a result, radiation patterns in the E and H planes are omnidirectional. At
mid- and higher frequencies, higher-order modes are generated, and the current density on
the radiator is not as evenly distributed. Therefore, the radiated modes are more prone to
high radiation interference or minor lobes. As illustrated in Figure 6c–e, deterioration in
the omnidirectional nature of the radiation pattern begins with an increase in frequency.
Various techniques, such as periodic structures, defected ground structures (DGS), parasitic
elements, and split ring resonators, can be employed to suppress these undesired radiated
modes, thereby improving the performance of the proposed antenna over the SWB range.

  
(a) 24.1 GHz (b) 67.1 GHz 

  
(c) 129.1 GHz (d) 249.1 GHz 

Figure 6. Cont.
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(e) 287.1 GHz 

Figure 6. The 3D gain polar plots of the final iterative design of the proposed tapered-fed structure
with partial ground plane.

  
(a) (b) (c) 

  
(d) (e) 

Figure 7. The 2D far-field patterns in E-plane and H-plane: (a) 24.1 GHz, (b) 67.1 GHz, (c) 129.1 GHz,
(d) 249.1 GHz, (e) 287.1 GHz (red solid—co-polarized E-plane; black solid—cross-polarized E-plane;
red dotted line—co-polarized H-plane; black dotted line—cross-polarized H-plane).

3.3. Surface Current Analysis

The performance of a super-wideband (SWB) antenna is analyzed using surface current
dissipation, as shown in Figure 8a–e. Current is more concentrated around the feedline
region and the edges of the minor elliptical slots, at the resonance frequencies of 24.1 GHz,
67.1 GHz, 129.1 GHz, 249.1 GHz, and 287.1 GHz of the final iteration of the proposed
antenna, as shown in Figure 8a. Current flows through the feedline and concentrates at
the slot edges depending on the phase angle, as shown in Figure 8b. The magnitude of the
current at the feedline is higher at 129.1 GHz, as shown in Figure 8c. At higher resonant
frequencies of 249.1 GHz and 287.1 GHz, more current flows to the feed line and ground
plane, as shown in Figure 8d,e. The iterations in the antenna design produce a fringing
field, which improves the coupling mechanism between the radiating layers. As a result,
the impedance of the proposed monopole antenna increases.
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 8. The surface current distribution of the designed antenna for (a) 24.1 GHz, (b) 67.1 GHz,
(c) 129.1 GHz, (d) 249.1 GHz, (e) 287.1 GHz.

3.4. Gain and Radiation Efficiency Characteristics

The simulated gain (G) and radiation efficiency (η) of a SWB monopole antenna are
shown in Figures 9 and 10. The proposed design has a peak-realized gain of 18.01 dB and a
radiation efficiency of 62–95% in the super-wideband frequency range of 3.71–337.88 GHz.
As shown in Figure 9, there is a minor discrepancy between realized gain and total gain up
to 255.56 GHz, and an exponential drop at higher operating frequencies due to mismatch
losses and reflection losses at the input port. Similarly, as shown in Figure 10, these
losses affect the radiation efficiency in the same manner. This high gain is achieved by
etching a flower-shaped slot into a radiator and employing a partial ground and tapered
feed technique.
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Figure 9. Gain–characteristics of the suggested antenna.

 

Figure 10. Efficiency characteristics of the suggested antenna.

3.5. Fabricated Prototype and Measured Results

The front and rear views of the fabricated prototypes of a proposed monopole SWB
antenna printed using a DMP-2800 Dimatix Fujifilm conductive material printer on Rogers
RT/Duroid 5880TM material are displayed in Figure 11. The simulated and measured reflec-
tion coefficients, VSWR properties, and their enlarged views are shown in Figures 12 and 13,
respectively. The performance of fabricated antennas is measured using an Agilent E5071B
vector network analyzer (VNA), and Figures 12 and 13 demonstrate a strong similarity
between the simulation and the experimental outcomes.

  

                     (a)                        (b) 

Figure 11. Fabricated prototype: (a) front view, (b) rear view.
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Figure 12. Simulated and measured return loss of the proposed SWB monopole antenna.

 

Figure 13. Simulated and measured VSWR of the proposed SWB monopole antenna.

4. Comparison of Proposed Monopole SWB Antenna with Reported Works

The performance comparison of the proposed design and a few recently reported
SWB antenna designs [9–24] is shown in Table 4. The proposed antenna exhibits high gain
characteristics, excellent SWB response with very high dimension ratio, and a compact size.

Table 4. Comparison to the reported SWB antenna structures.

Ref. P.S, mm2 E.S, λo
2 fl, GHz fh, GHz

IBW,
GHz

FBW, % BR BDR S11, dB G, dB η, %

Tiwari et al. [15] 25 × 20 0.20 × 0.16 2.51 16.48 13.97 147.13 6.57 4597.81 −20 5.5 NR
Mondal et al. [17] 58.2 × 47.7 0.97 × 0.8 5 7 2 33.33 1.40 43.23 −22.5 NR NR
Rahman et al. [16] 57 × 34 0.26 × 0.16 1.42 90 88.58 193.70 63.38 4483.79 −41 7.67 98.9
Singhal et al. [18] 170 × 150 0.37 × 0.33 0.65 35.61 34.96 192.83 54.78 1610.83 NR 6.51 NR
Okan et al. [19] 40 × 40 0.35 × 0.35 2.59 31.14 28.55 169.29 12.02 1419.52 −39 2–5 90–99

Dhasarathan et al. [20] 28 × 20 0.21 × 0.15 2.34 20 17.66 158.10 8.55 5019.11 −20 5.25 NR
Sharma et al. [21] 39 × 39 0.3 × 0.3 2.31 40 37.69 178.16 17.32 1975.62 −40 5.81 NR

Ayyappan et al. [14] 27 × 29.5 0.17 × 0.187 1.91 43.5 41.59 188.51 22.77 5761.87 −62 8.15 90.08
This Work 14 × 16 0.16 × 0.18 3.71 337.88 334.17 195.65% 91.07 6057.27 −38.77 18.01 62–95

Notation: P.S—physical size, E.S—electrical size, fl—flower resonant frequency, fh—higher resonant frequency,
IBW—impedance bandwidth, FBW—fractional bandwidth, BR—bandwidth ratio, BDR—bandwidth dimension
ratio, S11—reflection coefficient, G—peak gain, η—radiation efficiency, NR—not reported.

5. Conclusions

A novel portable super-wideband monopole antenna with an octagonal structure was
designed for diverse wireless communication applications. The proposed antenna was
developed using an octagonal-shaped radiator with microstrip line-feeding. The radiation
and bandwidth properties of the antenna were analyzed, and the results demonstrate
its suitability for wideband applications. SWB antennas, unlike UWB antennas, are not
limited to 3.1–10.6 GHz. Hence, the suggested SWB antenna was compared to reported
antenna structures in the literature in terms of physical dimensions, electrical dimensions,
impedance bandwidth, bandwidth ratio, bandwidth dimension ratio, fractional bandwidth,
VSWR, reflection loss, gain, and efficiency. It is found that a compact SWB antenna is
realized and exhibits a very wide bandwidth, a high BDR of 6057.27, and a high realized
gain (G) of 18.01 dB with a miniaturized volume. A prototype was developed and measured
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with the help of the agile vector network analyzer. Even though the proposed antenna
operates effectively over the super-wideband frequency spectrum of 3.71–337.88 GHz with
a |S11| ≤ −10 dB, the experimental results are measured only up to 40 GHz due to the
higher frequency limitation of the available VNA. The benefits of proposed makes it useful
for S, C, X, Ku, K, Ka, V, and W mm wave bands, future-generation mobile networks (i.e.,
5G and beyond (B5G), military and civilian applications, cognitive radios for spectrum
sensing, radio astronomy for space exploration, satellite communications, and amateur
radio for terrestrial and planetary communications.
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